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MIIGROWAVE MODULES LTD

SIX OF THE BEST
MM1001 KB

MM2001

MM4001 KB

MORSE KEYBOARD

RTTY TO TV CONVERTER

RTTY TRANSCEIVER

package. vchen connected to a
transcewer a. a domestic Air TV set
This

microprocessor controlled TV interface and
r eq. mas on, an audio mout aroma receiver to

hve Asp. A "AI HE RT TY and

lrgtoZiss'irnp=ult=rraV'tenrn!
keyers-r-

ASCII on a domestic UHF TV set, or vicleo
monitor

FEATURES -

FEATURES -

* 12-30wpm speed range
memenes - each 255 characters.

*

* 80 character buffer to ensure perfect

nr°011:.

RT.,

-

05.5. 50. 75. ICO.uck

* ASCII - 110. 330. 8CO. 1200 baud.
F.r message stores

Stored test functions IRV. 0113F, etc,

RTTY - 05.5. 50. 75. 100baug
* ASCII - 110. 300, WO. 1200...

d.

* Switchable input biter.

ara. prAter output

Parallel printer output.

UHF end Video .tputs

UHF . Video outputs.

Meteor scatter rne.

t1T,==.7VX:,
escn

FEATURES

bahne, igIcharacter ANA,

* High quality full NM Owen keyboard.*
1,13C operation.

* IN OC oper.on.

f 299 inc. VAT (p&p f 4.50)

135 inc. VAT (P&P £3,501

£189 inc. VAT (p&p £3)

MTV435

MMS 1

MMT 144/28

435 MHz ATV TRANSMITTER

THE MORSETALKER

2m LINEAR TRANSVERTER

This

unique product

is

a

self cantered

speaking morsetutorand. as wellasarandom

T. high performance ATV transmitter
consists
modulator and

al channel exciter. video

a two stage 20 w. linear

amplifier. It is suitable for monochrome a.

colour transmisions, has two switch

selectable video inputs. and includes a test
wave form generator.

Full transmit/receive switching
incorporated a. aerial changeover
ye PlN

is
is

6=r41.1olhstloir

mane ge.rator. the MASI ancorporags a
nkroprocessor spee. synthesis Astern
which prov.s talk back of he random
masa. This product is a truly cost

a fue As 'A' amatr
means of
wit.uta having 'suetys onothirdparteuy

for ...non.

By using Aistransyener all thefeaturesal the

m. mover are retain., resulting in a firstclass system for the IN MHz band. As the
transverter is linear. it is suitable for SS13. FM.

M, CW a. will work in conjurNhoo with
transceivers
FT302, FT. 1.

Wans

* Wide speed ranger 320wpm.
Segmented Aphabel choice for novices.

group length

Varcharacterable

such as:-

FT101.

T102.

T5120/130. TS/133 15833,

5930etc. IPlease specify when orderingl.

FEATURES -

receive converter. such as the smt-ataow
available at f 29 90 Inc VAT. pap
which
El 25

-

1.

rs

5,

output power.

Low -no. receive converter- 2.548 N.F.

50

V0P11=OrleregrTtrO.Ontrolled
OsCrSA.

RF Vox provides automatic changeover.

*

* 12v DC

159.95 inc. VAT (pap E3)

e wIth a 28N1H/ transcewer to
Intended
Produce a nigh reliability transceive capsAty
at a reasonable cost.

f 115 inc. VAT (p&p E

13.8v DC operation.

£109.95 inc. VAT (Pap £31

OUR ENTIRE RANGE OR PRODUCTS WILL BE EXHIBITED AND ON SALE AT MOST OF THE 1984 MOBILE RALLIES
BY OUR OWN SALES TEAM, COME AND TAKE A CLOSER LOOK
ALL MICROWAVE MODULES PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS (INCLUDING PA TRANSISTORS,
LOKI UM

MS=

MICROWAVE MODULES
BROOKFIELD DRIVE. AINTREE, LIVERPOOL L9 7AN, ENGLAND

Telephone: 051-523 4011
WELCOME

Telex MOM MICRO G

CALLERS ARE WELCOME PLEASE TELEPHONE FIRST

HOURS:

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9.1230 1-5.00
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The ultimate text
communication
machine!

The I.C.S. AMT -1 AMTOR/RTTY/ASCII/CW Terminal Unit is extremely powerful in its own right, but combine it with a Commodore 64
computer and our new split screen program and it forms probably the ultimate amateur radio data communication system.
Designed to get any home computer or ASCII terminal on the air with error -correcting data transmission with minimaldifficulty, the AMT -1 is
leading a strong worldwide build-up in AMTOR activity.
EVEN W1AW IS NOW SENDING NEWS BULLETINS ON AN AMT -1,
This is what an independent test laboratory in America said of its AMTOR performance:- "I have a rather expensive commercial SITOR/FEC

system, actually two of them (Phillips and RCA( and your AMT -1 tends to maintain as much as 10 per cent less repeat exchanges, whichis
quite significant. I have compared your system with HAL's new entry, a prototype of same, and with the Microlog software for the NCO, and
as far as I am concerned, there is no comparison, as your unit far outperforms them. I use baud optimised terminal units and under adverse
conditions with injected noise transients,! have yet to see more than five per cent additional hits with your system compared to the standard!
am using. Mind you, this is comparing it with a S2000 plus terminal unit."
Copies of the unsolicited letter from which this is extracted are available on request. On normal RTTY, the AMT -1 has been describer] as
being "as good as HAL." G3PLX (who coined the term AMTOR), took three years to write and prove the software in the AMT -1 andto the best
of our knowledge, no company has written comparable software which is bug free. For the moment therefore the AMT -1 is the definitive
implementation of AMTOR. Others are trying to emulate it, but still have a long way to go!
To make using the AMT -1 even easier, I.C.S. have recently commissioned a really professional software package for the COMMODORE 64.
At present this computer is probably the best value for money for use with the AMT -1. Among the features the program offers are: SplitScreen
with transmit buffer; Message Editing; Multiple Message Storage; CW Went; RV; CO; OBF; USOS and Automatic Operation. The system can
yen store and acknowledge messages whilst you are getting on with other things in the shack, with no human intervention! SIMILAR
SOFTWARE IS AVAILABLE FOR THE BBC MODEL B MICRO.
For E55.00including VAT, you get a manual, the software in a cartridge, an interface cable with built in RS232 drivers (for RFI immunity) and
labelled keyboard overlays. You can use your computer for other applications simply by unplugging the software cartridge.

The price of the AMT -1 isunchanged at E269.00 inc VAT, and with its built-in tuning and status indicators; four section audio

filter/discriminator and crystal controlled tone generator, otter superb value for money. Incidentally, the AMT -1 will work withany computer or
erminel which has a 110 m 75 Baud serial RS232 interface.
For those still untamiliar with AMTOR, it is a unique, error correcting data communications system which gives perfect copy through Noise,
QRM and fading. It is on the way to replacing RTTY in Amateur app ications, just as it already has done in marine ship -to -shore applications
(termed SITOR in this instance.) Once you try it, WRY will never b the same again!

PRICES:

STOP PRESS:

I.C.S. NOW HAVE AVAILABLE COMMERCIAL MARINE
VERSIONS OF THE AMT -1 FOR SHIP.BORNE TELEX AND
COAST STATION APPLICATIONS.
PLEASE ENQUIRE FOR DETAILS.

AMT -1 Amtor/RTTY/ASCII/CW Terminal Unit
CW Receive option
Commodore 134Sof 'ware, interface
BBC Model Bsoftware, interface
IBM PC software, interface

All prices include VAT at 15%
plus 12 months parts and labour warranty

E269. PUP E 2.50
E25. P&P E 1.00
E 56. PUP E 1.00
E55. PUP E1.00
E25. PUP E 1.00
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AMT -1 Specification Summary
Modes: AMTOR (ARO mode)
AMTOR (FEC model
AMTOR (mode 1.1 - ARO listen
Ally 11-99 Roods)
Baudsl
ASCII If
CW 11-99 w.p.m.) 'Transmit onlyl
Tones: 1101: shift IIARU tone frequencies)
Computer/Terminal interface: 750r 110Bauds, serial ASCII at RS232
levels. Full or half duplex.

Tuning indicator: 16 LED -panadaptor" type gated display.

Electronics, Microprocessor based; 4 pole input filter to
discriminator/limiter; crystal controlled transmit tones
via programmable sinewave function generator.

Equipment cornpetibliftes: Almost all modern transceivers will
operate on Amtor with little or no modification lexcept FT1021. Any
KSIR or VDU terminal with serial ASCII interface of the correct Baud
rate will work with the AMT -1, as will any personal computer with a
suitable serial interface. Programs of varying complexity are available
from ICS for the most popular micros.

Mode control: Via ESCAPE or CONTROL commands from the
terminal or computer. Mode status is displayed on
the AMT -1 from panel.

Train now for the Radio Amateur
Licence axemlnetIon. An exciting
.
hobby whoeA will enable you to talk and listen to the whole world.
No previous knowledge needed. only a few hours a week of horns
study for 3 to 6 months. We have successfully trained people over
the pen 40 years! Post coupon below for details or telephone 0334
51516 124hr service).

Options;

British National Radio 8 Electronics School

CW receive board.

Reading Barks RG1 IsR

USA high tone frequencies available to special order

:1
rreAr-C-9 BIttishItational RadinecElectronics School
FREE bITIChUre WIthOUS olshgation from
.

Other products available from ICS
Model

READING, BERKS. RG1 1BR

Description

Price

P&P

Name

(inc VAT) & Ins.

CP-1 "COMPUTER PATCH"
CP-1 Computer Patch
Commodore 64 RTTY/CW/ASCII software,
interface kit for CP-1

VIC.20 RTTY/CW/ASCII software, interface kA
BBC Model B RTTV software, interface lei[
Commodore 84 Amtor software, interface kit

E179.60

12.50

639.03
E39.03
E25.00

Eta)

E159.00

Lsw...e

1.00

E1.00
E1.00

R. T. Et I. ELECTRONICS LTD.

The AEA 'Computer Patch" is an excellent modulator/demodulator
requiring code conversion in the host computer. Our software is some
of the best in the business. USA manufacture.

Y.. ad ma.

A new low cost method of getting the VIC-20or Commodore 64on the
air with ATTY. Uses the same excellent software as the "Computer
Patch". One hardware/software module does it all! USA made.
Commodore 64 "Micropatch'
E129.00
E1.50
VIC-20"Micropatch"
6129.00
61.50

MALT OVERHAULED EQUIPMENT
EDDYSTONE 0207. RECEIVER

Mk II AMTOR P.C. board, assembled kit
Commodore Pet Amtor software
Commodore 84 Amtor software

E135.00

646.03
E69.00

Eta)

ELM)
EI.00

tMt2

ESIlllEgMtVi4N%r
UF11.176',?.'/03 RECEIVER, AS NEW

C307.50

s'llttEt4MZ.

VITIS

LOW COST AMTOR

MORSE KEYERS

nwa Lon. Ell OX TN. 01-53)0816

WalSI Slabon, LevonsIone ICentral LAIN

AVO.PAEGOIllrAYLOR:SKISULLITVAN:SrTRUMENTS

THE "MICROPATCH"

ES0.00
NSW EQUIPMENT

7,1M-MATAME,,o
2.91343
ESSACC

-

MM -2 Morsernatic Keyer. The ultimate keyer
CK.2 Contmter memory keyer
KT -2 Keyer/Trainer

6149.03
E119.00
E95.03

61.50
E1.50
E1.50

Probably the best range of keyers in the world.
From AEA Inc. Made in LISA.

MORSE/RTTY/CW READER
MBA-RO

6179.03
6200
Completely self -contained-just plugs into the speaker output of your
receiver. A very unique product. Made in USA.

.

grTi

MSEL 32.°7VJZITS g;g1t1

SOCCER MODEL BANOS YON/

ISA 37

Cases IN AVO. TAYLOR 6 &WOOER ins
We also repair al ONO ol
Trade

Sox I la DeeeRs
ensunas invited

SINCIAIR MATTSON. ...NON
MA

Cook, Cao

SINCT:VETIA=ITOolal MulonNel.
',17182717AVAIDtEl.'2:Perp7

I.C.S. Electronics Limited, PO Box 2
Arundel, West Sussex BN8ONX

enotech OSCILLOSCOPES IX STOCK.

7c17,12,117,117=161,:ronrgr,Y.%,fte'.7:"°"''''''"'
7CO3, E101.0. Full details on

Phone: (024 365) 590
ALL RACES INCLUDE var AND CARRIAGE. Tenos: CW.O., Moved Monthly
accounts, Perr Exchage. So. Kiel/wades tor eArpon.

CLOSED WEDNESDAYS

MOORS - 130am SAO

PAON.GRI. CLOSED SATURDAYS

Ala,/

THE SHORT WAVE MA0A/Ini

ICOM

YAESU

TRIO

WATERS &
STANTON

JAYBEAM

FDK

DATONG

WELZ

MICROWAVE

AZDEN

ELECTRONICS

08,

BNOS

ockley shop

MUTEK

ICOM ICO2E

YAESU 757GX

......

COMPLETE HE STATION

_

-

rlapa is the latest handheld tocomefranthe

-

ICOM stable. FoIN.ving close in the
lemetepeof the IC2Ethe ICOCE now includes

No ',odder? extras,

LCD display

CWFILTER
IAMBIC KEYER
BREAK-IN
NOISE BLANKER
GEN. COVERAGE AM.FM.SSB.CW 1
Accessories: FC757AT E231.50
FP7570 X (149.60 FP7571-10 E162.50

peration.

keypad

Frequency movie 12, kHz or 25 kHz

£ 675

£229

mann,

programmable.

of Me 10 Memor. or band mtatIeno is
sossible. Price includes ni cads and
charger, etc.

TRADE INS? - we are always looking for good gear either as

SONY ICS7600

part exchange or Mr cash. Just give us a call.

MAIL ORDER - All orders despatched same day.

VISA OR ACCESS - Just phone your Order in. Immediate
despatch.

INSTANT CREDIT II you have a credit card or bank ch.,ue
card we can Melly arrange instant credit.
Small Size - Big Performance
FM 76.108MHz
LCD DiSIay

£ 179

15CkHz.30MHz
AM-SSB-C
10MemoriesW

--

ScannPing

Mains Power Pack Included

SECOND HAND ITEM OF THE MONTH - A

lovely FT107 complete with internal AC supply and memory Module
EMS, IAI Hornchurch premises./

vi%

L12115.110

SPSFOSpkr

ESSE.

FTI03Tcyr

ESMCO

ATUi!312
(metro

SP102SPM. .......
FC102

FT77Tevr
P700 PSU

FC7COATU

FT757GX Tow
FC757AT ATU
FP757GX PSU

E125.00
L98.00
96E6.03
g111111

FT230R Ton

E16250
[739.00
[589.00
[293.00

FT793R Ter

E2S9.130

FP757HD MU
FT726121 Tow

FTMER Too
FT29011 Tear

E26900

FT7931 Tsar

E239.00

FT483 Toy

L398.00
E199.03

°COL Om'

F120811 Tcv
FTMEIR Tay
FNEI3

NC9C
PAS

FROMM

MOM 700
FM7700
FRV77C0

E995

C209.00

.-

E75.00
E106.00
E75.00

SP200 1.8.18CNIM
SP.° 1.8.-SCO MHz
SP400 130-500MHz
SP10X 1.8.150MHz

R2000
SCh. Portable
115W Output

E421

Ni-Cad +13NC Ant.

f28.50

Options:- Charger:

SPASM 130.470 MHz._ E55.00
E55.6
SP250 1.8-60 MHz

Exd Mioi Headset:

ACM ATU.....
CT15A P. Load......

EIPICCO

CTI5013. Load

[39.00

CT3000. Load

E50.00

CS SO

£139!

DEM Ouplever

[IBM

RS -455 a Amp PSU

E39.00
E65.00
E85.00

RS.655 °Amp PSU
RS -11C010 Amp PSU

....

EIS.

EL77CE 3m/70cm

E19.50

E6.00

GI -122 3m Bam

EMOO
memos
E21 50

G112 70crnBes

E2695
E3200
E4095

ELMO. MobiN

EMMA Mc
TMMMic

__(1540

E35.95
e100

MH1138 Mic

E14.95

E124.CO

EMOSCro Mobile

HORNCHURCH BRANCH
12, NORTH STREET, HORNCHURCH, ESSEX
E.C. Wed. 1p.m.
Tel: 1040241 44765

(1150 00
145 20

(60 Le
I 752 OD

SPASOSpkr.

(115 03
(29 90

AT250 ATU

1 273 00

TS530SP
TL932
SICSONlie

711 .
(35 19

0731 30

E13890
E4203
E831100

TB
E31.%

MUSS Mic ..... E15.00
LES. Filter

TS790 Tear
TR91303n Tear
BMA
TW4003A Tess
TM301A 3n Tear

ANTENNAS
rialrlirotd Ard

TS4305 Tav,
P5430laS2

AT7.30 ATU
SP230Spkr

WELZ DIAMOND

M287 Mobile Ant

004130 ATU.
P903Sakr

TS83C6 Ttvr

RS -111.0 11 Amp PSU 56.6

ESSO

'

FM430.

[19.50

CI -130A Switch

TS930S Tv,

2 VOC Lead:
CaSe.

SP350 1.13-500

921.45
E15.35
53E8.00

Palm comm II

11111144:1

SP15M
E39

rFT262C11

mmisTew

TRIO

rlx

YAESU

TR7930 2m Tear
SPAO

FABULOUS R.10
FM MONITOR
141-180MHz

11125CO3n Tear
SINC26

TR3S007(trn Tear

bandandosaesnaned
arolaaaanal

£132

[269.05
E312.00

[1450

[237.82
EIOSO
ESSISCO

IMMIA 7Com Tmr....E299.00
8600 Ric

Vas

[21.85

E795.00
E443-00
E47.8A
E969.00

112000 Rs

E203.00
E421.00

T293

HOCKLEY BRANCH + MAIL ORDER & HEAD OFFICE
18-20, MAIN ROAD, HOCKL Y, ESSEX E.C. Wed. 1 p.m.
Tel: 107021 20683501 204965. Telex 995895
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EDITORIAL
"Practically Yours"
A lot of people have come into the ranks of radio amateurs in the last few years who have
very little technical background. Many of these new operators are mainly interested in the
communication side of the hobby but an increasing number would like to get down to
some constructional work. The problem is simply finding a source of information that is
written in a simple, straightforward way and can be easily understood.

"Practically You
is our answer to your problem. This new, monthly feature starts in
the next issue and will cover everything from DC to Microwaves, from earth systems to
aerials, and will do so in a practical fashion. It will not be a 'blow-by-blow' description of
every nut and bolt and it will assume an ability to use basic hand tools and simple test gear.

Circuits diagrams and physical layouts will be provided, plus setting -up instructions, if
required.
To make the series of even more use to you we will be using readers' requests as the basis

of some of the articles; but please do not ask for constnictional details of a complete
transceiver as we shall leave that to the specialist contributors.
This new series will be written specially for us by Glen Ross, G8MWR. His background in

amateur radio starts in 1908 when, amongst other things, he became a member of
S.W.M.'s "VHF Listeners' Club"; 36 years biter, he is known. an enthusiastic operator
on the VHF and Microwave bands and a great believer in the use of the soldering iron. His
professional background includes a B.Sc. and over 30 years. a development engineer in

the radio communication industry, both here and in the U.S.A.
We feel certain that you will find this new series both interesting and instructive. Please let
us have your ideas as to what you would like included; and remember, a little bit of work

and it's "Practically Yours"!

This is the first issue of Volume 42 of Short Wave Magazine (it's sometimes hard to
believe that we've been going so long-which is one significance of he valve on the front
cover!) and so, also next month, we shall be announcing the win Prof the Volume 41
article competition-and this year it's proving a very difficult choice.

L___WORLD-WIDE COMMUNICATION

RADIO

March, 1984
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COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS
E P Essery, G3KFE
WHAT can we say about January,

received OK. Chris says that a station local

radio -wise? Not a lot for myself, at
least as far as the low bands go, if only for
the reason that the gales caused a chafe on
the 'continuous halyard' arrangement and

to him is not having problems in finding
signals in the 'dead area' so it would seem

so contrived to gently lower the whole

reasonable to deduce that it is all a
question of the way the inverted-vee
radiates better in some directions than

shooting -match to the ground. Satisfied,
the Clerk of the Weather then called -up
the snow to cover everything up and hide
the real reason from the casual eye. Hence,
I jumped to the conclusion the wire had
broken in the gale, and didn't even go to

others.

investigate until the snow had melted

QSO - which gave Harold nearly as much
of a thrill as it was likely G411.1Q/A was

the sub -title for this little tale might
well be: "Don't do as I do, do as 1 say"!
.

.

The Bands
As ever, the curate's egg - and,
incidentally, the original Punch cartoon
whose caption is so often mis-quoted (as
we have just done!) re -appeared in their
Christmas number.
At this level of sun -spots normally we
would have thought DX on Ten would be
pretty well non-existent; but usually a big
contest will scare up some contacts, and
the FM chaps are still having the odd QSO

Nice to hear again from G2HLU
(Earley) who mentions just one notable

QSO on Eighty - this was with
G4VJQ/A, who had been licensed just six

Forty

days and was making his first ever CW

As always a neglected band with lots of
DX on it for the faithful; the only snag is
that the faithful don't report!
As far as the writer goes, there was the
quite serious question of whether or no the
entire vertical -plus -feeder would have to
be renewed at its rather un-get-al-able
location. A quick first try disclosed that
the feeder line was 'tired', to put it mildly,
and requires early renewal; also that the
whole works must be dropped to a position

getting!

G4SXE (Rolleston) says he has been
receiving some good advice from Harold,
G3ACR, who suggested coupling into the
ATU with a screened coil coupling link;
the result of this was a vast improvement,
leading to QSOs with DL2ZAE, HA8SJ

and UK2BGL for

a

couple of new

countri., the total countries score rising
to 18. Another pleasant QSO was with
G4ERT in Leicester.

The listings from D. A. Whitaker

across the pond on converted CB rigs,

(Harrogate) are those of a real dyed-in-thewool DX OWL; David's list is too long for

though most of the long-distance contacts
are north -south. Down through the bands,
by 2000 Twenty can usually be reckoned to
be deadish, with 7 MHz quite the reverse;

us to reproduce in full, but we notice
around tea -time (SSB) ZL I A MN,
ZL4B0, JA6XMM, JA6BJT, JR6YAH,
JA3HYF; 6WIDY as an appetiser for

Eighty its normal self and Top Band

dinner, HZ1AB and VK3DUP as the main

producing various interesting QS0s after
dark.

course, plus 4S7, 5B4, 9K2DZ, Asian
Russians, 3V8PS, TROAB and A7IAD
which circulated with the port. After

Let's start a little browse round the

bands then.

Shot, working them at about 260 stations
an hour who 'sat on' G3ZPF as though he
ware not there. Consider this: since he was
end -stopping the S -meter at G3ZPF, then
G3ZPF must have been a good signal to
the Big Shot - so Big Shot clearly hadn't
got cloth ears, leaving plain bloody mindedness (or bad upbringing - Ed.) as
the only reason for his behaviour.

where we can release the SO -239 connector

properly, and then carry but a thorough
check of all the mechanicals for ageing,

fatigue or whatever. Then a retest as
required on all bands, SWR graphs
prepared far all bands and, if all is
satisfactory, back up again; if not .
.

.

we'll have to think of something different!

However, since the VKs and JAs still
appear with their usual signal strength on
occasion, all this climbing and scrambling
will have to await the end of the winter for
this aged character to go aloft again.

G4HZW (Knutsford) normally only

dinner, we note A92EB, 9Q5JE, YCOVM,
YBOWR, and 7P8CM; late -night session)

reports on his activity on Ten; but things
have been so slack there that Tony had to

do something. That 'something' turned

G2NJ (Peterborough) reckons that

seemed in the main to produce various
inhabitants of North America and the

January 13 was the star turn from the DX
point of view on the band; Nick was lint

Caribbean.

up in the loft - the garden is not very

G3ZPF (Kingswinford) had his

.

.

.

Eighty

out in the end to be a Best Bent Wire dipole

helpful with only twelve feet square. This

alerted by hearing Y220M/A working

professional interest, stirred by that

bent dipole has so far been a pleasant

JAI CMN, then VEIALL followed by ten

photograph of G4BUE's bent tower in the

more JAs up to 2207 when Nick had to
leave the receiver. On a totally different

January issue; David had some very

surprise, with lots of inter -G contacts and
El, GYM and JW6MY all booked in, plus

interesting comments to make, so much so

ZL4, VK2, VK5 heard; Tony doubts if

tack, G2NJ noted that G5YK (Southwold)

that we will be passing it on to G4BUE.
Coming back to Eighty, David is (hiding

he'll be able to work these, but we would
say have a go - one is often surprised at

he can still work the Ws and UA9s as well

what can be hooked, if only you can get the

still us. a 1918 'pump -handle' for his
Morse - and it sounded grand. Nick also
passes on the news that the TOPS CW
Club net on 3592 kHz is being extended

(this is the European one); net control

as he could from the old place, but a

DX out from under the mob you've

')/K2PP' heard at about 01W with an S9
signal -just had to be Fred Phoney again;

attracted to the frequency! On a different
tack we are very surprised that Tony's first

try -a helically wound vertical - didn't

between 1930 and 2030 is with G4RAR,
and G4GBG takes over the chore between
2030 and 2130 when they close down. The
times are `clock" by the way, and other
U.K. stations are welcome to join in.

after all he was launching that signal (were
he real) at around noon -time in VK. . .

For G4LDS (Chelmsford) the main

of 12 w.p.m. stations calling. He slowed

activity was by way of

down and gave name and QTH, only to be

of job, two moves of house, and his

discovering a patch of the country from
which no signals are heard -while signals

told, "sorry but a number for the contest

mother obtaining G6WXX. The big snag
is that the Carshalton home has an

nearer at hand and further away are

even further! Among that was the Big

eighty -metre

The onset of the annual AFS romp crept
up an -noticed at G3ZPF, so that he was a
little surprised to be inundated with hordes

please", accompanied by a request to QRS

do much good as we've always found the
vertical to be very rewarding if you give it
at least a sporting chance.
Talking of aerials, it's nice to hear again
from G4EZA (Carshalton) after a change

embargo on aerials, so Tim now has
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individual wire dipoles for the HF bands
which are put up around the picture rail
when required, and rolled up and put away

after operating is over; 80 and 40m. are
catered for by a 66 -foot wire wound

around the roof space and tuned against
the central -heating system. Not much
good for DX, but it gets out surprisingly
well, and that's all that matters.
Another letter from SWL Bob Stone,
fromPlymouth, about Top Band included

a few indications of activity on other
bands. Forty yielded the following heard
and logged: PJ3QR, YV5JDF, YVSJDP,

YV5UDP, HISTMM, YV5AAM,
I(V5DPO, PY5EG, P29CWS, VU2THF,
VU2BBJ, YV5DPO again, and YV5DBG.
All were noted in the midnight to 0430 time
slot.

"What a marvellous memory you have, old man!'

Turning now to G2HKU (Sheppey) we
find Ted reporting just one contact, the
CW QSO with 3A2LC.
G3BDQ (Hastings) decided to take a
peek at some other bands this month; on

Forty the CW signals went out to 'Old

Faithful' VK3MR, PY IMAG, and
PYIJF.

In the letter from D. A, Whitaker
(Harrogate) this month we have some
indications about Forty; David heard
HV3SJ, 51341E, VO1CV, VU7WCY,
9VI VP, VU2DVP, JWISEA, EL2AO,
LU5FAA, YV51DP, 5N0ASO, 9Q5JE,
VP2MF, JAs, 5T5CJ, FM7CL, ZK2RS,
FY7AN, D44BC, and 0A4WM; the ones

before the VP in the list during the
evening, and the rest in the morning.
G2HLU says he has operated all bands,
though not so far on Top Band as his solidstate rig is still not built; however, he has
built a solid-state QRP rig for Eighty and
had a lot of fun from the half -watt, while
on Forty there have been the usual

European and inter -G contacts both on
SSB and the preferred CW mode, but
nothing G2HLU would rate as DX.

New Bands
One or two reports this time; G2HKU
says he found and hooked HB9ZE on the
band one evening - CW of course.
GM4CXP (St. Boswells) is yet another
one to be attempting to get aerials back up
after the gales (hurricanes?) of the January

period. At the time of writing the tuned
doublet was back to twenty -feet for the
moment, and a quick blast on 10 MHz CW
in this condition yielded DF2SJ,
DL7NS/HBO, and 4X6GP. On a different

letter from R. Howes (Weymouth) who
obviously has a callsign (hope so,

to prize winners. Logs to Mrs. Denise
Wood, GM4COO, 13 Scotland Drive,

anyway!) but is coyly not telling us what it

Dunfermline, Fife, KY12 7SY.
Not really an award, but something near
it, this time; G4HYY wrote in to say that

is! Ron says that from where he sits, he
hears lots of Gs, GMs, and one GI; but it is
a different matter to work them. Although

they are often quite strong, there is very
deep, slow fading to be coped with and so
the complete QSO is not all that common.

However, all that being said, some 43
countries are down as worked, using five
watts to a home-brew rig; and WKs appear
in the list of gotaways - we doubt if the
five -watt limit is what stops one working

them, though, even if the 'black box' is
there as a temptation to be avoided!
Next we have 04PGW (North Molten)

who writes to mention, among other
things, a contact with VK3AGW near
Melbourne around 1037 on January 23;
log -periodic aerial at his end, and Nigel
used an eighty -metre dipole fed with tuned

feeders through an ATU.

he was thinking of a 'Worked the
Jackson' Award - brother G3ZMX,
wife G8WWO, eldest
daughter G6LHY, and of course David
himself, G4HYY. Anyone to beat that?
RSGB members should try and come on
in support of the Commonwealth Contest
from noon zulu to noon zulu March 10.11.
CW only and stay in the lower 30 kHz of
the band. Details will be in Radio
Communication.
The G-QRP Club CW activity is over

the weekend March 17-18. Times and
frequencies are: 3560 kHz, 1200-1300,
1400-1500, 2100-2200; 7030 kHz,
1100-1200, 2000-2100; 10106 kHz,
1300-1400, 2000-2100; 14060 kHz,
0900-1000, 1730-2000, 2200-2300;
21060/28060 kHz, 1000.1100, 1500-1730;

Awards and Contests
A late notice comes in from BYLARA,
for their first BYLARA contest; the date is
Thursday, March 1, 1900 to 2200 GMT,
and Saturday, March 3, 1100.14002; only
one of these periods can be counted. The

bands are either VHF or HF, the latter
around 3.690 and 7.088 MHz so as to leave

all

times GMT of co

se.

The SSB

frequencies are 3690, 7090,u 14285, 21385,
and 28885 kHz, and times as for CW. This

isn't a contest, but send your logs and

comments to Chris Page, G4BUE,
"Alamosa", The Paddocks, Upper
Betiding,

Steyning, West Sussex, BN4

31W. Incidentally, the frequencies
mentioned are all the spots to find the

tack altogether, GM4CXP 6 all in favour
of the 'Maidenhead Squares' idea

room for other, non -contest, users of the

discussed in the January Short Wave

YLs to work" l(Ls and OMs, OMs to work

Magazine, and would like to see it coming

Yls only. Exchange RST, serial number

QRP wallahs, and theiractivity time' is, in
particular, on Sundays, 1180-1230z, and
again 1400-1530z.

into use on HF as well as on the VHF

starting from 001; and BYLARA

bands. He wonders how others feel about
it - for the writer, anything that shortens
the chore of sending "Bishops Stortford"
to a novice op. must be great, especially if
he comes back for the WAB square and we
have to give him that plus the county!

members for 1983/4 to state this for noting
in the log. Score 5 points for a member, 3
for a YL non-member, and one point for

course!

Next we have a long and interesting

bands. Call "CQ BYLARA Contest" -

an OM; no multiplier. Logs, signed by
operators and showing claimed scores, to
be with GM4C00 no later than March 14.
Certificares to alt, and Special Certificates

Foretell the Future?
Or look into the glass of history, of
If you heard or worked CYOSAB, you
hooked Sable Island; VEICBK, Wayne,
has on occasion to go there at short notice

and for short periods - the last on

March, 1984
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January 27/28. QSL5 go to VEIAJH. A
major expedition to Sable is being bruited,
by the group that went to St. Paul in 1983.

DFSMP/XZ has now returned to DL
after two years there; we understand he is
now trying to obtain clearance for DXCC
accreditation.
The Desecheo expedition seems to be a

busted flush, with the word being that it
foundered upon the small matter of
getting the landing permission from the
U.S. Dept. of the Interior.
The T19 DX-pedition is, at the time of

writing, held up for want of a decent
weather. At the advertised starting
date/time the ship's captain declined to
risk the bad weather. At the moment
Dame Rumour says something like
February 15 as the new start. This all
sounds rather like a macho way of saying

it's

busted flush. However,
NICWH/T19, a YL scientist, name of
a

for the final card to arrive. Nevertheless,
congratulations, Ron!
Likewise G4AKY. Dave was hoping to
make the 100 worked from Harlow before
the aerial had to come down and the move

to Newport, Essex, took place. It didn't
work out, as seven were needed over the
final week -end, and despite the contest

nothing new was worked, although
9K2BE was supposed to be coming on,
and a Trinidadian station was heard but

disappeared under a horde of Czech
novices. However, as you may imagine,
for the final month, Dave was prowling
around for new countries with every spare
minute and so his tally was much higher
than usual. W1-2-3-4-9-0 included WORF
in Colorado; plus an assortment of

Europeans, European and Asiatic
Russians, 9M2AX, 7X2AL (QSL via
12VGZ), 4Z4DX, 5N1ARY (QSL to
5N8ARY),

a

couple of TFs, VEs,

Tracy, is on the island for another year,
and her QSL route is TI2SLC.
KX6DS is mainly on CW, 5 kHz on the

HH2VP, YVINX, JX5DW, SPOTBC,

LF bands and around 025 kHz on the HFs.

9Y4VU, UKOAMM, UAOAAH, 9K2BE

Request asked via Box 1179, APO San

who in fact heard Dave at 559; and ZL2BT
heard around 0735z on January 17 calling

Francisco, CA 96555, U.S.A., but be
aware that KX6DS works 1800-0600z

UK7PAL, FC8TT and 3V8AS were some
of the highlights. Gotaways were XVI OB,

G4AKY, but who faded out as the band

weekends and is not available on Sundays
between 2100-0030.

closed. Final score 94C all-time, 93 in three

That early -morning net on 7085 kHz
with ZL2AAG as MC is quite popular,
with check -ins accepted from UK a bit

starts again from Newport, Essex.

later than the rest of Europe as the band is
a bit slower opening here; DXNS gives an
interesting list of DX known to have
checked -in in the last weeks.

VE7BC and others are setting -off for
Beijing on March 18; we understand their

time of arrival, and of any operating
periods, will be announced later. Tnx
DXNS for the foregoing. Turning to
TDXB, we find some other items of
interest.

Kermadec: Jim Smith says his
permission is open-ended, and that is a
godsend as he is working very hard on
getting the act together- so either March
or April looks to be on the cards.

SMOM operations seem to have
snagged a rock, and TDXB has it that
there won't be any more operation from
there until April.

Also noted is that the VUs are still
working on the Andaman Is. operation
and it looks to have a sporting chance of
being during March - keep fingers well
crossed.

Top Band
A couple of missed targets first. Ron,
GW3YDX, you will recall, was after 100
countries confirmed on this band in two
years - it took two years and three days

years from the Harlow place. Now he
G2HKU listened through the contest
and knocked off a few; but Ted, like most
of the rest of us deplores the turn to co channel working instead of the old 'split'

PAOKHS, YU3EF, GW3JI, OH1XX,
OKIDRU, UK2PCR, EA6ET, LA7JO,

GM3PFQ, OZILO, OH2VY, YT3T,
OK3EA, GU3HFN, SM6EHY, LA2GV,

DJIBZ/A, ZB2E0, EA9EU, LA40,

UK2BCC, UK9CAA, DL4MAP,

CT213Q, UK2AAG, U1817, SV1JG,
LA5SAA, DJ4TV, VEIAXT, 'NUDE,
and SMOTW.
D. A. Whitaker (Harrogate) stayed on

SSB for his vigils; this mode yielded

0Y8R, EA9JL, EA9KF, EA9LZ,
RA2DFB, SV3SJ, SV8CS, T77V, all
between 1700 and 2200, leaving
2300 -midnight ahnost entirely toRussians:

R18LBU, UK9CAA, UK6VAF, WIFC,
4Z4DX, RI8LBR, UM8NAW, 9HIFN,

UL7MAR, VE3CDX broke through
around 0100, then at 0300 W9YM was
followed by VE3GAS; 0500 started the
morning rush with WB9POH, and around
0600z there was WI -5, W8, W9, K5NA,
W9RE, KORF (Colorado), WOEJ (Iowa),
K5UR, NOXA (Kansas), 0Y8R, KOHA
(Nebraska) and ZL2BT.

"CDXN" &annes for the nest three
months:

April issue -March 8th
May issue -April 5th
June issue -May 3rd
Please be sure to note these dates

style. Of course, it had to happen once

many more countries .me on, mostly
with much smaller allocations than in U.K.

As for the enormous signals which Ted
reckons are just 'not on' for Top Band,
unfortunately they are - we have at last
learned that on this band it is what the
ground is like that matters. One doubts if
you would notice the difference between
10 and 100 watts in QSO, but the 60/B or
more difference between indifferent and
top -line aerials is a different matter! The
old adage that you can't work 'em if you
can't here 'em is still valid, and no-one has

yet explained to this writer how a QRO
home -station transmitter can improve the
operation of the home -station receiver!

For example, G4AKY in Harlow could
hear and give 599 to things G3KFE
couldn't hear at all - coincidence that
G3R1(1 was another big signal with a
simple aerial on the band, and lived only a
few yards from the G4AKY place? Or that
he has moved and hasn't got anything like
the same signal now? Anyway, a listen to
one of these hot -shot systems reveals a

totally new revelation of Top Band. To
come back to Ted's scores, CW worked
OKIDXS, LZIKDP, G6ZY/EA6, F3AT,

It was an up-and-down month for
G3BDQ (Hastings); most will be aware by

now that there has been a protest from
Bordeaux Radio on 1820 kHz about Top

Band amateur signals - not a polite
request over the air to QSY but a formal
complaint 'through the system'. All we
can say about it is that if the Bordeaux
aerials pointed the RF to where it ought to
be - out to sea - we can't imagine land borne signals from the U.K. being of any
consequence. Anyhow, be that as it may,
various stations were inspected, obviously
from a list submitted by Bordeaux. On two
of the occasions G3BDQ was supposed to
be transmitting, his log showed a blank which doesn't say much for the Bordeaux
log -keeping! Anyway, G3BDQ was able to
ask some pertinent questions of the
inspectors, like "why didn't he shout to us

on CW?" and "how are we supposed to
get to know which frequencies are sensitive

without a crystal ball?" and soon. Clearly
not all listen to RSGB newscasts, or for
that matter subscribe to DX News Sheet.

April issue due to appear on Friday, March 30th

happening to the pirates on 6 MHz -

RA9CQW, UA9FIU, and UA6AXE on
CW, with SSB for EA5YU/EA8, WP4C,

without answer. On the positive side, John

ZC4CW, and ZS6DL.

G3BDQ also enquired about what was
says he has had genuine QSOs with W

RMT, who wants G QS05 - arrange a
sked by writing to him at WBORMT, Rural
Rte 2, Conrad, Iowa 50621. On a different
tack, G3BDQ notes JA2GQ0 on January
12, after a 'half -contact' on 9th. He was a

good signal all the time, but obviously
having problems copying on 1824 kHz;
when the QSL card came all was revealed

- they still have Loran to contend with at
S5-7 up to around 1825 kHz, and peaking

Fifteen

Not a lot! G3NOF (Yeovil) checked the
band daily, but only found it open once,
when an LU station was raised.

GM4CXP had a Sunday -afternoon
session, on January 29, which yielded

N7EDK/5N7 and OK2BEW, with

a

couple of gotaways in HH and CE6.
One of the stalwarts on this band is Bill,
G2ADZ (Chessington) who also found it
pretty lousy. Between November 29 and

December 10, W6QL/HCI, KA4ZYB,
VP2EAG, and a string of VKs were
booked -in on CW with other stuff heard;
Then there was nowt till January 6, when
LUIBPT/D was worked; since then, only
beacons and the odd W when tea a being
drunk and a listen is permissible.
GOPGW also monitors the band, and
like the others he notes the beacons on an
otherwise dead band.
Our ten -metre specialist, G4HZW,

(Knutsford) managed QS05 with

CX9DH, 6WIAR, UA9FKU, SP8AWL
and a few UA5s, plus the various beacons
al times, although the beacons did nothing
to produce more activity. So much so that

opening in the mornings, W6-7 around
teatime with sometimes KL7 and KH6

mixed in them. VE7 was sometimes

were made with A22ME, A4 XYQ,

NL7V, T32AB at

DF8MP/XZ, DUINH, FY7CM, HCISK,
JJIMLQ/MM, K6Y, RA, KY60, KIYSE
(Arizona), TA2TAT, TL8DX, TRBDR,

VKIPJ, VK2AJP, VK3DPU, VK31(7,
VK3VYL, VK6AJW, VU7WCY/CV8,
VP8LP, W6FLK, W6KG/HC8, YB2OT,
YC3CDL, ZD7HH, ZL4AAS, ZSIOR,

ZSISP, Z54B, ZS6BRZ, ZS6MX,
3X4EX, 5R8AL, 5T5RD, 5V71.1,
6UOWCY, 6W8CK, 7P8CL, 7X2CE,
8IOWCY, and 9Q5RN.

G4LDS (Chelmsford) alternated
between his own call and GB4HRC, a
twenty-year commemorative station for
the local Hospital Radio service. During
the month Chris discovered that his beam

rotator had lost three out of four bolts
holding it to the tower - someone forgot
the shakeproof washers! The GB4 call
managed to get to WSBCU,N4IMM,

K4JDJ, 1(8001, VE3DJG, KAUNH,
KN8Q, WD9EHE, VIONXW, WB2A11,

WAIEKV, WD8PFI, KIAYZ, WIHH,
K9DMH, K3GEV, N9BCO, N9ADI,
W1VEH, K4CRQ, and K4NBN.
G2HLU found, as he put it, "precious
little", while G2HKU didn't even give the
band a mention!
G6QQ did a little better; his offerings

included FG7CM, PYIAT, UK9UAA,
NN6R, and K6JCV, plus the usual crop of
small fry.

Twenty

indoor dipole and tried a few blasts on the
other bands.
G2HLU operated on all the five bands,

Let G2HKU take first wicket; Ted
maintained his usual skeds with ZL, so
SSB accounted for ZL3FV, ZL3RS, plus
UlAPM, UD6DFV, JA7GBS, ZLIAWN

but on Ten he found, in his own words,
'no DX at all!"
G6QQ (Hoveton) checked the band

ZB2EO, and 4X6GP, while the CW from
the QRP rig got over to ISYZB/EA7.

as related elsewhere, Tony put up an

most days but with little success, until one
day he was looking for the cause of some

SWR problems; after testing, CX4HS
called him and an EA8 was worked the
same morning, so there was some N -S
propagation on that day at least. Apart
from that there was nothing until January
31 when several Ws were heard on CW,
but David couldn't raise any of them. In

total G6QQ managed EA8ASS,
RA4LDA, RF6QAI, CT2FR, HG5AAP,

RA9SUV,

UB5BCX,

VK4BHS, all using the GB4HRC call.
G3NOF didn't spend much time on the

1100, along with SPs, VI(s and Africans.
The East Coast Ws turned up around 1300
but were patchy until 1700, dropping out
and then returning around 1800-1900; no
Pacific stations were heard. SSB contacts

TR8WCY, TROAB (Ranier Is.),
UK8MAA, V3TV, VKIDH, VKIGP,

Ten

Ul APM, VK4CO by short path and
band, but he noted the usual VK/ZL

mornings, plus short -path JAs around

very quiet as 1820 kHz was always very
much of a key frequency.
We also have an interesting report from

we'll have to hold it for a month.

to

Europeans plus various Ws and VEs,
SVODB, PYs, ZL, PP21K, several JAs,

doesn't miss much; he reports W6-7 on the

A7LBH, A71BJ, A7IBK, C53EK,

Bob Stone, but as space doses down on us
and we've gill got the HF bands to discuss

Twenty for G4LDS added up

Not much better here - and G3NOF

to S9 plus topside of 1830 kHz. No wonder
he wasn't healing EU! John says that the
JA has also worked GW3YDX, but since
the upset with Bordeaux the band has gone

CX4HS,
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audible as late as 1900, and on the evening

before he wrote the band stayed open as
late as 2000z. SSB contacts were made with

HV3SJ, K7DQH, KC7GX, KW7R,
1700, T77 V,
VU7WCY/GDG who was 59 at 1615,
W7FU, WA7LCP, VESQM, VE6CU,
VE7AKU, VE7BCM, VE7JK, VE7NI,
and VE7XM.

D -Day Reunion
The Marconi dub am involved in the
Portsmouth D -Day Reunion celebrations,

in conjunction with their Mary Rase
Award. The big week -end is June 3-4, and

at that time they will have GBIMAR on
Southsea Common (during the W.W.II

vehicle display) operating VHF;
GB2MAR will be on the HF bands,
operating fromFort Widley, and there will
be an FO station operating on the beaches
at Normandy with a mixed crew of G and F
stations. All contacts with these stations
are good for five points towards the Mary

Rose Award. The U.K. stations, and
maybe the French one too, will continue

for 28 days. In addition to all this, the
Marconi club are proposing a new award,

to be called the Spectrum Award; the
certificate features as background the
Marconi yacht Elellra (which, incidentally
was found a few years back rotting in a

mud berth, and is due for a full
restoration). For all the details on this
event and the awards, contact V. G.
Scambell, G3FWE, 50 Park Avenue,
Widley, Hants.

Finis
For next rime the deadline g given, as
usual, in the 'boa', all your letters being
addressed to "CDXN", SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, Welwyn,
Herts. AL6 9EQ. Let's have a big load of
mail!

and UKSZBK. CW did for JA6PA
G6QQ nest; David managed CW

contacts with WA7IRD, 3B8CF,

VK3AOF, JFIHOH, VE7NI, 4X4HQ,
W2NQ/P/W7 and VKIWB.
Twenty was the most useful band,
opines G2HLU; Harold offers CW with

Ws and VEs, CX7BY, P47E, PJ7A,
W6QL/HCI, and 5H3WCY, while on
SSB a big surprise was a contact with

KG6AAY - the first one from KG6
worked since his ZD4AM days back in the
1940s!

Subscription rate to
Short Wave Magazine
is £9.60
for a year of twelve
issues, post paid
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, LTD.,
34 HIGH STREET.
WELWYN, HERTS. AL6 9EQ

March, 1984
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How to Convert 'Unconvertible' CB Rigs
to Work on the Ten -Metre Band
HUGH ALLISON, G3XSE

4

T all started in a pub. Four amateurs were bewailing the fact
that the beloved Icom ICBI050 CB rig, which is so easy to
convert to 10 metres FM, had become as rare on the dealers'
shelves as the proverbial hens' teeth. As happens after one has had

a skinful, an argument developed - this time as to why the
'dedicated chip' type of CB eel cannot be converted. The reason

of course, that the chip will only work if it has the right
frequencies going into it.
On the point of falling over, one of the inebriated present asked

variable; I fitted a 10 to 50pF simply because it war to hand. You
are also going to have to locate the capacitor connecting the VCO
to the synthesizer chip, pin 19 of the LC7137, and remove it. The
two lands vacated by the capacitor are those between which you
are going to insert your new mixer.

You are also going to have to locate a rail that goes 12 volt
positive on transmit, and the 10.240 MHz output from the chip,
pin 11 of the LC7137.

the presumably fatuous question, "then why not fool the chip

A Warning

into thinking that it has the right frequency going in?" Well, why
not indeed? A few beer mats got drawn on and it became obvious

You really must understand what you are doing. If you don't
understand exactly what you are doing, don't bother to read on.
This article is not for beginners - you are entirely on your own
and no one is going to help you out if you make a mess of it. No

to those still standing upright that if a mixer were introduced
between the VCO and the dedicated chip and a signal source
injected into this mixer, the frequency of the injected signal has
only got to equal the frequency by which you want to depart from

the CB frequencies - and you're there. I was working out the
differences between frequencies of the CB and amateur bands
when suddenly I had one of those once -in -a -lifetime strokes of

sheer genius. The funny thing about this idea was that next
morning, when sober, it still made sense!

The Mathematics of the Problem
The dedicated chip found in most British CB sets is the LC7137.
To minimise the shift of the VCO in the rig it runs at the required

circuit layout is given because the components have to be
assembled to fit inside the case of the particular CB set. Some sets
contain plenty of fresh air, so modification is easy; some sets are

so tiny that you have to shoe -horn in every component. This
article is written m a guide for people who are competent enough

to be able to adapt components to hand to suit. Also, if you
haven't got a 30 MHz 'scope, a counter and adecent multimeter
then forget this modification.

Circuit Description
Many variants on the theme outlined above have been built by

and at half the required

the author and incorporated into several types of CB set. The

frequency on transmit. Suppose, for some reason, you wished to
transmit on channel 30 of the legal CB system, roughly 27.892
MHz, on transmit the VCO will be running at half this, i.e. 13.946
MHz. Should you wish to receive channel 30 the VCO will run at
27.892 minus the IF frequency of 10.695, i.e. 17.197 MHz.
Let us now consider what would happen if the chip would run

circuit diagram of the most comprehensive arrangement is shown
in Fig. I. Here CI couples the 10.240 MHz from pin II of the
LC7137 to input of the 74LS92. RI acts as a hold down resistor,
and its value is a bit of a compromise between excessive loading of
the crystal and the correct functioning of the divide IC. Note that,
due to the high-ish frequency involved, ICI must be a Schottky

on Ten. The action on FM is centred about 29.6 MHz. On

device.
ICI is a divide -by -six (in on pint, out on pin 8), and a divide -by -

frequency minus the IF on

transmit it would run at half this, viz. 14.8 MHz, and on receive
29.6 minus 10.695, equals 18.905 MHz.
If we consider the idea of injecting the difference into a separate
mixer, to fool the chip, we would need to subtract the frequencies

required for 10 metres from those required for CB. Thus on
transmit we need 14.8 minus 13.946, equals 0.854 MHz, and on
receive we need 18.905 minus 17.197, equals 1.708 MHz.
We now come to my once -in -a -lifetime stroke of sheer genius.
Nearly all CB sets have a 10.240 MHz crystal in them. This is
because not only can this frequency be digitally divided to give the
required channel spacing (10 kHz) but is also used to convert
10.695 MHz IF to the 455 kHz IF. It just suddenly occurred to me
that 10.240 divided by 6 is 1.7066, and divide this again by 2 is
0.8533. Almost exactly what we want! Now it so happens that
74LS92 IC's cost about 55 pence and are divide -by -two and
divide -by -six all in the same package.

A Few Points About CB Sets
The difference in VCO frequency between transmit and
receive, although minimised as outlined above, is still too far to
pull by one varicap diode. Careful examination of the circuit will
show that a fixed (o[ en pre-set) capacitor is switched in by a

on transmit.ev Since we will be moving the VCO
frequency it will be necessary to locate this capacitor and fit a
transistor

two (in on 14, out on 12) device, producing 1.7066 MHz and
0.8533 MHz, provided pin 6 is earthed! (Did that cause some
trouble-but 1 digress!) 1C2 acts as a switch, feeding the mixer
with the correct frequency on transmit (0.8533 MHz) or receive
(1.7066). Eagle-eyed readers may have noticed that there is a
relay in the circuit that would do this job, and it is true. If the
available space within the transceiver allows, then a double -pole
relay may be used for RL I: the second set of contacts have the
moving arm taken to C3, the normally closed contacts to pins 8
and 14 of ICI and the normally open ones to pin 12. Since the only
relay I happen to have to hand that will fit in the smallest CB sets is
a single throw dual -in -line (DIL) type, I use the circuit shown
when space is at a premium.
TR2 acts as a high level mixer. The LC7137 wishes to see a
couple of volts in at pin 19, so mixing has to take piace at this sort
of level. The five volts of injection from our digital divider is
presented to the mixer minter, and the VCO signal comes in at the
base. The required output of the mixer is selected by L I /C6 on
receive; on transmit the required output is lower in frequency and
TCI is switched in to pad L I /C6. (I am prepared to admit that I
spent a day trying to switch in TC1 electronically and would like to
hear from any superior megabeings who manage to do this. The
problem with electronically switching it in seems to be high RF
level across the switch.)
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Figura 1

Results
Table of Values

Fig. I
TCI = 10/40 pF
ICI = 74LS92

RI - 1K
R2 = IRK
113. R4 = 47OR

IC2 = 7400

10 = 2700

TR1, TR3 = BFY50, 2193053, etc.

R6 = 120K

TR2 = BCI07/8/9, 2N2369. etc.

CI, C3, C5- 0.02 aF
C2, C4 = 0.1 oF
C6 = 15 pF
C7 = 56 pF

ZD1 = 5.6V Zener, 400 mW
RL1 = see text

LI = see text
lKeyswitch' DIL = 5V (see text)

The transmit output N actually 1.75 kHz low. No one has ever
reported the signal low, however, so this is not noticeable. The
receiver is about 3.5 kHz low and it was thought that this might
cause problems. Luck has it, though, that the first IF is so wide it is
a joke, so no problems here. If a narrow first IF filter has been
fitted then the audio does tend to be garbled. There are plenty of
filters available now quite cheaply, and one centred on 10.695
MHz with a 20 kHz bandwidth seems a good compromise if you
are bothered.
The second IF filter is fairly sharp, and in most sets is about
6dB's down 8 kHz off. It is thusjust beginning to have an effect on
received peak deviation, but in practice it is not noticeable in use.

Note: all resistors are 1/4 -watt, all capacitors are disc ceramic.

Suggested Improvements
LI has to pick out the frequencies that the chip wants tome, viz

17.197 MHz on receive, 13.946 MHz on transmit. It may
conveniently consist of 23 turns on a 3/16' former, or a 10.7 MHz
IF coil with its padding capacitor removed.
TR3 acts as a 5 volt regulator, and may be replaced with a chip
type device if available. You may find a 5 volt source in the set,
and if it is capable of supplying the increased current then by all
means use that.

The name of the game was to produce a cheap ten -metre FM rig
out of a CB set. Since the sets are available for LIO to El 5 and the
bits to modify it, as above, will only cost a couple of quid, then the

objective has been met. The original rig, thus modified, has been
extremely reliable and has given mobile -to -base results
consistently over a twenty -mile path.
There, are however, some people who are never satisfied. One
amateur realised that most CB sets have a spare crystal oscillator

available in the FM demodulator chip. He thus bought (sin of

The Modification
Insert the additional, variable, padding capacitor into the rig
and remove the VCO coupling capacitor from pin 19. Couple
your counter into the VCO, and with channel 30 selected, adjust
the VCO to 18.9 MHz on receive. Note that an easy way to couple
in the counter is via a 10:1 'scope probe. Now switch to transmit
and adjust the variable padding capacitor you fitted to the set until
the counter reads 14.8 MHz. It should be remembered that the
LC7137 has a built-in out of lock detector (pin 14 goes high when
the chip is locked). This detector is only operative on transmit, so,
with the loop now broken, the transmitter is inoperative.
The circuit of Fig. I can now be connected. On receive, tune the
core of LI for maximum output on 17 MHz, and the loop will be
observed to have locked. Make sum that there is sufficient output
from the mixer to re -lock the loop on its old frequency, so check
with a counter.
On transmit, tune TC1 for maximum output from the mixer on

13.946 MHz. When this occurs, pin 14 will go high and the
transmit strip may be tweaked for maximum output on 29.6 MHz.
On receive, inject a precise 29.6 MHz signal, modulated by a I
kHz tone at 5 kHz deviation. Tune the pre -amp and mixer circuits

for maximum sensitivity, and the discriminator for the least
distorted audio output signal.

sins) the crystal that would give him the correct injection
frequencies. It is interesting to note that it appears better on test
equipment but is indistinguishable when in use. Another amateur
has used a divider chip with a programmable offset to achieve the
same results. Unfortunately the chip costs a fiver, so that's out
with me!

A Few Final Points
The original CB frequencies still exist in the rig, although they
are not connected to the main receive mixer. This does cause
problems when stuck in a queue of traffic next to a CB'er, as you
can just hear them. If you think about it, the channel they are on
will be the channel that they appear on in your rig, even though it's
modified. This really is a very localised problem and will go away

when they area car or two in front of you.
The prototype rig was built to the author's usual standard, i.e.
badly. The board carrying the modification circuitry had, it must
be admitted, been used before. Due to the limited space available
in the rig there was nowhere to mount the board so it was put in a
plastic bag and secured in place with an elastic band. Although it

ended up squashed against the transmit strip of the rig, no
spurious outputs were noticed on a spectrum analyser. To quote
the Editor, G3KFE, a proper installation!

THOS

2

LOWE SHOPS
LOWE ELECTRONICS IN MATLOCK, located on
the Chesterfield road out of Matlock, that is the
A632 and open Tuesday to Friday from 9am to 5.30
pm (closed for lunch 12.30 to 1.301 and Saturday,
open all day from 9am to 5 pm. A vise to Matlock
can be an outing for the family, the local scenery,
the Heights of Abraham, Lovers Walk, etc. Ample
free parking in our car park and when you have
browsed then lunch in one of the towns pleasant

restaurants. Amateur Radio with the family in
mind.

Telephone: 0629 2817, 2430, 4057, 4995.
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if I am absolutely
honest,
I arn not certain whether I own a NR0515because of its unbelievable performance
as a generalcoverage receiver orjust for the sheer pleasure of having and constantly
admiring probably .° finest piece of equipment available today.

Perhaps it comes down to the same thing, certainly the other NRO owners I have
spoken to have all expressed the same feelings, that the NR05151s a receiver in a
class of its own.
As a person thenot owning the receiver, you may ask what sets this particular one
above all
others. This is diffrcult to define-the 1551 of the equipment when

wandering over the crowded...its signal handling capability end selectivity can
only really be appreciated by use. Technically, the equipment 5 above reproach.
JRC's manufacture end production control methods es applied Loather items in the

LOWE ELECTRONICS IN GLASGOW, located at
415 Queen Margarets Road, which you will find off
Queen Margarets Drive (take Great Western Road

out of the City and turn right at the Botanical
Gardens traffic lights/. A quiet sedate part of the
city, easy street parking and a warm welcome from
Sim, our shop manager. Open all day from Tuesday
to Saturday, 9am till 5.30pm during the week and 9

am till 5 pm on Saturday. Whilst in the area the
Botanical Gardens are well worth a visit. The
Glasgow Shop has a full display of our range of
amateur radio products and a stock room to meet

range are equally ape...their amateurproducts. The other items referred to,only
a small part of If...trance. are manna radio equipment, Marisat mobile terminal,
Omega navigators, Doppler sorrax echo sounder/fish finders, communication

satellite earth stations end a complete range of avionic beacons, radar a.
associated products. Indeed. a wider range application of electronic and radio
technology for land, sea and air.
You may be forgiven for associating such advanced technology with complexity of
operation, a piece of eguiprnent that needs an operator with an electronics degree.
However, this assumption is incorrect. TheNRO515is easy to use withthe minimum
of controls to ensure the operator really enjoys his listening time. Digital readouts,
MHz, mode and filter bandwidth
s together with WO knob that will tune
band continuously wi
other control, from 10010iz to DOMHz or
vice versa. To assist
ditions theNR0515 has pass bend tuning
and the medium
OCOICHz to 1.CMHz has a preselect°,

control.
To g

aced the NCM515 remote control
frequencies to be quickly keyed
o rate, of frequency stepping in
bility add. or subtract from
the optional eCOHz CW finer

your every demand. For your Amateur Radio needs
visit Lowe Electronics in Glasgow.
Telephone: 041-945 2626.

515owners would say,,joy

LOWE ELECTRONICS IN THE

ENGLAND, set in the dello
Darlington, the shop

amateur prod.
address in th

A167 Durh
Tuesday to Fri
gam till 5

Al huge free ca
market, b
facilities combine t.

14

ar

market town a plea
Telephone: 0325 486

S?;11\..\*S.

jY

LOWE ELECTRONICS IN
he
Capital City, easily found o
s floor of
the Hepworths' shop on Pe
e Road, within
three minutes walk of Kings ross railway station.
Open all day Monday to Saturday, six days a week,
from 9.30am to 5.30 pm during the week and from

Q$6C:16."

.

9.30 am to 5 pm on Saturday, a warm and
courteous welcome, together with sound advice

awaits those who enter. The entire range of
amateur products is on display, backed by a
considerable amount of stock. When M the City,
visit Lowe Electronics.
Telephone: 01-837 6702.

the NRD 515
N913515

NON515
NCM 515

NVA515
CFL260
CFL230

monitoring receiver
96 channel memory unit
remote frequency controller
speaker
500Hz CWfilter
30CHzCWtilter

LOWE ELECTRONICS
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire. DE4 5LE.
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430,4057, 4995. Telex 377482.

0965.00 inc vat.
0264.00 inc vat.
0125.00 inc vat.
034,50 inc vat.

farm inc vat.
MOO inc vat.
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Basics for the SWL and R.A.E. Candidate, Part 14
SUGAR-COATED THEORY

AT the point where we left off last time round, we had shown
you some block diagrams of the direct -conversion
(homodyne) type of receiver, and the superhet. It is now time for
us to look at circuits for such an easily -built model - see Fig. I.
Here we show a simple receiver built around the use of a couple
of diodes as the product detector. At 7 MHz this has no great
snag, save that the use of the diodes, adequately driven (which

means some twenty milliwatts of RF), entails the problem of
harmonic mixing - which implies that signals at 14 and 21 MHz
will be received. To some degree this would be ameliorated by the

use of rather more elaborate front-end selectivity, and if one
could get hold of some hot -carrier diodes the problem would be
eased even more. However, we built it as it stands, fed it through
an ATU to give it a bit more selectivity, and did quite well. From
the input, we start with a high-pass filter section, of two inductors
and three capacitors to the left of T1; these are to remove the high power medium -wave broadcast stations (needed here, but they
may not be essential in other areas). TI is a broad -band
transformer, the black dots being an indication of the 'start' ends
of each winding; it could be wound up on an Amidon T50-2 core.
The right-hand winding provides a suitable inductive -balanced
injection from the local oscillator, so each diode gets its fair share
of the LO drive. The remainder is just a fat lump of audio gainabout 90dB of gain in fact.
This receiver will look at 0.1,V, though EN is clearly audible
despite the fact that the diodes have a conversion loss of several
dB. If the 'gain block' to the right of the diodes is built up on a

aerial terminal, and through the block labelled "half -wave filter"
whose function is simply to ensure that the receiver will not suffer
too much from spurious responses; it is a low-pass filter with its
centre frequency set to the upper end of the 7 MHz band. LI and
L2, in conjunction with Cl, provide tuning of the input stage, and
lead straight to the mixer, which is a40763. The IF is taken out of
the drain, while the signal goes to gate I and the LO to gate 2. The
IF amplifier starts with a crystal filter (which could be easily built
from surplus rocks) and then goes into another 40763 FET, which
does the amplifying. In the case of too much gain, the closing of
the switch will effect about 20dB of gain reduction, simply by
altering the bias on gate 2 of Q2. A third 40763 does duty as a
product detector, and as we have quite a bit of gain before the
volume control (AF Gain), we don't need such a potent audio
amplifier.
This receiver will be found to be quite capable, on Eighty and
Forty, of giving a good account of itself. If it were desired to use it
on Twenty the half -wave filter could be omitted - at least until
next sunspot peak! -and the coils LI, L2 altered to suit 14 MHz,
while the local oscillator would need to he persuaded to cover
12.3-12.8 MHz. However, since it already tunes 80 and 40, and
easier way of getting on the other bands would be the me of a
converter: taking input on 14 MHz and coming out at 7.0-7.5 MHz

separate bit of Veroboard it will provide the basis for several
interesting direct -conversion receiver designs. One of the things
one can do is to replace the diodes as a detector by an IC detector
using a Motorola MC1496; this will probably result in too much
gain, which can be throttled back by use of a gain control.
The local oscillator circuit is shown separately in Fig. 2. Again it
makes no concessions to complexity, and indeed it could do with a
buffer stage and a stabilised power supply-but it happened to be
around and was pressed into service. Essentially, it is a very simple
Colpitts oscillator. An oscillator, basically, is an amplifier with
some form of positive feedback; in this case, by way of the lead

from the emitter of the transistor and the junction of the two
680pF capacitors. If you build the circuits of Fig. I and Fig. 2 for
fun, you will probably initially find the amplifier oscillates and the
oscillator refuses to - this, of course, proves the point that we
made earlier on about components which appear in the circuit but
not the diagram - the inductance of leads, and the stray wiring

capacitors and so forth. However, persist with it, and when
you've tamed both of them, you'll probably have learnt an awful
lot about layout!
Fig. I and Fig. 2 are both taken from the invaluable ARRL
publication Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur- a book

which should be on the shelf of anyone who aspires to experiment

with home-brew or QRP.
We turn now to Fig. 3, a basic superhet suitable for the radio
amateur (once again a straight 'lift' from Solid State Designfor
the Radio Amateur where it is attributed to WA7MLH), we can
start by noting that the oscillator now boasts both stabilisation of
its DC supply volts, by way of a Zener diode, and a buffer stage to
isolate it from any impedance changes it might otherwise 'see'
from the mixer. The other mcillator is the BFO; this is stabilised as
far m its DC volts are concerned, but doesn't run to any buffer
stage. Turning now to the input end, signal is put in through the

The 'Meteor' series of frequency counters is now avaiNble fitted with

temperaturocompensated costal oscillator (TCX0) for additional
accuracy and temperature stability. Shown here is the Meteor 1000X

which measures typically from 2 Hz to 1.2 CHz, with <50mb
unvity at 1 CHz, and features a temperature stability of z0.5 ppm
from)-10°C to +40°C, an ageing rate of <z1 ppm per year, and
setability of <±0.2 ppm. The other models in the range, the Meteor
100X (2 Hz to 100 MHz) and the Meteor 600X (2 Hz to 600 MHO, are
also available with the same TCXO; the Meteor 600 was reviewed in
the November 1903 issue of Short WaveMagazine. The Meteor 1000X

cost f225 plus VAT and post/packing, and is available from Me
designer and manufacturer Black Star Ltd., 9A Crown Sheet, St.
Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4EB. Tel) 048042440: Telex: 32339.

'A'

F101

Local oscillato in

DIRECT CONVERSION RECEIVER FOR 71411a

or 3.5-4.0 MHz -a little bit like the TV converters which many
people built when the first ITA signals came on the air and we only
had TVs capable of receiving the low (40-70 MHz) channels, or as

is done with transvetters to get CW/SSB output on VHF front an
existing HF transceiver.

Mixers
Some people will be wondering, as they read the foregoing, just
what the heck the real difference is between the 'product detector'
and the 'mixer'. In short - nothing! Indeed, the words
modulation, mixing, detection, demodulation all mean the same
thing and the different appearance of the circuits merely reflects

IF, and all the other outputs of the mixer are decoupled away to
ground. If we consider modulation of an AM carrier, where Fl is
the carrier and F2 the modulation frequency, then if Fl is 7 MHz
and F2 is I kHz, then the output we want is Fl + F2 and Fl -F2
as upper and lower sidebaads respectively, and Fl as the carrier;
again all other output products are decoupled away. In case some
old-timer says this can't be the case with an anode -modulated (or
collector -modulated if he's younger!) PA stage, then he can think
again; fora nominally steady grid drive, the RF output is varied
from zero to peak by the alteration of the HT volts. whence the
non -linearity.

the different frequencies involved. Essentially, we have two
frequencies going in (there may be more, but we'll keep it simple
for the moment) which meet some degree of non4inearity in the
circuit. Asa result of this, in addition tot& two input frequencies
themselves we will have a host of others. If we call the inputs Fl

and F2, we will have 2F1, 2F2, 3FI, 3F2, 2FI + F2, 2F2 + Fl,
2F1 - F2, 2F2 - FI, and many more. 2F1 implies the second
harmonic of F1, 3F2 the third harmonic of F2 and so forth.
If we consider a superhet receiver having a 7 MHz signal input
Fl, a local oscillator F2 and an IF of, say 500 kHz, then the local
oscillator will be at a frequency of 7.5 MHz, when F2 - Fl is the

Table of Values
Fig. 3
RI= 10K audiOstaper
carbon control
CI = 365 pF min. variable
C2 = 180 pF mica trimmer
C3 = 100 pF air variable
CO = 15 pF mumble

LI - 3 turns 26 AWG roam.

- 364 26 AWG enam. wire on
Amidon T68-2 torpid core
L3 = 1.57 pH approx., slug -tuned
L4 = 7.9 pH slug -tuned coil (Miller
43105 -CBI)

SI = SPST toggle
II = aerial receptacle to choice

72 - two -circuit phOnejach
over L2
Notewire fixed -value capacitors are disc -ceramic unless otherwise stated,
fixed -value resistors are 1/2 -watt composition; polarised capaciton are
electrolytic.

Turning to detection, the old AM detector stage took the carrier
and its two sidebands, and separated them into RF and audio. In

numbers we have FI, the carrier, Fl + F2 the upper sideband,
Fl - F2 the lower sideband. Outputs are FI - (FI + F2), Fl

(FI - F2), and various others. The two mentioned are both

Fig. 2

LOCAL OSCILLATOR FOR 6-8 I4He

lE

Fig. 2. This simple scillator.. serve to excite Me receiver shown
M Fig. I. An improvement would be the addition of a buffer stage

between it and point 'A' in Fig. I, and stabilisation of Its 9 volt
supply, for explanation, see text.

numerically equal to F2, the audio, and so this is used, while the
rest are &coupled away. If we have a CW signal, then since we
have only one signal coming in, we must apply a BFO. Using the
same notation, Fl is the input signal and F2 the BFO; Fl - F2 or
F2 -Fl will yield an audio component which we can take away,

while the unwanted stuff goes to earth. A product detector is
simply a rather nicer circuit for SSB and CW than a simple diode
detector.
It doesn't take a genius to realise that one thing we never get is
an aerial input with just the wanted signal on it and nothing else.
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Fig. 3. A simple, but effec0ve,g0m. and 80m. superhel receiver designed by WA7MLH, and Pilsen from the ARRL publication Solid
Slate Design for the Radio Amateur; fora description of holy it works, seethe text. Note that this design is for CW only, due to the
narrow spacing (0.5 kHal in the crystal filter. If Ilse crystals are spaced 2.5 kHz aparl. MR would be receivable.

The practical case is that there are hundreds or thousands of them,
scattered over the whole RF gamut, from about 10 kHz right up to

micro -waves. Now, imagine one of these unwanted signals just
happens to be large enough to make the first RF stage non-linear
to the slightest degree, what will happen! Every signal will mix
with every other one, and since there are so many of them, the
result will not be inteffigence, but noise. For this reason, the design
of the stages before the main selectivity (i.e. RF stage and mixer) is
required to ensure that fa) the smallest signal that we require is
audible, provided only that it is higher than the inherent noise of
the transistor, and /b) that the same stage will have the maximum
capability of coping with unwanted big signals without linearity

being at all degraded. This is a tall order indeed, and until very
recently there wan no solid-state receiver to equal a good valve one
in this area.
However, in the past few years, as the broadcasters have used
ever more megawatts and ever-gainier transmitting aerials to blast
out their pop -and -propaganda noises, so receiver designers have

realised that possibly the most important parameter of all in a
receiver design is just this business of coping with the big signals
that we don't want, so we can copy the tiddler we do want. Thus,
in the past five years or so, we have made considerable progress in
this matter of dynamic range.
Enough for now. See you again soon!
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FEATURE
By Justin Cooper

The Mail
LIKE many, A. F. Roberts (Kidderminsver)has been profiting
from the rash of 'WCY' stations on the air to mark World

Sheffield S9 4BU. Come to think of it, that would be useful
information here, too.
Back in the sixties A. J. Chapman (Newark) was interested
.

.

.

Communications Year, which have gone a little way to cancel out
the downward trend in the sunspot cycle. All we can say to that is
that this cycle, considering how far we are from the peak, is either
holding up superbly well, or else is going to be a very long one. For
those who have never listened through a complete sunspot cycle,
the radio scene shows a cycle of changing conditions lasting about

enough to listen to the -then mainly AM Phone on Forty; and after
a lapse of years an entry into CB has sparked him off again. The

eleven years - it may be less or it may be longer - and taking

about its suitability is that if it has a reasonable dense copper

about four years to rise from the bottom to the peak, followed by
the slower fall away. The cycle we are in now was a good one at
peak back around 1981, and has been very good since then with a
prolonged, nearly Bat, top; only in the last few months have we
sren the cycle resume more normal behaviour on the way down

sheath it should be OK, and before putting it up it is inspected for
absence of any pinholes or damage to the plastic outer coating
(which applies to any co -x); and if there are any possible chafe

again. But, of course, it is well known that conditions on the
lower -frequency bands tend to improve with lower sunspot
counts, and so much DX -chasing moves down, and takes place at

night rather than in the day. All of which explanation is a bit

first move was the direct -conversion receiver from A Guide to
Amateur Radio, which worked very well; then an FRG -7, to
which there is an aerial of the trap -dipole breed, again lifted from
the Guide. This is fed by way of "TV -type co -ax" -all we can say

points on the cable run, these should be 'served' to prevent
damage. As to whether an ATLI is required, it is always useful, if
only for the reason that it is bound to do something towards the
reduction of strong out -of -band signals which can overload the
receiver. Precisely this problem seems to be occurring on Eighty
for SWL Chapman now, and all we can suggest is that he tries an

unnecessary for Tony - as a quick look in the records indicates he
was listening at least back in 1975!

auenuator in series with the aerial lead. This sounds daft,
admittedly, but the argument is this: the large number of big
signals hitting the aerial reach the first mixer with very little

The Ladies

attenuation from tuned circuits. Thus the mixer overloads, and
when that happens every signal will try to mix with every other
one, so the output will contain a vastly increased amount of noise.
Now, if we can only reduce the largest
doing the overloading - below the overload level, the mixer can
go back to doing itsjob properly. If you have a variable attenuator

Down to two again, now June Charles seems to have dropped
out, Mrs. R. Smith (Nuneaton) says she didn't get a lot of time for
listening over the holiday season, and when she did nothing' f any
great interest was heard, nor any new prefixes. Sad!
As for Mrs. T. Parry (Blackpool) her prize for the construction
contest last time, which was a copy of the 1984 DX Listings call

book, seems to have generated some enthusiasm for more
constniction - which can't be bad! Tina also notes how poor the
bands have been of late, but she still manages to get a few more
prefixes on to her total each time.

Our third YL letter is the one in which GM4C00, Denise,
announc. the BYLARA Contest. Most readers will know that
BYLARA is the U.K. YLs club, and so they may be interested in
listening-hs to this short contest - the sessions are only three

hours long on March 1 and 3 - and submitting a check log perhaps if the contest is a success BYLARA will introduce an
SWL section next year.

Now to a Shipton (Rye), who has not been as active as he
would have liked, having been away in Devon after an illness; but
he is still making the score rise gently month by month. Let's hope
all W well now, George.
R. Everitt (Bluntisham) sends in his entry from Gimson Hall,
Leicester, where he is studying. During the period the main band
in use was 80 metres; from home the T77 San Marino expedition
was booked in as also was HCISU/8 N the Galapagos Is. Nothing
was noted from the study QTH due to work commitments. They
do have a TS -520 and eighty -metre dipole there, cut for the CW
end, which lives atop a sixty -foot mast which in tam is atop a high
building, which brought hs some nice signals even though it was
put up for the Phone Section of the AFS contest weekend.
B. Patchett (Sheffield)is now G4VBP, and is looking out for an
HF rig with which to make a start. He already has a smattering of
Russian, and wants to know if anyone can lead him to a listing of
Russian words and phrases relevant to amateur radio operation.
We recall the Amateur Radio DX Handbook by W9WNV had a
page of very basic Russian words; perhaps there are those who
might have some more useful and recent data they could pass on.

Either Sheffield 442507 in the evenings, or at work Sheffield
731246 will find him; or by letter to 107 Handsworth Avenue,

(1.C. has used in emergency a 100 -ohm pot, as the nearest value in

the junk -box that was non-wirewound) it is quite fascinating to
listen to noise and signal going down together until you reach the
`break-point' where the noise suddenly drops to a much lower
figure and previously inaudible signals become copiable.
Heavy static and QRM annoy RTTY fan N. Jennings (Rye) as
this upsets his RTTY decoder and makes it necessary to see the
consign come up on the display repeatedly before logging it with
certainty. CW has an advantage here- though either mode is still
viable longer after QRM has 'seen off' even SSB phone!

Next we come to another RTTY buff - and pal of Norman
Jennings - in A. P. Lincoln (Aldershot). Pete sent in a colour
print of his SWL station, re -vamped since the roof repairs were
completed, It certainly looks very nice and comfortable now, and
Pete says he has no more worries about draughts or leaking roofs!

Both these last two readers have the 1984 DX and U.S. Call
Books, and both are ready to help other readers in need of
addresses. Norman Jennings is on Rye (0797) 222530 and Peter

Lincoln on Aldershot (0252) 317870 - and both, one guesses,
would more than welcome a natter about SS/TV or RTTY from
other enthusiasts or, indeed, newcomers.

Contest
Doubtless from old contributor Mike Toms, we have a note on
the Barking club two -metre contest on March 25 from 13001700

GMT. The club stations G3XBF and G8XBF will be on and a
contact worth ten points; all other contacts one point. The
multiplier is the number of U.K. counties (administrative, not
postal) and countries worked. Penalties on unmarked duplicate

contacts, double the claimed points for the contact;
disqualification for a bad signal or out -of -band -plan operating.
The SWL section-and this is the most important to us-will log
the station heard, the station being worked, RS(T), serial number

and county sent, and score as above. No change of location
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during the contest; and no repeater or Oscar contacts are
allowable. Queries (with an s.u. e.) and entries, to BRS 31976, 32

HPX LADDER

Wellington Road, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8EZ. Entries are to be
postmarked before Sunday, Apri115. We seem to recall that in the
equivalent contest !assume luneCharles was in the results, and we
hope that someone from our contributors will be M there again
this time.

Trouble
R. Wooden (Staineslhas a fault on his Eddystone 730/4; one of

the fuses blew and when it had been replaced a cracked 5Z4
rectifier was noted and replaced. Still a dead set, and Roy has
written to Eddystone for some help, though we doubt they'll be
able to do much because of the age of the receiver. Is there
anyone, I.C. wonders, who could offer any help to get our friend
back on the air -a letter in the first place to J.C. and then we'll
put you in touch.
Over to H. M. Graham (Chesham) and his usual long and
informative letter; Maurice listens to all the 'old' bands from Ten
right to Top Band. On the latter not much DX has been heardthe bands get so noisy at night, but the mid -day hearings of G
stations indicate the receiver and aerial are doing well enough.
Eighty yielded W2HCN at S9 + 20 one night at 23.262; Forty
yielded a UB5 and a RP2WCY station - rather unusual for midafternoon - while Twenty was pretty patchy. Fifteen was the
preferred band but was often folding by 16.30-1700z- exactly as
the book, dropping out at sunset or just after. Oh, and a few
interesting European and North American openings, around one

(All
OWL

Time Post War)

PREFIXES
PHONE ONLY

B. Hughes (Worcester)

2784

2366
Mrs. R. Smith (Nuneaton)
E. W. Robinson (Bury St.
2233
Edmunds)
1670
H. M. Graham (Chesham)
Mrs. T. Parry (Blackpool)
1560
G. W. Raven (London SE13) 1491
M. Rodgers (Harwood)
1425
1288
N. Askew (Coventry)
1282
N. Jennings(Rye)
1230
R. Fox (Northampton)
1190
I. Doughty (Bloxwich)

H. Bale(Cardiff)
A. Pyne (Bradford)
D. Shapiro(Manchester)
R. Everill(Bluntisham)
D. J. S. Williams
(Wednesbury)
Mrs. J. Cheri. (Colchester)
S. Burgess(Stockporn
P. Lincoln (Aldershot)
I. F. Thorpe (Bracknell)
A. Chadwick (Bury)

1186
1179
1178
1143
1051

983
906
858
747
724

J. Heath (St. Ives, Cambs.)

a A. Carmichael (Lincoln)
B. Patchett (Sheffield)
R. Wooden (Staines)
G. Shipton (Rye)
P. Oliver(Paisley)

A. J. Hall (Alvaston)
T. Morris (Headingley)
D. Woods(Swindon)

715
666
662
652
645
644

624
611

R. G. Hurst (London SE23)

589
548

A. Pilkington (Chesterfield)

527

S. O. Bedford (Wakefield)
E. M. Gaud (Slierna. Malta)

522
520

CW ONLY
E. B. Ward (Ruddington)

I. Goodrick (I.o.W.)
A. F. Roberts
(Kidderminster)
R. Fox (Northampton)

1787
1577

1284
433

RTTY ONLY
N. E. lennings(Rye)
P. Lincoln (Aldershot)

536
433

Minimum
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issue.

a week.

E. B. Ward (Ruddington) reckons he made a prize hash of his
R.A.E. paper in Part 2 simply through thoughtlessness on his
. we say, "Wait and see"! A personal feeling -and we
part
have observed it is true of others, too- is that if you think you've
near!) and if you
got a 100% perfect
have the sort of doubts Barry has, then you may well have been
.

much more successful than you thought. The point, one
supposes, is that if the mind is clicking into top gear it is, of
necessity, more aware of its own shortcomings, and of course the

ANNUAL HPX LADDER
Starting date, January 1, 1983
PREFIXES
SW4
428
C. %trills (Srivenage)
295
C. H. Kirk (Leeds)
395
N. Fox (Wakefield)
246
T. Kirby (ChelMnham)
234
A. Woods (Norwich)
395
J. Singleton (Hull)
This is the final listing of the 1983 Table. The new Table starts with next
issue, recording Prefixes heard since January 1,1984, in accordance with
HPX Rules (see p. 25 this issue).

Like so many others, C. Burrell (Stevenage) cut his note very
close to the deadline, so as to get as much of a score as he couldand thanks to all the commemoratives about, he seems to have
done very well. Charlie has now got a copy of Geoff Watts' Prefix

List - indispensable, we reckon.
D. B. Shapiro (Manchester) had a query on HPX
interpretation, and sent along a stamp for an urgent reply which we have done although we don't want to encourage that
sort of thing lest we have no time for our own SWL-ing! We have
credited David with 1178 in the Ladder as a result.
We had to chuckle at B.F. Hugh.(Harvington)this lime; after
a description of his 'Magic Book' which is the heart of the system.
Bernard says that if he lost that he might as well shoot himself
because he could never recover the information! We know the
feeling, but our reaction when we realised this was to find a photocopier and make copies of each page; and then when another page

is added, to photo -copy that (or carbon it, depending on
cirinstance).

-for -1983 up -date comes in from 1. Bedford
(Wakefield). Jim reckons that those who, like him, have had it

easy in the way of getting the prefixes together in 1984 (thanks to

all the 'specials' about) should sympathise with people who
started in earlier years; a good point. In practical terms, one
anxious corner of the mind waiting to take over once you are out
of the exam -room will usually magnify the weakness. The overconfident chap on the other hand, never gets into top gear and
therefore fails! On a different tack, Barry has added fifty to his
total simply because he has been, as he puts it, "very QRPp, all the
'go' gone, and can't do much except listen - till the shack chair

gets too uncomfortable!" Still, Barry manages to deal with the
chores like mending the kettle, the hairdryer or his daughter s best

ear -rings. Back to HPX - did anyone else hear UB58HKS on
Forty - it seems a bit odd to the writer, too!
J. Heath (St. Ives., Hunts.) was rather chuffed last time round
to find he had logged a 'Turkish station, in TAIMB - the first
ever, and John's listening goes right back to the pre-war days.

would expect to find the 500 in around a month or six weeks if one
has a good aerial system; of course the new entrant will take much
longer than that, usually, for the simple reason that he is learning
the ropes, double and triple -checking that which is instantly clear
to the old hand. And of course, he probably hasn't yet got much

idea about what times a band will be open or shut, or when to

listen for a given part of the world, or whatever. But - Jim
enjoyed his listening and that's all that matters!
A first entry for 1983 list comes fromA. Woods (Norwich)who
says he has been listening since April '83 on our bands. And 395
isn't so dusty as a start score, even if Andy does have to repeat the
dose to get on the 1984 Table. It's not wasted of course, as there
will be many to be carried forward when Andy eventually gets into
the All -Time list.
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HPX RULES
The object is to hear and log as many prefixes as
possible; a prefix can only count once for any list, whatever band it is heard on.
(2) The /M and /MM suffixes create a new series: thus
G3SWM, G3SWM/M and G3SWM/MM all count as
prefixes, and where it a known to be legal, /AM also.
(3) Where a suffix determines a location the suffix shall
be the deciding factor, thus WIZZZ/W4 counts as W4.
Where the suffix has no number attached, e.g.
VEIAED/P/SU, VE3U1/P/SU, they are arbitrarily
counted as SUI and SU2 respectively, and the same holds
(1)

good for similar callsigns.
(4) When the prefix is changed both the old and the new
may be counted; thus VQ4 and 5Z4 both count.
(5) The object is to hearprefixes not countries, thus there
is no discrimination between say MP4B and MP4K which
count as one prefix.
(6)
Only calls issued for Amateur Radio operation may

be included. Undercover and pirate callsigns will not be
credited, nor any MARS stations be claimed.
(7) G2, G3, 04, etc., all count separately, as do GW2,
GW3, GW4, etc., and in the same way K2, W2, WA2, all
count separately even though they may be in the same
street.

Send your HPX fist, in alphabetical and numerical
order showing the total claimed score. With subsequent

(8)

lists, it is sufficient to quote the last claimed score, the new

list of pref6es, and the new total. Give your name and
address on each sheet, and send to "SWL", SHORT
WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts.,
AL6 9EQ, if possible to arrive before the SWL deadline for
that particular month.
(9)
Failure to report for two consecutive listings, i.e. four

months, will result in deletion from the Table, although
there is no objection to a "Nil" report to hold your place.
(10) Starting score 200. Phone Table is mixed AM/SSB,
with a separate CW Table. No mixed Phone/CW Table,
nor will AM -only or SSB-only entries be accepted.

(II) List will be based on those shown in the current
"Radio Amateur Prefix -Country -Zone List", published
by Geoff. Watts (see Advertisers' Index in any issue of
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE).
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All -Time. And, with it all, Eddie has double-checked for typing
errors and sent in a note of those too - something not many do,
and which can lose points; and it makes it easier for J.C. as well,
for which thanks!
N. Rodgers (Harwood)comes back to the Table with a new list,
taking h6 score up to 1425.
T. Morris (Leeds) has a couple of oddities heard on Ten, by way
of FD6HCO and DHOGAS; we suspect they are just phoneys,
probably in fact intruders from you -know -where. Has anyone
else any other ideas? On a different line altogether, Tom received
a very beautiful QSL card and this sparked off his suggestion that

we should run a competition for readers, who would submit a
QSL card which they see as the prettiest they received in 1983 (or
some other specified time). Two major objections arise: firstly,
beauty is in the eye of the beholder, and no two people will see
molly alike; and secondly, the value to its owner of the QSL card
and the worry of it going astray. However, all that having been
said, if you would like such a competition, we'll run it! Just say the
word.
P. Oliver (Paisley) got his receiver back from 'the menders' in

mid -November and started in on picking up the lost time, but
unfortunately band conditions in his view haven't been too hot.
Going back to ONY52 and its Morse practice transmissions,
G6FU writes to say that he has an old QSL from which he notes
that on January 16, 1933, he worked and did exercises with BA3
-as he says, the author.es have a/ways likecl putting their signals
on Forty!
A bit more nostalgia: M. R. Warburton (Leicester) was an
SWL with a PCR-3 some twenty years ago before getting into
other things. Recently, however, he bought his stepson a
95-59135; but . a result the bug has bitten him again quite deeply
and so Martin has re-entered the Table. The one and only query in
the list was, we are sure, a mis-copying of the San Marino prefix,
heard on Eighty SSB. The aerial, by the way, is a six -element Band
2 VHF aerial in the loft; it could be that there might be some profit

in strapping both legs of the aerial together and to the receiver
aerial terminal, and connecting the earth terminal to an earth
connection. Worth a try, at least. Anyhow, nice to have such an
OT back aboard.
From N. Fox (Wakefield)we have an update for the final 1983
listing - we hope to see a new entry for the 1984 Table next time.
Just to get everything straight, I. F. Thorpe (Brackneldhas sent
in a full set of copies of his earlier lists. What a task it must have
been, thanks to missing mailings. But all is not completely lost, as
it showed up the odd discrepancy, all of which have now been
sorted out. Thanks, Ian.

Changes
This column has remained, in essence, the same for many years,

J. Goodrich (Newport, 1. o. W.) reckons he doesn't care about
the issues which don't carry an S WL column. Thank you for those

kind words - not sure whether to keep John's letter from the
Poor Old Moaner at all costs, or to put it on his desk with his
elevenses! On a different tack, John gave your scribe a good laugh
when he was discussing the lids who come on the band and call

everyone else lids. Of course it goes without saying that to call
someone else, on the air, a lid, implies (a) that one thinks onewill
be heard, (b) that one has all the facts of the case, and (c)that one
knows better than the one being criticised. Three distinctly shaky
assumptions! Anyway, the guy who insists on using AM phone in
the CW end of the band, or who yaks on the SSB DX segment on
Eighty says far more about himself than any comments could.
G. Carmichael (Lincoln) notes that the last new prefix for 1983
was also a new country and probably the best catch of the year HV3S1, logged at 2236o on Eighty.
E. M. Gaud (Sliema, Malta)uses an FRG -7700 plus a long-wire

aerial, which have netted him a goodly total from his first two
lists, taking Eddie straight through the 1983 Ladder and into the

and the time has come for us to re -think it for the future. That
being so, it would be interesting to have the views of you, the
readers and the contributors. Will you all, therefore, in your
letters for next time, let us know just what changes you would Eke

to see, and quite as important, just what you would like to see
remain unchanged. Then we'll kick your ideas around with our
own, and see what comm out of the pot.

Tables
This issue contains the last of the 1983 HPX listings; we already
have some 1984 entries, and of course more will be welcome- the
first appearance of the 1984 Annual HPX Ladder will be in next

time's SWL - appearing in the May issue of Short Wave
Magazine.

Finale
This is where we give you the deadline for next time; it is to
arrive, addressed to "SWL", SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34
High Street, Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ, by Ent post on March 22.
And by that time let's hope the weather and the band conditions
are a bit livelier!
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The "Mini -Monitor" Two -Band Receiver
A COMPACT DESIGN FOR THE 40 AND 20 -METRE BANDS

REV. G. C. DOBBS, G3RJV

CV all

the world's great mysteries, variable frequency
VP oscillator building must rank quite high. Many are the

monitoring 40 and 20 in their hotel bedrooms rather than killing
an evening in the hotel bar!

favoured techniques and invoked circuits. My general conclusion
is that the way the VFO is built is more likely to contribute to its

effective stability than niceties of the circuit. Never mind the
quality feel the width - sturdy VFOs are usually good ones. Or as
Isaiah says:

"..

The Circuit
The circuit diagram of the Mini -Monitor is shown in Fig. I; all
very conventional and simple but it is highly buildable and cheap.

TRI is a Hartley VFO which can be switched to tune the two

saying of the soldering, `It is good',
and they fastened it with nails
so that it cannot be moved."
.

ISAIAH 41:1 (RSV)

Table of Values

Some time ago I was experimenting with switched -band VFOs

really in an attempt to devise a simple multiband transmitter
without crystal mixing. I ran out of time in the experiments and
several respectable VFO boards now languish in corners of the
shack awaiting the day when I take up the cause again. When the
Short Wave Magazine approached me mking for a constructional

article to go into the first issue with the new cover, I wondered
what I could produce that might be of interest to the readers. The

multiband transmitter circuit has yet to come to fruition but the

VFO5 might provide a way into a multiband receiver. Also
recalled was a local amateur once speaking of his need for a
compact amateur bands receiver to take about on trips so that he
might monitor the HF bands. What emerged from my musing is
this compact two -band (40and 20m) amateur bands receiver. It is
simple to build, uses standard inexpensive components and fits
into a small, cheap, readily available case. It is only a two -band

direct conversion receiver but the circuit gives a respectable
performance and one inductor and a miniature toggle switch are
enough to give coverage to the popular 40 and 20 metre bands.
The receiver drives a small earpiece and has a self-contained
battery making it small enough to fit inside a briefcase .. think
.

Fig. I
RI, R7 = 1001(
R2 = 47R
R3, R8 = 10K
R4 =2K2
R5, RIO - 47OR
R6 = 100R

R9 = IK
R11 = 82R

RI2 = 22R
R13 = IOR
RVI = 10K log.
CI = 180 pF poly
C2 = 470 of' poly
C3 - 680 pF poly
C4, C19 = 0.1 aF
C5 = 100 pF min. mica

CIO = 0.47 ).(F I6V tam
C13, CM, CI8 = 1 AF lay Mat
CI6 = 100 OF 25V elec
C20 =220aF I6V elec
CT1 = 3.60 pF semhairspaced
VC1 = 25 pF airspaced variable
VC2 = 350 pF polycon

DI = 10914
BD) = 7.5V liner
TRI = 2304 (or 203819)
TR2 = 40673
TRI = BC17113

ICI = LM386N
LI = 20 turns 30 s.w.g. =am. wire

C6, C11 = 47 )./F 25V elec

on 3/16" dia. former, with core,
tapped at 5 turns from bottom
L2 = 22t as LI, lapped Ill from

C7, CU,
C17 = 10 VF 16V lent
C8, C9, CI5 = 0.01 oF

SI = 2 -pole changeover toggle

bottom. Link winding 5130AB.g.
over bottom of main winding
Battery = PP3

of what radio -amateur businessmen and reps. might save

EP

FIA 1

MIN I)14 ONITOR CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
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bards. The Hartley circuit, using inductive feedback via the
tapping in LI, is a useful circuit in such applications, being
capable of a wide tuning range with one inductor; this FET
version is surprisingly stable, even without a buffer stage, in a
receiver circuit. The double -pole changeover toggle switch allows
a fair degree of bandspread for both bands. This seemingly odd
arrangement (note that on 40m. only the tapped section of LI is

tuned) proved to be a practical way of obtaining suitable
bandspread on both frequencies. The VFO is voltage stabilised by

27

A front view of the Mini -Monitor receiver.

photo: Jo -Anna

a zener diode (ZDI)ard the output is taken from the source of the
FET via C5.
TR2 is the good old faithful dual -gate MOSFET mixer. The
signal input, tuned by VC2 for either band is fed into gate I and
the VFO into gate 2. The resultant audio beat note appears at the

drain load, R4, is RF daroupled by C9 and fed into the audio
preamplifier by C10. The audio amplifier is a now commonly available integrated circuit, the LM386N; many component
traders, including the Tandy chain of stores, stock this IC at
reasonable prices. It is a half -watt audio amplifier designed for
battery applications as the quiescent current drain is low. It has a
nomina) gain of 020 but this can be increased with feedback, as in
this circuit with C17. The LM386 is much quieter than many ICs,
such as the LM380, used in receiver applications. In this simple
cirarit most of the receiver gain is at audio so a preamplifier stage,
TR3, was added after the mixer. The output goes directly to a

cheap 8 -ohm earpiece but there is adequate audio drive for a
loudspeaker if this is required.

Construction
Following the old adage of "build a bit and testa bit", the VFO
is best constructed before the main part of the receiver. The VFO
was originally built for experimentation and so was constructed

using 0.1" matrix Perfboard, that is SRBP board drilled with
holes at O.1" spacing but without the copper tracks of the more
common Veroboard. It is available from a variety of sources,
including again the Tandy stores, and is useful for trial circuits
without the need to etch a board. The components are mounted
into the holes and joined up with interconnecting wires on the
underside of the board; usually the surplus lead length can be used
as the interconnecting wire. Ideally the receiver should be built on

etched boards but I also used this technique for the rest of the
circuit, and the layout drawings could apply to either method of
construcion.
The coil, LI, is wound on the familiar 3/16" diameter coil
former with an iron dust core. The former is mounted on a base
plate which allows supporting wires to be used to secure the
windings. This type of former is a common surplus item but can
also be bought as the Maplin 722 range of formers, the metric
diameter is 4.8mm (ridiculous isn't it!). The bardchange switch is
miniature toggle switch although a small slide switch can be
used. I tend to avoid slide switches as they are notorious for bad
contacts. The capacitors around the tuned circuit, CI to C3,
should be polystyrene or good quality silver mica types to ensure

frequency stability. The main tuning capacitor, VCI, is an
An inside view of the Mini -Monitor receiver, showing the VFO board
behind the slow-motion drive assembly, with the main board behind
RVland VM.
photo: Jo -Anna

airspaced 25pF variable and requires some form of slow-motion
drive for a reasonable tuning rate. I used one of the inexpensive in line epicyclic drivar with a home-made card scale mounted behind
a viewing hole cut in the front panel. The leads around the tuned
circuit LI/VCI and the switch, Si, should be as short and direct
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FIRS MINI -MONITOR MAIN BOARD LAYOUT

as possible.

When the VFO is completed and the wiring checked it may be
tested. The well-equipped amateur may check the frequency with
a frequency counter but a check on an existing receiver is good
enough. The object is to get the two bands onto frequency on the

appropriate switch position. Begin with the 7 MHz band and

switch for 9 volts on -and -off, had to be mounted for sideways
operation to fit onto the front panel layout. I also cut a piece of
perspex to go over the main tuning control scale window. The
power supply is self-contained in the form of a PP3 battery which
squeezes into the back of the case.
Fitting all the components into the case is tricky because the two

listen for the signal on 7 MHz with VCI fully meshed, finding the
frequency by adjusting the core in LI. Switch over to the 14 MHz

boards only just have enough space between the front panel
controls and the battery. The main board has two cutaway

position and then adjust the trimmer, CT I, to locate the
frequency; CT I is one of the small semi-airspaced trimmer

sections, one for spacing for the battery and the one near L2 to
allow space for the leads connected between LI and SI. The

capacitors. There should be coverage of the whole of both bands.

VFO was not placed in its own box which is my usual practice, but

The Main Board
Begin the main board, shown in Fig. 3, by building the AF
amplifier around ICI. I used an IC holder for the LM386N and
small capacitors to allow a compact layout. Wire up the board as
far as RV I and check the wiring. The amplifier can be tested by
applying the 9 volt supply; a damp finger placed onto the input on
C14 should produce hum in the earpiece or speaker. Repeat the
test at the top of RVI - have your wired it the correct way round?
The audio preamplifier can now be built as far as CIO. The test can
now be repeated including this extra amplification. The mixer

seemed stable enough firmly mounted in the case. The size of
knob for the main tuning control is a compromise between a large
one for ease of control and the space required above the knob to
read the tuning scale.

Using the Mini -Monitor
The use of the receiver depends upon its application. The input
to L2 is for a low impedance antenna input; this is ideal in main
station applications either from a suitable antenna, such as a

dipole, or via an antenna tuning unit. Problems can arise in

stage is added next and it ought to be possible to trace hum

temporary locations with throw -out bits of wire. The receiver is

through TR2 with a finger on gate 1.
L2 is wound on the same type of former as LI, with an output

quite sensitive even with a makeshift antenna but correct

tapping and the input winding on the bottom end of the main

matching is a great help. With bits of wire, it could be possible to
alter the input on L2 to feed into a higher impedance by using the

winding. VC2 is a dual -gang polycon tuning capacitor of the type
used in cheap AM radios. These are usually about 350pF per gang
and just one of the sections is used. I used a surplus polycon from
a scrapped radio but they are readily available from many sources,
look for ones with enough shaft to mount on the front panel and
add a small knob; this is used as a peaking control when changing
bands. Adjust the core in LI to obtain a peak for 7 MHz and 14

top of L2. The antenna can be connected to this point via a
capacitor, try values from IW to 500pF. A better idea is to
experiment with a simple miniature ATU built from a small

MI -1x at either end of the shaft rotation. Direct -conversion

monitoring the two bands. It does suffer from breakthrough

receivers are notorious for breakthrough at the front-end, so VC2

when 40m. is invaded at night but so do many other receivers.
Adding a simple attenuator, a 1K linear carbon potentiometer
with the track across the input to L2 and the wiper to the antenna,
can help.

should be close to L2 - and it may even be advisable to use a
screen lead between the two. In any case, screened leads should be
used between the antenna socket and the input winding of L2 and

inductor and a polycon variable capacitor. The values will depend
upon the length of wire being used but try a basic L -Match circuit
with a tapped coil of about 30 turns on a scrap ferrite rod.
In spite of its simplicity the receiver is capable of useful results

the source of TRI and gate 2 of TR2.

Construction
This receiver is not really miniature and is merely compact
receiver using standard components; this results in a very tight
layout and construction. The method of building up the finished
receiver is shown in the photographs. Naturally the completed

project is in the hands of the individual constructor but the
prototype used an inexpensive commercial box as a case. This is

the A20 aluminium box 141/28 x 3" x I 1/2") sold by Minifordd
Engineering. The case is sprayed with three coats of matt black

Components Sources: Most of the components are available
from the usual component retailers.
The ease: A20 Aluminium Boo from Minifordd Engineering,
Sun Street, Ffestiniog, Gwynedd. LL4I 4NE. (Send an s.a.e. for
price list).
Waterslide transfers: An A4 sheet of amateur radio legends is
available from John KMne, 74 Camden Mews, London, NW I
9BX, for £1.25.
LM386N and Perfboard are available from Tandy stores.

carspray paint and the front panel legends are waterslide

J304 FET is currently available cheaply from J. Birkett of

transfers. The two miniature toggle switches, SI and another

Lincoln. (A 2N3819 FET may be used bur has differing pin -out).
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A starts with G4SWX on "GaAs fets for

all", followed by G3LTF on "EME

this has made an

operation", and ending with the "VHF
Contests Committee forum". Stream B

improvement to the clarity and strength of
the signals. If everyone used a good
receiving system, the transmitter powers
would likely drop.

commences with G3AAJ on the "Oscar 10
experience", followed by G2FKZ on

BANDS
NORMAN FITCH, G3FPK
AFTER the fine tropospheric openings
in December, reported last month,
January was largely a case of, "After the
Lord Mayor's show comes the dust cart".
The severe gales everywhere, and the
heavy snow in many parts, in the British
Isles,' took their toll of antennas and, in
some cases, masts and towers. This further
decreased activity, which no doubt

"Solar Cycle 21 - facts and fancies",
ending with G3WSN and G5KW on "The
50 MHz story". Stream Cis the microwave

The 144 MHz VHF Century Club has
one n
member this month, Byron

Fletcher, G6HCV, from Codsall

in

Staffordshire. A short wave listener from
1962, he was first licensed in April, 1982.
His station consists of a Trio TR-9000 and
100w Microwave Modules amplifier, the
antenna being a 6-ele. Quad. The site, at
425ft. a.s.l. is in YM3Of locator. Byron's
membership certificate, issued on Jan. 12,
is no. 363.

Kevin Piper, G8TGM, (ZK17f),
member no. 28 of the 144 MHz QTH
Squares Century Club, has submitted
more QSLs and has gained his "125"
sticker, dated Feb. 4. He now has 129
confirmed, the latest confirmations being
fora mixture of Es, Ar, MS and tropo.
QS0s, all SSB mode. TheEs ones include

EA7BVD (XX), YUIOHV (KD),

YU5CXY (KC) and 9HIFBS (HV). It
would be appreciated if QTHCC members

would note the certificate number when
submitting more QSLs for stickers, as the
records are kept in number order and not
by call signs.

unbelievable

Dr. Owen Garriott, W5LFL, has now
played through his Columbia tapes and
only five British "contacts" were

one which starts with G3BNL on the
"Phase locking of Gunn diodes",
followed by G8AGN on "Microwave
propagation whatever the weather",
ending with G4FRE on "The middle

confirmed. These were with G4UYL,

bands - or what can be done on 2.3, 3.4
and 5.7 GHz".
The cost is £1.00, with a 50p entry for
under 18s, while under I45 get in free.
Tickets at the door or from RSGB HQ,

suggests to your scribe that FM mode was

Mr. B. Rider. There will be a 50 MHz
group meeting at 1130 organised by
&UGC. There will not be an evening
buffet supper this year.

accounn for the lower than usual number
of entries in the 1984 Annual Table.

Awards News

29

Gasjet preamplifier on the 2m. beam and

Beacon Notes
Your scribe has received a corrected
beacon list from Claus Neie, DL7QY, the
publisher of DUB US magazine, in which
the World, or Maidenhead, locator codes
have been corrected. Incidentally, issue

G6DEF, G6EGY, GM8NXC and
GW6OJK. Considering the thousands
who must have called W3LFL from these
islands, to have identified a mere five

the worst choice for the experiment.
Nevertheless, the mission provided wide,

and generally satisfactory, media
coverage, exposing amateur radio to the
great British public for several days.
Hopefully next time, SOB mode will be
used, the Shuttle operator adopting the
successful technique used by HF/LF band
DX-Peditionaries, "listening at least 5kHz

.". As the general standard of
operating on 144 MHz deteriorates,
up

.

perhaps 432 MHz would be a more
suitable band.

The British Meteor Society

4/83 was the last one to be printed in Berlin

Paul Whatton, G4DCV, is a member of

and from 1/84, it will be printed by

the British Meteor Society. They are

DL7QY in Bavaria.

interested in collecting information from
radio amateurs about their MS activities
on the bands. Any reader willing to
cooperate, including listeners, of course,

Satellite News
UOSAT-B has been completed and was

due to be taken to the U.S.A. on Feb. 9.
Five of the University of Surrey team were

should write to:- Mr. R. Mackenzie,

scheduled to accompany the bird. Dr.
Martin Sweeting, G31,10, the project

FRAS, FBIS, 26 Adrian Street, Dover,
Kent. Reporting forms are available and
the Society publishes The Radiant
Catalogue for £1.50, post free. That

director, is very pleased with the effort and

sounds like it should be of good use to MS

the CCD "camera" worked fine when
they tried it out. At the time of editing, the

launch date was still March I, between
1759 and 1809 GMT from Vandenburg in

California. See pp. 618 and 619 in the
February issue for more details.
It seems that satellite users prefer to hide

their light under the proverbial bushel,
since very few reports are ever received
from readers who communicate through

040 and the RS orbiters. One who
regularly does, however,

Continuing

the MS topic, BBC

Television's popular science programme
Tomorrow's World, transmitted on Feb.
2, included the description of a radio data

link using meteor trail reflodons. The
average viewer would have assumed that
this was a new invention, as no mention
was made that VHF amateur radio
operators have been using this technique
for several decades. It would be interesting
to ascertain if the developers of this system

The RSGB'sNotional VHFConvention
takes place on March 24 at the Sandown

is Adrian
Chamberlain, G4ROA, (Coventry) who
was on during the low elevation pass on
Jan. 4 and who was rewarded by a QSO
with KH6IBA on the Hawaiian Island of

Park Racecourse, Esher, Surrey. The start
time is 1030 for the comprehensive trade
show which closes at 1800. This has been

W2GAX in New Jersey and soe

Mar. 3/4 sees the 144/432 MHz and

Californian stations. The next lowismh
passes were over Jan. 23 to 25 with good
QS05 with west coast and mid -west

stations. Adrian reports "a nice long
chat" with KB7RV hr Carson City,

SWL Contest from 1400-1400 GMT. This
is a two section affair; Fixed and All -other,
with those operating -/A considered as
All -other entries. Radial ring scoring with
RS(T), serial no. and QTH locator to be

Nevada.

given. Two more legs of the 70 MHz

It seems a lot of west coast stations get
up early to work through 040, some even
eating their breakfast at the time. Adrian

and 25th, the former from 1000-1200

has now installed a muTek masthead

The Barking Radio and Electronics

VHF Convention

well supported this year with some new
exhibitors. The equipment testing facility,
which proved popular last year, is again
being provided and will be operated by
Don Hamilton, O8DON. RSGBPr.ident
Bob Barrett, GW8HEZ, will address the
Convention at 1345, followed by the
presentation of numerous trophies.
From 1415, there will be the usual three
hours of lectures in three streams. Stream

Maui. SSB mode was used. The pass. on

Jan. 5 and 6 resulted in the sked with

were inspired by the work done by MS
operators. Maybe one of our readers may
know?

Contest Notes

Cumulatives occur in March on the 11th
GMT, the latter from 0900-1100 GMT.
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Society's 144 MHz event is on Mar. 25

ANNUAL VISIVUSIF TABLE

from 13041700 GMT. All modes with
contest exchanges as RMT), serial no. and
administrative county. Scoring is one

pointpercontact, but G3XBF and G8XIIF
are worth 10 pts. Foreign countries, like
ON, PA, etc., score as extra counties, the

final score being points times total of
counties and countries. There are three
sections:- full legal limit, low power
defined as 1 Ow output on AM, FM and

CW or 40w PEP on SSB, and SWL.
Entries, postmarked Apr. 15 or before, to

BRS 31976, 32 Wellington Road,
Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8EZ.

The 432 MHz CW event is on Apr. 8
1300-1700 GMT and is a single section
contest with radial ring scoring. In past
years, the third Saturday in March was the
date for the 432 MHz A CC W -DL
Contest. Your scribe cannot find the usual

sheet from DK3UZ and has probably
mislaid it. The times would be 19042300

GMT on Mar. 17 and the scoring rules
were detailed on p. 186 in the June, 1983
issue.

Auroral Matters
In past issues, reference has been made

to the Auroral Section of the British

Astronomical Association, which

publishes an occasional newsletter. No. 4
has arrived at your scribe's desk and the
section on radio auroras states that only
GM41PK and G6GGE provide the BAA
with data. One sentence seemed rather
unfair. "Regrettably hams prefer to spend
their time talking reach other rather than
passing on information to other scientific
disciplines." All radio auroral reports go
to Charlie Newton, G2FKZ, on behalf of

!ARV Region I, and probably form the
basis of CCIR papers. However, if Other
readers would like to correspond with the
BAA direct, they can write to:- Mr. R. J.
Livesey, 46 Paidmyre Crescent, Newton
Mearns, Glasgow 077 5AQ.

Dino. to December 19M
FOUR METRES

Station
CAARI
G3FP1(

CALIF
GLROA
CANIS°
GOALIE
OVMHISIC

TWOMETRES

11

-10

9

-

5

70 CENTIMETRE92.3 CENTIMETRES TOTAL
Counties Countries Conn. Conn., Pol.

-

-

2

19

2

17

1

13

2

1

3

1

M

2

1

4

--

--

Co.. Countries Counties Coon.,
1

-

2

45

6

49
29

-

-

I

2

63
52
37
27
5

Mrs* bonds o ly count for poi.. Non -scoring Mures i

again. QRV 2m., 70cm. and 23cm." Dave
Dibley, G4RGK, passes along the news
that Pierre Redon, FIADT, plans to
operate -/P again from a 1,400m. mgt. site
in BE square during July, on 2m., 70cm.
and 23cm.

Six Metres
Paul Turner, CADE, completed 90 MS

QS05 on 6m. during 1983, so he has

plus an attemp at an HB9. In all,

12

countries were heard or worked.

Two Metres
George Haylock, G2DHV, (Kent) has a

lot of difficulty getting out from his
"hollow" in Sidcup. However, the
December lift increased his countries total
to five. He lists having worked ON4AUD,

certainly done his stint in the experiment so

PAOs HIT, PLY, and NIE, PA3s CME
and CIC, PBOADH and a QRP station,

far. He recently completed a back -scatter

PA3COV/A. Best DX was DF6LN

MS contact with GJ3YHU in about 45

(F051.1). George has a 6 -over -6 slot fed

minutes, both stations beaming towards
CG square to eliminate any direct tropo.
signal reception. Chris Tran, GM3WOJ,
has now received permission to operate
from his new QTH and Paul has worked
him, too, via MS. Dave Lewis, GW4HBK,
(Gwent) worked five countries two-way on
6m. last year, and seven cross -band to
either 4m. or 10m., including CT, EA, I
and SM. He also heard TF.

Yagi at 20ft. a.g.l. and a new Trio TR2001M running lOw of CW, so hopes to
do better this year.
G4ARI has got off to a fine start with 45
counties and six countries worked up to
Feb. 1 . Tim was heard brass pounding in

Eric Jamieson, VK5LP, writes the

Glam.), GD2HDZ and GI6ATZ (Co.

VHF/UHF column each month in
Amateur Radio, the journal of the
Wireless Institute of Australia. He reports
a super season on 6m. via Es, by which
mode the VKs have made long distance

contacts with New Zealand, New
Caledonia, Solomon Is., Tonga, Norfolk
Is., Papua New Guinea and Macquarie Is.

the Feb. 5 CW contest so no doubt added a

few more. Some of the rarer contacts
Is Gall.),
G6URW (Tyne & Wear), GW8TBG (W.

include GM8VBX (Dumf.

Down). G4ROA has devoted time to 2m.,
along with his satellite, UHF and

microwave operation. Up to Jan.

30,

Adrian had worked 17 G counties from his
Coventry QTH.
Pam Rose, G4STO, (Lincs.) is

handicapped a little due to fault in the
AR40 antenna rotator which suffered in

The first leg of the 4m. Cumulative" on
Jan. 29 enabled four readers to get off the
mark in the Annual Table. Terry

the January gales. The 19 -le. Cusharaft
Yagi is presently beaming south, so only
two counties had been worked up to Jan.
24. As Pam says, with the 2m beam, a
23-rie. Yagi for 70cm. and a 7ft dish for the
microwaves, it K probably expecting too
much from a small rotator.
Marlyn Jones, G4TIF, has been in our
Squares Table for quite a while, previously
as G8CXQ, and has decided to enter the
Annual Table this year. Thanks to the two

Dave sorted out the proposed site, XS80d

Hackwill, G4MUT, (Berks.) and Roger

Swale ARC contests on 2m. and 70cm., he

during a previous trip. It is a mountain
called Ben Horn, the summit of which is

has got off to a respectable start with 29

1,70611. art. No schedules will be taken

Greengrass, G4NRG, (Essex) just sent in
their scores without comments, but Tins
Raven, G4ARI, (Leics.) listed the English

before they get to the site, when MS skeds
will be arranged on a day-to-day basis via

counties worked which were relatively
suggesting activity and/or
local on

the 20m. VHF net during the day, and on
80w. at night. 2m. and 70cm. operation is
planned with QRO gear and good antenna
arrays. More information nearer the time.

conditions were not all that good.

at Knockholt in Kent
(AL51j). Weather conditions sounded

Graeme Caselton, G6CSY, wrote: -

GWOHBK looks back over 1983 and
mentions working six countries on the
band. As with his 6m. activity, Dave also
indulges in crossband operation in which

most inhospitable- three inches of snow,
only 3°C temperature, 60ft. visibility with
the barometric pressure falling. However,
he made 105 contacts in three hours, best

"Plans for 1984 include an expedition to
the Lizard Point (XI swam) in Cornwall,

eight countries were worked to either 6m.
or 10m. These included Cr, F, OZ and SM

O6OYL (S. Yorks.). Graeme was in the

DX-Peditions
From

Dave Johnson, G4DHF,

information about a summer DX-Pedition
to the rare XS square in north Scotland.
The South Lincolnshire Five Bells Contest

Group plan to be QRV from July 25 to
Aug. 4 inclusive. The members are
G4DHF, G4ODA, GKINV and G8NWM,
plus various members of the families.

Eric says that during Sunspot Cycle 21,
many VKs have had a taste of real DX on
6m. so have upgraded their equipment.
Hopefully, when the next sunspot cycle
peaks, we will all have the band and be able

to work this DX in the Pacific.

Four Metres

unspecified counties and a couple of
countries on 2m. Graeme Caselton,
G6CSY, was out portable for the 2m.
Swale event,

DX being G6LYZ (W. Yorks.) and
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OM LOCATOR SQUARES TABLE
03.17.1
041,19.0

2,VZ

67
57

108

49

100

Taal
339
294
286

80

115

2213

419

180

115
113

13'1

2,1212
OSKAR

03111

abandoned his wooden, outdoor shack.
First impressions are that this antenna is

is a 6-ole. Quad from Jaybeam, 350ft.
as./. On SSB on Dec. 28 Bob worked

working quite well, although he missed a

F6BQX (ZH670 for his best DX to date,
then the next day, FIFQM (ZJ),
ON4AUD (CK), TO2TY (BK), FIHKU
(BK), PEIHVT (CL) and F6AGG (AJ)

several readers who have expressed interest

which last was worked using only one watt.
After that, he reports not much of interest,
but did contact GM4FZH (YP66c) for his

SLO

GlIATK

1.71

first GM, G6ABB (Essex) and G4PSX
(Hants.).

Kevin Piper, G8TGM, (W. Sussex)
harks back to the Geminids and

79

24,1BS

GOMM
76
109

CARSN

014103
G6CMV

GITO

63
10

WIEtl

411

Xt,
2212

30
16

211

280
243

r59

27,

.13E2
G41r1F

239

G144C01(

232

small Ar on J.. 28. Derrick is one of
in the Maidenhead Squares idea, pointing
out its compatibility with the existing
system, e.g. in his case YP equates to1085.

This means that our QTH Squares
Century Club award programme will carry

on as it is, since the "squares" are still 2.
E/W and 1 dN/S in either system. Derrick
also welcomes the introduction next
month of the CW table for VHF/UHF.

Your scribe is not much of a contest

Quadrantids meteor showers during

addict but did have a little go in the Swale

which he heard many station on the SSB
random frequency. However, he made no

ARC affair on Jan. 22. The conditions

QS0s. In the Quadrantids, skeds with

about 300 kms. Activity was high and

OK2SGY and YU3TS (ex-YU3TSB) were

those taking it more seriously made well
over 100 contacts. The long Aurora on

incomplete, but one with OKIMAC was
completed in 45 mins. for a new locator
square HJ, no 163. Kevin thinks random
MS operation on SSB, "... is impossible

105
346

31

Standard C-58 transceiver and MM 25w
amplifier with an Rx preamp. The antenna

were rather fiat and the best DX was only

unless your are naming 300w plus and two

Feb. 4 came after the deadline and seems to
have started around 1300 GMT. It was still
going at 2000 at G3FPK. The only stations
heard and worked from ZL,60j (1091WH)

16-ele. beams, or equivalent". During
both showers, DX stations who said

were GMs and SMs with no Russians
heard, However, switch on was not till

"QRZ?" were pounced upon by the QRO
stations who then -completed" the

1810, so perhaps the best was missed. QTE

contacts. He feels that average stations

(XR30b) at 1811 was beaming at 45° and
GM4ILS (YR24e) at 1822 was aiming at

could well leave random operation alone

from London was 5-15d and GMMFG

and concentrate on skeds, when lower

GM.

power does work.
Don Hughes, G8WPL, (Stockport) did
not date his notes but refers back to theAr
of Dec. 10 when he worked seven Scottish
stations in XP, YR, YS and ZR squares.
These were GMs 6KGF, 4NVG, 6KEW,

gra

the only ones on the band at the time. In a

G4CQR (E. Sussex) .d the consistently

brief note from Jersey, Geoff Brown,
GJ4ICD, had confirmation from the

strongest signal was GW8TFI/P (Gwent).
The band was not in good shape, with lots
of deep fading and the pressure only 997
mb. G4TIF is now up to 82 squares on the
band, the Icet addition being OZ20E (EP)
in the early December tropo. lift. Martyn
took part in the Swate Contest but did not
mention anything specific about it.

WM'
91410T

223

210

221

152

209
172
174

200
205
200

6WTT, 4ENZ, IBEL and 6LXN, being

14

CAUL

'076

GSTOM

11

RSGB VHF Contests Committee that he
has now won the Phil Thorogood Trophy
for the September 144 MHz Open Contest

five years running. He found December
conditions very good on 2m. but is still
stuck at 230 squares. During the

22.7k

G14417

11'39

32

GINN

Quadrantids, which he found peaked

,e471-1,

147
0,114R0

16

87
10

2448FT
97

61

SIOT
G61410
67

4.E
Gant.

63

01100

a

east, or from the southwcet. Best DX was

G6CSY's letter missed last month's
deadline. Graeme mentions a QSO with

PI4THT (DM) for a new square in the
Dec. 29/30 lift using just 5w to a I2XY
antenna. GJ4ICD is now up to 115 squares
on the band, the last additions in

Two letters from Derrick Dance,

December being OZIAXX (FQ),

GM4CXP, (Borders) the first dated Friday
the 13th of January. Now he has spent all
weekend daylight hours from mid October
to late December renovating all his various
antennas. Then the violent storms of Jan.

SM6CMU (FR), OZIHTB (HP) and

out of thirteen antennas grounded. "Is

GO. Manchester (YN38j). He uses

little activity from the north and north-

SSB operation produced QS0s with
IIANP, EA3ADW, I3HWB, Y21PL,
YUIEU and YUIPF. The bursts were

II and 12 occurred which succeeded in
wrecking all his HF, VHF and UHF
radiators and supporting masts. Eleven

QRP section, conning just 5w to a 9-ele.
Yagi. He worked G6XPY (Derbys.) who
was also running QRP.
Welcome to new correspondent Bob
Hamer, G6NVQ, from Wcethoughton in

Adrian gave a few points away. He reports

between 0200 and 03W on Jan. 4, random

strong, but short.

1HM

Seventy Centimetres
G4ROA's main activity was in the Swede

ARC'S Contest on Jan. 29 during which

this a record?" he wryly asks.
Ina second letter, dated 1.. 30, wherein
Derrick identifies his locator as 1085EN as

well as YP37c, he reports having built a

2m. 5-ele. Quad using the "wood and

F6HEO (BG). Last month, Claus Nei°,
DL7QY, (F161e) mentioned the odd beam
azimuth necessary for his QSO with

G3WZT on Da. 29. He has since written
to say that G3WZT was beaming towards
Berlin (GM) which is much further north
than the great circle heading. It would be
instructive if mention was made of any
future, similar anomalies that cannot be

explained by known topographical
problems.

Microwaves

wire" method, to get back on the band. It

Microwave news is rather thin this time;

loft mounted so he has temporarily

small wonder in view of the dreadful

is
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January conditions. John Tye's, G4BYV,

(Norfolk) undated report goes back to
Dec. 3 when he worked PEIDPX (DM) on

9cm. at S9. PA2DOL (CL) was also

propagation should be much greater. On
the negative side, though, Auroral
propagation would be something never
likely to be experienced.

contacted on the same band at the same
strength, then worked on 6cm. at S2, a

Thousands More

QRB of 254 knis. On Dec. 30, John
worked DL9LU at 09 on 9ren. and had a25

The Post Office at Chesterfield is now

at the rate of several

minute QSO with him in DK square.

issuing licencces

G4BYV now has 11 QTH squares on the

hundred per day, which means another
upsurge in activity. Most of this will be on
2m., many of the newcomers having no
idea about operating procedures and

band. He is now up to 30 squares on 13c m.

the latest being DL5FAU(EK) on Dec. 29.

G4ROA opened his 1984 innings on

23cm. on Jan. 9 when he answered
G4HWA's "CQ" call from Hampshire.
On the 29th he contacted G3OSS
(London) and G8MWR (W. Midlands).
Adrian says there is a lot of "new blood"
coming onto 23cm. so reckons that the
next contest will be really interesting.

George Emmerson, GOPNN,
(Northumberland) has spent little time
operating and most of his spare time
building. The result of this effort is that he
now has 60w plus on 23cm. from a 2C39
PA. He has now completed his 13cm. gear
but has to check the power output. A 5ft.

dish with 13 and 23cm. feeds is ow
available but he intends to wart tillnthe
spring before putting it on the tower.
Gordon in now up to 42 points in the All

band plans. It seems a great mistake that
the basics of how to operate an amateur
radio station do not form part of the Radio
Amateurs' Examination syllabus and test.
It is rather like learning to drive a motor
vehicle purely from books and swotting up
about the Highway Code, then being given
your licence before you have ever actually
driven a car.
Band plans have never formed part of
British amateur radio licence conditions, it
being left to us to make our own.

However, once such plans have been
agreed, it seems only logical that they be
issued with the licence, as recommendations. Some years ago, your scribe did
informally suggest to the RSGB that the

was using two "liners" after his QRP
transceiver, a 1/10vv one, followed by a
10/80w one. From the conversation it was

obvious that the chap, though enthusiastic, had little idea of the pitfalls of such a
set-up. His friend said the signal "sounded
a bit rough" - it was very difficult to read,

in fact - so our hero was persuaded to
disconnect the 80w amplifier, but the
quality was no better. When he took out
the lOw device, there was some
improvement.
It seemed obvious to your scribe that
firstly the transceiver itself was not all that
linear since, when tuning away from it,
LF, it sounded edgy and spiky. Secondly
the first amplifier was being considerably
overdriven, thus creating more distortion.
Since the fellow did not seem to have any
means of monitoring his signal, even by a
meter, let alone an oscilloscope, he had no

way of knowing what an awful signal he
was radiating unless someone told him and
tried to suggest what was wrong.
Power matching of transceivers to
is rarely mentioned. For
.ample, consider a little transceiver with a
specified output of 3w PEP on SSB mode,

amplifiers

Society might consider providing such

followed by a 3w in/ lOw out amplifier.
The uninitiated would assume that this
combination would be ideal. However,

time 23cm. table with 11 countries and 31

operating notes and sound out the Home

what if the transceiver developed 4w and

counties. It is planned to publish the Alltime Table again next month, so please

Office about its issuing them with the
licence. It now seems that this may be

the amplifier only needed 2w drive to

send in your latest scores.

possible, now that the Post Office issues
licences. Very little effort is needed to put
an extra small document in the envelope
and it ought to prove very helpful to the
really raw recruits. At least then they could
not claim ignorance of such matters.
The other perennial complaint concerns
the unsatisfactory quality of many of the

The Australian VHF/UHF
Scene
Eric Jamieson, VK5LP, (PF95KE) says
it makes his mouth water reading about
the thousands of European operators who
oe making contacts at any time of the day

night. When anything is done on
VHF/UHF in Australia, it is usually
significant because of the long distances

involved.

They enjoy tremendous

openings on 2m. in the summer Es season.

However, most all the population of this
large continent is around the coasts, so

they are looking forward to VK8KK's
appearance. He is David Minchin, exVK5KK, who has recently moved to Alice
Springs and who is a very enthusiastic

VHF operator. This should make

it

possible for the elusive Worked All VK
Call Areas/States to be more likely to be
achieved.

As in Europe, VK operators are now
using much better equipment than was the
norm a few years ago, and Eric says that
70cm. contacts of 1,600 to 2,000 kms. are

signals one hears on all modes, particularly

on 2m. This can be due to basic design
faults with equipment, failure on the part
of the manufacturer to align a set properly
or misuse by the operator. When reports
are exchanged, they should not be
confined to signal strength numbers.
Particularly with strong signals, one ought
to tune around the edges to listen for nasty
clicks on CW, distortion products on SSB
and over -deviation of FM signals. Many
signals sound good when tuned in "on the

manufacture some nasty distortion
products. The solution would be to reduce
the output from the transceiver, if
possible, or if it was fixed, connect a 3 dB
attenuator between it and the amplifier.
It is up to all of us to try to get the best

performance from our own gear and to
wrist newcomers to achieve that result,
too, in a friendly and helpful way.
Unfortunately, there are a few operators
who will not accept any criticisms, and it is
all the more sad when they are old-timers
who ought to know better and one would
expect might want to set a good example to
the newcomers. To the Chinese, 1984 is the
Year of the Rat, perhaps we should
designate it, "Clean up rotten signals

nose", but with certain products, on CW
they radiate a sort of D -I -Y Auroral note,
for example.

One has to be careful that one's own
receiver is not generating its own distortion.
For instance, many sets with noise blankets

Deadlines

distortion when

That's it for March. Don't forget to put
your docks on to BST on March 25 and, if

very strong signals are going through the

you are a Class A licensee, have a go in our

do generate

severe

Therefore the norie blanker
should be switched out when examining

"quite common now". From time to time

system.

such distances are spanned on 23cm. and
even I3cm., which sounds very
challenging.

very strong signals.

Obviously, the Australian VHF/UHF

attain its 10w, reasonably linear output?
The amplifier would try to deliver 20w and
in so doing would almost certainly

Many of the bad signals seem to be
radiated by operators who are not very

Cumulative VHF/UHF CW Table. Send
in the number of different stations worked
on 4th., 2m., 70ern. and microwave bands
since Jan. I, 1984. The next deadline is
March 7, and the one after that is April 4.
All letters, claims, etc., to:- "VHF

fraternity have to do it the hard way but,
since the continent is much nearer the

competent, technically. To illustrate this,

magnetic Equator than is Europe, the
possibilities for trans -equatorial

particularly dreadful SSB signal on 2m.

Bands", SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE,
34 High Street, WELWYN, Herts. AL6

The operator was telling his partner that he

9EQ. 73 de G3FPK.

your scribe recently come across a
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Traps and Trapped Antennas for the Home
Constructor, Part 2
ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW!
A. P. ASHTON, G3XAP

Discrete Traps - Another Approach
F the reader consults the A RRL Antenna Book, (available
1 from Short WaveMagazine, Publications Dept.), they will see
reference to antenna traps constructed from coil stock - the

appropriate length of coil being cut off a 'stock' length.
Newcomers may not have come across this material, but oldtimers will certainly remember it.
Essentially the material is a length of coiled wire, the turns being
held in place by four plastic ( perspex) rods which run down the

shows the details. The author
length of the stock - Fig.
attempted to construct material of this type in order to
incorporate it into traps, and although some succes was
I

achieved, it was found somewhat simpler to use a sheetsof flat
plastic with holes drilled in it rather than to fit plastic rods to a

actual diameter required for this preliminary former must be
determined by trial and error since the amount by which the coil
expands when released depends on several factors such as the
diameter of the wire used and its composition (e.g. hard or soft
drawn copper, enamelled or tinned, ear), how tightly it is wound,
and so on. When drilling the two rows of holes in the plastic sheet,
remember to stagger them and also to experiment with drill sizes in
order that the coil may be easily wound into the former, yet not be
too floppy when completed.
After the capacitor has been fastened into place, the trap can
be tuned; it will be noted that the inductance of the coil can be
adjusted by tightening -up or loosening the turns in the former,
which allows a large range of adjustment to be covered. Final
'fine-tune' can be achieved by bending the outermost turns of the
coil inwards or outwards in order to produce small changes in the
inductance. The coil can be rigidly fixed to the former by either

cementing each tam in place, or by melting the former with a
small soldering iron which causes the plastic to grip the wire tightly

when it sets. Either method will produce a good rigid product,

Perspex rods
FIRS

COIL STOCK MANUFACTED WITH WIRE
COILED ONTO PERSPEX RODS

ready -formed coil. He therefore came up with the idea shown in
the photograph (Fig. 2) which has proven to be a simple Of time
consuming) method of coil construction. One big advantage of
this approach is that any coil diameter, turns spacing, wire size,

etc., can be accommodated simply by changing the position
and/or the diameter of the drilled holes.

although it must be realised that the coil is rather more vulnerable
than the conventional type and some care must be exercised in its
usage. This type of trap is not really suited to encapsulation, and
varnishing is probably the most realistic method of waterproofing
with a device of this type.

Coaxial Trap Construction
As explained in Part] of this series, the coaxial trap uses a coil
exactly like that used in a discrete component trap, but instead of
using a discrete capacitor it utilises the capacitance that exists
between two lengths of concentric (or coaxial) tubing. In order to
determine the dimensions required to resonate a coaxial trap at a
specified frequency, it is necessary to be able to calculate coil
inductances and also the capacitance between two concentric
tubes.

Although the unit shown in Fig. 2 is constructed from perspex
sheet, this is not a good choice since it does tend to be a little
"lossy" at the higher frequencies; however, the area of contact
between the former and the coil is extremely small compared with

the contact area of the more conventional coil wound on a
grooved former. The coil shown has a considerably higher 'Q'
factor than the more usual device and the trap shown is, indeed, a

very low loss, high quality device resonant on 10.125 MHz.
Winding a coil into a former of this type is very simple if the task is

tackled in the correct manner - otherwise it will prove to be
practically impossible and downright demoralising! Basically the
coil has to be wound first by tightly wrapping the wife around a

suitable former - this loose, 'floppy' coil is then "wound into"
the coil former and is quite simple to do provided that one or two
small details are understood. Firstly, the coil must be initially

formed by winding the wire onto a cylinder that is smaller in
diameter than the required diameter of the completed nil-this
is because the toms of this first coil will spring open when they are
released from the former. For the same reason, rather more turns

Fig. 2. A discrete component trop - an alternative approach. Note

than are required must be wound onto this 'preliminary' coil. The

Mal the call former consists of a drilled perspex sheet.
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formula. The dielectric constant of air may be taken to be 1, but
the K of plastics varies considerably, so when these are used as
dielectrics, the precise type of polymer used must be known -

TYPICAL It
2.7

4.7
3.9

POLYETHYLENE

3.7
2.2
3.5
3.2
2.0
2.2

PTFE

2.1

2.2

PVC

2.9

3.1

ABS
ACETAL
ACRYLIC

NYLON 66
PETP
POLYPROPYLENE

Fig. 3 gives details of the more common types. To take an
example, let us assume that we have used polyethylene

3.2

3.4

(polythene), which has a K of 2.3, that the outer diameter of the
smallest tube is 0.75 inches and the inside diameter of the larger

2.2

tube is 1.00 inches, and that the tubes are telescoped such that the

7.0

overlap is 1.5 inches. Hence:-

2.4

0.2235 x022.3 x 3.53

7.30..

.5

Fig.3 DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS DO OF SOME COMMON PLASTICS

However, from Fig. 4 it can be seen that in addition to the
capacitance of 7.3pF just calculated, there is an additional
capacitance between the two tubes with an air dielectric, and that

Taking inductance first, a reasonably accurate formula is:Inductance (pH) =

r

9r +

where N = no. of turns
= coil radius (inch.)
L = coil length (Inches)

this additional capacitance can be increased or decreased by
sliding the smaller metal tube further into or further out of the
large tube- the plastic section remaining in place, flush with the
end of the large tube. Lot us now assume that we can adjust the
overlap from nil to 2.80 inches and we will see that we can 'tune'
the capacitor from a minimum value of OpF to a maximum of:-

Therefore, if we require an inductance of, say, 3 pH, and we have
a coil former of VI inches diameter, threaded at 12 tams per inch,

0.2235 x 1 x 4.71

we could calculate the number of turns as:

4.2pF.

0.25

(N x0.375)'

Since this air -spaced capacitor is in parallel with the polythene

3.375 + (10 x*)

dielectric capacitance of 7.3pF, their individual values are

Solving the resultant quadratic equation gives a value of N = 21
turns. Those readers who feel that their mathematics is not up to
the solving of quadratic equations will fmd that a trial and error

additive, and the complete device is therefore adjustable from 7.3
to 11.5pF. If we further assume that this capacitor is incorporated

method, fitting different numbers of turns into the above
will give the same answer. For example, making an
initial 'guestimate' of 25 turns gives
(25 00.375)i

3.375

87.89

+ (10 x §) - 3.375 + 20.83

Polythene bush

I'dlam

Cull

Salt lapping

2.1.fdjg.

3.6 pH

Obviously fewer tuna are required, so our next trial could be with
23 or 21 turns, continuing until substitution into the formula gives
the required answer of 3

As a memory -jogger for those of us whose algebra was
forgotten several years ago, the formula required for solving
equations of the form ax' + bx + c = 0 is

NIESSION11
Coil

Gpacitor Mates

Pop rivet

- b-tV b' - 4ac
Eig.5

2a

Calculation of capacitance is based on the formula:0.2235 aK x A
where K = dielectric constant
A = area of the smallest plate (sq. inches)
d = distance between the plates (inches)
With a coaxial capacitor, the plates are the two concentric tubes,
and the area of the outer surface of the smaller tube is used in the

Electrically connected
Threaded sumer

G3VSIC's METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION

OF COAXIAL TRAPS

into a trap with the 3pH inductance discussed earlier, we can
calculate the resonant frequencies of the trap with the above
maximum and minimum values of capacitance- these work out
to 27.1 MHz and 34.0 MHz. It can be seen, therefore, that such a
trap could be adjusted to resonate anywhere within the amateur
band 28.0 to 29.7 MHz.
Although a little mathematics is required, it is hoped that the
reader will now be able to calculate the dimensions required, and
hence design traps for any desired frequency; however, he will
also be aware of the fact that some degree of precision engineering

will be required in order to fabricate such a trap - reference to

Onto

I

X

X
V

I

I

Area of capacitor with plastic dielectric
Area of capacitor with air dielectric

Fig,. A COAXIAL CAPACITOR (Note that there are two capacitors present)

Fig. 4 shows that the plastic dielectric material needs to be turned
on a lathe in order to obtain a snug fit between the two metal tubes
of the trap. It will also be realised that a suitable coil former will
not be available off -the -shelf and that this will also need to be
produced on a lathe which has a suitable gearbox in order that the
former can be threaded to accommodate the trims of the coil and

hold them steady. The author is indebted to T. L. Sadler,
G3VMC, who wrote an excellent article on the subject' and it is
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the antenna after the traps have been incorported into it - once
the traps have been resonated they are not altered again, and
antenna tuning is carried out solely by alteration of the physical
dimensions of the antenna.
The author has seen articles in which it is suggested that if the
precise details of the article are followed, the trap will be near
enough to the required frequency to necessitate no tuning, and
although not wishing to be critical of other author's work, he

would make the point that if a trap constructor wishes to be

EM. 6. The component parts of a maxial Nap (lo G35 MC's Omer.).
plus a completed trap.

recommended that anyone contemplating trap construction

should study the article very fully. (All coaxial traps

manufactured by G3XAP to G3VMC's design have been found
to perform superbly.) Fig. 5 is reproduced from G3VMC's article
and shows the construction method used, whilst Fig. 6 shows
details of the coil former and bushes used in the design - precise
diameters of these components will be determined by the outside
diameter of the smaller metal tube and the inside diameter of the
larger tube used in the trap. Also seen in the photograph are a
semi -completed and a completed trap, which give a good idea of
how the component parts fit together to form the complete trap.
The choice of plastic used for the capacitor dielectric needs to
be made with some care since some plastics absorb moisture,

assured that his trap is going to work effectively, he has no option
other than to tune it to the required frequency. Other articles have
suggested that the resonant frequency can be checked by use of a
grid dip oscillator and here the author has found that this method
does work but is neither as accurate or as simple as the method to
be described which makes use of the station receiver plus a signal
generator or, if this latter device is not available, the 'net' signal
from a transmitter or even a signal 'off -the -air' may be used.
The equipment is set up as in Fig. 7 and the frequency of the
generator and the receiver is adjusted until the generator's output
is heard in the receiver at the required frequency of the trap (the
shorting link should be connected across the trap at this stage and
can consist of a short length of wire with crocodile clips fitted to
each end). The output of the generator should be decreased in
order to give a reading of S9 on the receiver's 'S' meter -a higher
output can lead to swamping of the system with RIF which will give
rise to confusing results. Without altering the frequency of either

G

To signal generator

Ceramic trap capacitor
To RX

which has the effect of altering the dielectric constant to a
considerable degree. For example, Nylon 66 will absorb up to
1.5% (ASTM test 0570) which renders it unsuitable for this

application; PVC absorbs about 0.594 which is just about
acceptable, while polyethylene and p.t.f.e. absorb practically nil
which makes them superb materials for the job. However, PVC

has the unfortunate property of becoming very brittle

Trap Tuning
Whichever type of trap is constructed, it will be necessary to
tune it in order to bring its resonant frequency (i.e. its frequency
of maximum attenuation) to the required point. It is important to
understand the distinction between tuning the traps and tuning

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

1_

_1

Fig.8 LAYOUT FOR THE INITIAL 'ROUGH TUNE' OF A TRAP

at

temperatures near to or below freezing, and continual cooling to
these levels (as would be experienced during an English winter)
leads to a gradual deterioration of the structure of the polymer
with a consequent change of dielectric constant. Neither
polyethylene nor p.t.f.e. suffer from this weakness, but p.t.f.e.
has the distinct disadvantage of being extremely expensive. The
trap components seen in Fig. 6 were fabricated from this material
and the material cost alone (excluding the cost of the lathe work)
was £4 per trap! This would appear to make polyethylene a good
choice and was the material used by G3VMC in his article. The
only other point to realise with the G3VMC-type trap is that the
large and small tubes are electrically connected together at one
end of the trap only - perusal of the original article will make this
point clear, although the detail can be seen in Fig. 5.

equipment, the shorting link is removed and a marked drop in 'S'
meter readings should be noted - the readings before and after
removing the short being recorded.
The next step is to repeat the check on other frequencies and to
compare the results obtained - in this way it will be determined
whether the resonant frequency of the trap is too high or too low

(or correct, although Murphy's Law does not allow for this
eventuality!). For example, IN us assume that we are resonating a
trap on 28,4 MHz and that the 'S' meter readings on 28.0, 28.4
and 28.8 MHz were S2, S3 and 14 respectively, with a reading of
S9 in all three cases with the trap shorted out. In this case it is clear
that the resonant frequency is LF of the required frequency and
either the effective inductance or capacitance of the trap must be

reduced in order to increase the resonant point. (Note that, as
mentioned in Parl 1, with discrete component traps the
inductance is normally altered, while with coxial traps it is
normally the capacitance that is adjusted.) After adjustment of
the trap, the measurement process is repeated, further changes
being made as necessary until the trap resonates at the required
frequency.
With a discrete trap that uses a coil wound with, for example,

tinned copper wire as opposed to insulated wire such as
enamelled, it is possible to set the signal generator and receiver to

_I] RECEIVER

Shorting link

Fig.? TEST SET-UP FOR RESONATING A PARALLEL RESONANT TRAP

the required frequency and short -out the cod progressively with
the capacitor to be used in the trap - at the same time watching
the receiver's 'S' meter in order to determine the precise tapping
point that gives the best null on the 'S' meter. It has been found
that very rapid, fairly precise, measurements can be made in this
way, although slight adjustments will probably need to be made
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MHz

Ng

COMPLETE
ENCAPSULATION

IA

+100- 200 kHz
+150 - 300kHz

28

+200 - COOkHz
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VARNISH
COATED

- this will also invalidate any attempt to quantify our test results.
However, having said this, it is possible loge a rough assessment

+50 -IONHz

of the sort of attenuation achieved, but more important, it is

+100-200kHz
+150-300kHz

possible to make comparisons of different traps and by this means
to experiment with different coil diameters, turns per inch, etc., in
order to achieve the best performance possible.

TYPICAL FREQUENCY CHANGES NOTED AFTER
WATERPROOFING DISCRETE COMPONENT TRAPS

after fixing the capacitor into a permanent position on the trap
due to the effect that stray capacitance can have on the tuning
process. Fig. 8 shows the layout for this method of 'initial' tuning.
The only other point to note during the trap tuning process is that
the trap should be kept clear from metallic objects wherever
possible as these can have the effect of detuning the trap; hence
the device should be laid on a wooden bench or table - all test
equipment, station transmitter, receiver, etc., being moved at
least 10 coil diameters away from the trap. (Note that if metal
objects are stored in drawers of a desk on which the trap is laid,
these are not so obviously close - this applies also to conduit in
walls which can influence traps laid close to the wall during
tuning.)
Many articles quote actual attenuation figures achieved with
traps, but it is suggested that it is beyond the scope of the average
amateur to make such measurements. It is possible to calibrate a

receiver's 'S' meter fairly accurately in terms of "dB down"
compared with an S9 signal and it would appear that all that is
required is to set the generator to give an 39 signal with the trap
shorted -out, remove the short and re -read the 'S' meter in terms
of the newly calibrated "dB attenuation". The snag is that the
load presented to the signal generator by a parallel resonant trap is
enormously different to that presented by a shorted -out trap, and

it is therefore unlikely that the generator's output level will be the

It was mentioned in Pan 1 that the completed trap is not
necessarily in a form which enables it to be simply placed into an
antenna and used- it may require some form of waterproofing.
A good coaxial trap will be impervious to moisture and should
require no further treatment, although a coating of varnish over
its exterior surface will not alter its electrical properties. With a
discrete component trap, however, the picture is entirely different
and some form of protection against the elements is mandatory -

methods were discussed in Part 1 where we also said that
treatment will alter the coil's inductance and hence alter the trap's
resonant frequency. The actual frequency change depends on
several factors and it is not possible to quote accurate figures, but

as a rough guide it may be safely assumed that the resonant
frequency will be higher after treatment - typical changes are
listed in Fig. 9.
Because of the uncertainty of this change, the author always

makes a prototype trap prior to making a matched pair if any
change in construction method or waterproofing agent is made.

Anyone constructing their first pair of traps would be wise to
follow this same approach since it allows him to see any
difficulties that may arise and make any mistakes on a trap that is
not to be used - the matched pair can then be confidently built
with, hopefully, no snags at all. Note that the capacitor used in the
prototype trap should be of the same type and nominal value as

the matched pair but need not be accurately matched to their
actual value.
In Part 3 of this series we will consider some trapped antenna
types and discuss the tuning of these devices.
to be continued

same under both conditions. Certainly the generator used at
G3XAP is very sensitive to the impedance to which its output is
presented and its output meter changes value as a trap is switched

in and out of circuit. It should also be realised that the 'input
impedance' of the trap will be different in a test set up to that
which exists when the device is used as part of an antenna system

"I WAS ONLY SLIGHTLY
SCATHED"
OLD FANGLER DESCRIBES HIS ESCAPE
FROM THE 'BIG SMOKE'

Reference:

"The Trap Antenna", by T. L. Sadler, G3VMC, Short Wave
Magazine, August 1979.

"Oh no, I thought it a very fair result" replied TMC.
At that moment a burly figure bounced past them, clearly
intent to be the first in the queue for tea. "Dam' good meeting" he

roared: "1 really loved it".
"Good old Ethelbald ...but look... he's not wearing his usual
football jersey. Haven't seen him in that pullover before."
"No, TMC, you wouldn't' ye .. but to me up at the front of
the meeting he was very visible... and he's got his callsign knitted

on the front of it" said Mister Chairperson.

By now thirty-nine members - those thirty-four who had

JACK HUM, G5UM

RATHER a close -run thing, seventeenipfazurand
66
Mister
Chairperson as he and The Man At The Club left the swing doors
of the meeting room behind them and made for the titillation of
the teacups.

voted, plus the four who hadn't, plus Mister Chairperson who

couldn't and didn't - were gathered around the fine set of
teacups ("None of yet thick old mugs any more" as Ethelbald
would have said) which the club had bought out of its funds. Up
piped Virgaribus:
"Nothing like a soothing cup of tea after a hectic meeting..
and you really need it when there's been so much talk as there was

tonight. The Americans don't know what they're missing sticking

to coffee. They shouldn't have thrown all that lovely tea into
Boston Harbour in 1776".
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MEMORY LANE
SOME PERSONAL REMINISCENCES OF
THE FORTIES AND FIFTIES

N. A. S. FITCH, G3FPK

guess this was my first practical bit of dabbling in what we now call
electronics. 1 used Sowerby's charts to design a suitable mains

transformer on the core of a defunct component. However, when
I switched it on, it began to smoke and pong so I gave up.

Wartime Bargains
We lived in north-east London then, and on Saturday mornings
there was a ramshackle market which Uncle Will referred to as
"The Waste", in the Kingsland Road in the Shoreditch area of the
city. Some of the stalls were devoted to electrical and wireless
paraphernalia with everything from dubious universal mains
radios to the sort of ancient components used in the ST -400. Most

Early Awakenings
MY first awareness of "the wireless" occurred in the 193.
while I was still in short trousers. Every family had someone

of these bits cost only a few old pennies, with valves like MH41
triodes and EM80 tuning indicators going fora shilling to half-acrown. There were some smashing bargains though, like a three gang tuning condenser complete with dial and backlash free
geared tuning mechanism, and three waveband coil sets with band

who "knew all about wireless", and in ours it was Uncle Will.

change switch for the equivalent of 15p. Such bargains were

Designs for wireless sets were abundant in the hobby magazines of
the period, so my father, assisted by Uncle Will, bought the plans

usually the result of a small firm clearing out aline of components

for and built the famous Scott -Taggart ST -400. This was a
beautiful set built on a stout, stained and polished, plywood
baseboard. It had an ebonite front panel, the main features of
which were the two slow-motion tuning condensers. It had a
hinged plywood lid which you raised to get at the works. The
wiring was all varnished, cotton -covered 16 gauge copper neatly
laid out just like a circuit diagram- all runs at right angles and no

point-to-point wiring. Components labelled "Grid Leak" were
clipped into things similar to 1 St -inch fuse holders and almost all
the resistors were at least two inches long.
The large moving iron loudspeaker was housed below the main

set behind a fancy piece of 'speaker cloth and an intricate
fretwork cutout fashioned by father. The valve filaments were
powered from an accumulator which had to be recharged once a
week at a local wireless shop called Tumbles. In the district
however, other entrepreneurs had set up their own accumulator
charging businesses in garden sheds in competition. HT voltage
was eventually supplied from a battery eliminator which had
tappings for screen grids and grid bias voltages. This set gave

reliable service into the early part of World War II but was
eventually ruined when I had the bright idea to feed the filaments

via the mains. I had a large Meccano collection including an
electric motor and a mains transformer to work it; I figured it
would be all right to supply the filaments with a few volts of AC to
do away with the messy old accumulator. Unfortunately, they did
not appreciate the assault of some six volts of ACI
I can well recall my father and Uncle Will, fiddling about with
the ST -400. Such expressions as, "Will's got a foreigner", and

for cancelled projects due to their having landed a lucrative
military order.

The Lease -Lend Era
March 11, 1941 was a significant date in that U.S. President
Franklyn D. Roosevelt signed the Lease -Lend Act. One result of
this was that large amounts of radio valves in neat little boxes,
bearing "JAN" legends, began to turn up on the shelves of radio

dealers. Strange little objects like 6V6s in metal envelop.
appeared. Not long afterwards, a local department store was
selling some very handsome three wave -band radio sets with the
unheard-of name Rutland. They featured a push-pull 6V6 output
stage and ten inch loudspeaker. The cabinet was veneered and

looked very posh, even though the main wood was glued -up
of fcuts; a typical example of the wartime, make -do -and -mend
approach. It was very strong and survived unscathed, apart from
a few flying glass scratch., when blast from a VI "Doodlebug"
severely damaged the house in June 1944.

Amateur Radio Discovered
It was when tuning around the short wave band on the Rutland

that I happened upon amateur radio operation from the South
American continent. One call I well remember 0 LU6AJ.
Towards the end of the war, I stopped buying the Meccano
Magazine and instead took Wireless World, while Uncle Will
brought round the odd copy of Practical Wireless. I became a
keen short wave listener during 1946 when I was working in the
Victoria district of London. I discovered the Short Wave Listener

"Somebody's oscillating", come to mind. Stations such as
Athlone and Huizen were sought after, requiring adroit use of the
'reaction' control. Because the console cabinet took up too much
Boor space, the poor thing was sort of beheaded, the lower half
being discarded leaving about a one foot high top bit with the
works; a separate moving coil speaker in a smaller cabinet was
then used. When we moved in 1969, the remnants of the old
ST -400 were thrown out but some valves were kept as museum
pieces along with those fine slow motion tuning condensers.

Early Hi-Fi
During the war, I discovered I liked classical MUSIC, We did
have a very ancient, home-made gramophone with clockwork
motor and horn -type sound box made out of cleverly curved
plywood, complete with doors at the end which were used to
control the volume. My friends all had electric gramophones so I
decided to build an amplifier. Miniscule wages precluded buying
any commercial record playing gear, so everything had to be
home-made, even the pick-up at one stage. I was told that a valve

called a PX4 was the thing for real AF quality so I built an
amplifier using one. These were in short supply and, since they
could be used for transmitting purposes, we had to apply to buy
them with a special form saying what they were to be used for; I

"No, no, no - 1 said a BALUN!"
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on the station bookstall and saw the office was just down the road

in Victoria Street. Older readers will remember it was a twin
publication of Short Wave Magazine.
By now I had decided I wanted to boa proper radio amateur so I
bought the RSGB's "The Amateur Radio Handbook" and the
companion "Radio Handbook Supplement", priced at 3s. 6d.
and 2s. 6d. respectively. I still have these gems which are in very
good condition, even though the wartime paper is getting a bit
pink mound the edges. The first edition of the Handbook came
out in the winter of 1938 with a printing of 8,000 copies in two
printings. The second edition appeared in July 1940 and there
were twelve printings. In all, 189,500 copies were sold and 105,000

copies of the Supplement in its five printings. It was indeed a
fortuitous stroke of luck for the RSGB that there was no other
textbook which covered practical short wave techniques so
usefully.

The Spoils of War
The decade or so after hostilities ceased was a glorious period
for anyone interested in radio. Vast quantities of military surplus
was released and shops flogging the stuff popped up all over the
realm, principally in the West-ish end of London, at first. Shops
like Radio Clearance and Proops Bros. (The Walk Around Shop)
in the Tottenham Court Road; the Radio and Electrical Mart in
the Portobello Road; Henry's in the Harrow Road, and Charles
Britain Radio in St. Martin's Lane come to mind. Elsewhere there

Following the recent receivership of Scopes Instruments Md. a new
compass, .teopey Electronics Ltd., has been formed. Here, Mrs. Elsie

Roberts hands over the first of the new company's Scoop: 10015
double -beam oscilloscope to General Manager Mr. A. R. Morrison.

to whom she is Production Director. Mr. Morrison wa
Manufacturing Director of the old firm of Scope: Instruments ltd.s
Scopes Electronics Ltd. are al 6345 High Street, Alciplon, North
Yorkshire. (Tel: 0756695111.

were such as H.P Radio Services in Liverpool; H. Whitaker
(03SJ) in Burnley; Chas. H. Young (G2AK) in Sheffield, and
Clydesdale Supply Co. in Glasgow.
This surplus was mostly acquired at Government auctions and
the lots could be curiously grouped. This explains why there were
sometimes goods on sale in the radio shops which were not much
to do with radio at all, like mess tins, articles of clothing, etc. The
dealers who bought all this stuff were aware of the value of items
like BC -348 receivers and T-1154 transmitters, but they had less,
or no, idea of the potential value of some of the peripheral gear.
Consequently, ex -services types who had worked with it often
picked up some marvellous bargains. To illustrate this, a friend of
mine saw a hefty Variac in a shop window with af.5 price tag on it.
He mked the assistant if he was prepared to haggle, saying he only
really wanted the nice wheel thing on top!" The chap then said,

"O.K. mate. A quid all right?"
That incident took place in Lisle Street, near Leicester Square,

a rather curious area. On Saturday afternoons, I often cycled
there with school friends from the past to browse around the
various radio shops. The street was peopled by such as us looking

for radio bargains while in dingy shop doorways other blokes
were striking rather different bargains with the local harlots!
The various radio magazines of the period devoted a deal of
space to the short wave listeners and featured numerous articles

on making preselectors, crystal calibrators and all kinds of
memories for the budding radio amateur. Consequently, the
Saturday bicycle trips resulted in the acquisition of many cheap
components. These included one-milliamp meters for five
EF54 and 6AC7 valves for about the same sum, small
trimmer capacitors, large transmitting ones, transformers and oil filled chokes, all first -clam products made to stringent military
specifications. The larger items, such m specialised VHF receivers
with dozens of EF5Os and strange tuning mechanisms, were
humped back home on public transport, to be dismantled for
components. I remember a friend and me buying -a large
"A -something -or -other" for a fiver and which kept us in
components for them magazine projects for years.
One of the more outstanding items of the era was the American
BC -453 receiver, later christened, "The Q -Fiver". It tuned from

super bargains were the Wilcox -Gay driver

units for the
transmitting fraternity, various models of the AR88, BC -342 and

BC -348 receivers, prop pitch and cowl gill motors for use as
antenna rotators, and the superb BC -221 frequency meter with its
book of calibration figures. Many used BC -22I5 as VFOs for their
rigs.

The Good Old Days?
These were indeed halcyon days and, looking back, 1 reckon
that the young amateur radio enthusiast in the immediate postwar years got a much better appreciation of the hobby than do his
or her contemporaries in the 1980s. The majority had to study

hard for their licences - the R.A.E. was a proper written
examination then - and had usually spent several years as short
wave listeners. Consequently, by the time they got their licences,
they had a very good background of operating procedures. The
Morse test was part of the examination and, once you had your
ticket, there was the mandatory first year on CW at twenty-five
watts input.
Until the British made commercial amateur radio equipment
appeared from companies like KW Electronics, most gear was
either home-made or personally modified surplus. It was basically
much simpler, being AM and CW, so we knew how to service it.
By contrast today, few seem either able or willing to attempt any
repairs or electrical maintenance on their complex "black boxes",

for fear of doing irreparable damage to micro -processor or
synthesiser circuits. This has led to the allegation that the great
majority of today's radio amateurs are mere appliance operators
who simply buy transceivers and accessories, including antennas,
plug them all together and switch on, with little idea of procedures

at all. Fortunately it does seem that an increasing number of
amateurs are becoming keen on using more basic and simple

and secondary coils could be varied. This was achieved
mechanically by pulling a projecting plunger up and down. A

equipment as evidenced by the popularity of the QRP movement
and the "Kitchen Table Technology" articles by G3RJV in Short
Wave Magazine. So, maybe there is hope yet!
What happened to all my 1940s and 19505 junk, did you ask?
Well, I still have cupboards full of it, including hundreds of valves
like SP4I s, EF50s, 7Q7s, 1625s, etc. It is most unlikely that any of

BC -453 tacked on to the 455-465 kHz IF strip of a modal receiver

it will ever be used; it 6 a manifestation of the squirrel-like

190 to 550 kHz,

I

think, and had an 85 kHz IF. The IF

transformers were interesting as the coupling between the primary

turned it into a marvellously selective double superhet. Other

mentality of most of us, I suppose.
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CLUBS ft I ADUP
By "Club Secretary"

-see Panel for his details.
Bromsgrove A.R.S. is a newer group, who seem to be rather
keen on special -event stations; they have the second Tuesday in

each month at Rigby Lane School, Rigby Lane, Bromsgrove.
Details, again, from the Hon. Sec. - see Panel.
At Bury the members will be treated on March 13 to a talk on
the "Fabrication of Integrated Circuits", by G4EXK; however,

you can fwd the gang on any Tuesday evening at Mosses

THIS month, beginning a new volume of the/Naar/Line, seems
as good a time as any to ask all club secretaries to check the
Panel to see their details are correctly recorded; or, if you don't

report your club's activities, do at least send us a note of the
needful - if you don't want it published, say so, but at least be
sure we have enough on file to be able to pass on to you any
newcomers who may be looking for your club.

The Pile, A - Z
Abergavenny & Nevill Hall foregather in the room above Male

Ward 2, Peny-Fal Hospital, Abergavenny every Thursday
evening. They also area local R.A.E. centre and run a class at
Nevill Hall Hospital, in the Seminar Room.

Acton, Brentford & Chiswick will be listening to G3XPC
talking of more experiences in DX countries, on March 20 at
Chiswick Town Hall; this is the talk that was postponed from
October last year.
At Axe Vale the headquarters are at the "Cavalier Inn", West
Street, Axminster, just west of the parish church on the A35; it is

there on March 2 that they will have a talk by G3RSJ on static
protection for ICs.
Bangor have the first Friday in the month at the Sands Hotel,
Bangor; the March meeting will be on the subject of radiocontrolled models. All being well, the speaker will be local expert
Des. O'Neill, but if he is unable to make it, his place will be taken
by GI6IHNI who is said to be also a local expert!
Altemate Wednesdays is the form at Bath, the venue being the
"Englishcombe Inn", Englishcombe, on alternate Wednesdays
from January 11. They make a point of stressing the welcome to
newcomers and visitors. On a different tack, the new PRO wants
to know about how to present us the information - just follow
the instructions! Seriously, be sure you have the name and address

details right for the Panel, the details of the Hq address, and a
note of the dates; and recall that, for instance, you are writing in

January for the March issue. Deadline date is to arrive on
publication date of the previous month's issue; this year this
means January 27, publication date of the February issue. If you
miss the deadline, the letter is kept and as much of it as possible
used the following month.
Belfast College of Technology has its club room in the lecture
theatre, Room BIg, Millfield Complex, and is open to the public.
March 28 sees GI812KC telling the secrets of how to get on RTTY
with the ZX81 computer.
March 20 is the time to check performance of your rig, with test
gear to be brought to the meeting; this is at St. Mark's Church
Hall, starting at 8.30 p.m. for Biggin Hill.

At Bishops Stortfonl the formal meeting is on the third
Monday of the month at the British Legion club, Windhill; there
is also an informal, held on the fret Thursday of each month, at
the "Nag's Head", on the A120 road heading east out of town.
Further along that same A120 and we find Braintree, where the
locals have a place at the Community Centre, in Victoria Street,
next to the bus station, in the centre of the town, the booking

Community Centre, Cecil Street, Bury.
At Cheltenham the group is to be found at the Stanton Room,
Charlton Kings Library, Cheltenham; for the other details we
must refer you to the Hon. Sec. - see Panel for his details.
The Cheshunt club seems to be a thriving concern, and can be
found at Church Room, Church Lane, Wormley, near Cheshunt.
March 7 is a junk sale, and on March 21 they have the GB3P1

Repeater Group lads coming along to do their talk. On the
intermediate Wednesdays, they have natter sessions, so "any
Wednesday evening" sums it up.
The first Tuesday and the third Thursday are the dates for the
Chichester gang. The Host address is at the Fernleigh Centre, 40

North Street, Chichester, and on March 16 they will be in the
Long Room, for a talk by John Outran on signal processing of
microwave radar systems. The informal evening on March 15 is in
the Green Room and, looking ahead, it is back to the Long Room

for the AGM on April 3.

Deadlines for "Oahe" for the next three monthsApril issue-February 24th
May issue-March 30th
June issue-April 27th
July issue-May 25th
Please be sure to note these dates!

Colchester Institute, Sheepen Road, is the venue for Colchester
club activities; March 8 is a film evening, and on 22nd they have a

talk "Marconi - the Man and his Work, Part 2". J. Stanley
Wood will be the speaker.

The Cornish club are, for the moment, foregathering each
month at the Church Hall, Treleigh, on the old Redruth by-pass.

This gives March I, for G4PEM to give a talk on commercial
international communications and, looking on a month, there is
the AGM. If you have not been to a club meeting before, we
suggest you check with the Hon. Sec. -see Panel - in case they
have been able to return to their old venue.
Now Crawley; here we must refer you to the Hon. Sec. at the
address given in the Panel, as the details on the March meetings
are not to hand. However, we can say that the venue is Trinity
United Reformed Church Hall, Ifield, Crawley.
Crystal Palace report with regret, the death of their member,

G3IIR. Eric Yeomanson, who apart from his activity in the
national sense with RSGB - he was President in 1965 - and
BARTG, was a committee member of the dub from its outset.
Such a stalwart will be very much missed. To turn to the club
itself, they have March 17 fora talk on RSGB services to the radio

being for the first and third Monday; March 5 is a talk on

amateur by John Nelson, G4FRX, at All Saints Parish Room,
Upper Norwood, SE19. This is at the junction of Beulah Hill and
Church Road, opposite the IBA mast.
We now tum to Dartford Heath D/F; the main interest here, of
course, is D/F hunting, but they also have informal gatherings.
For details, we refer you to the Hon. Sec. - see Panel for the

propagation and on 19th G4PQY talks about D/F hunting.

details.

South now, to Brighton, where the Hq is now the Seven
Furlongs Bar of Brighton Racecourse, at the northerly end of the
Grandstand complex. Contact the Hon. Sec. for more details.

Bromsgrove A.R.C. foregather every second Friday of the
month at Avoncroft Arts Centre; more details from the Hon. Sec.

The Derby crowd have a new -look committee- for about the
first time since the war, they have a committee not including
G2CVV, who this year has decided to stand down as Treasurer.

Find the dub at 119 Green Lane, Derby, on any Wednesday
evening; March 7 is ajunk sale, and 14th a natter night. March 21
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is the AGM, and on 28th they have a talk on Royal Nary
communications by Lt. Alderson of the local RN Careers Office.
Derwentside continue in the R. A.F.A. Hq, Sherburn Terrace,
Consett, every Monday at 7.30 p.m. More details from the Hon.
Sec. - see Panel.

Droitwich are entertaining G3RJV fora talk on QRP (what
else?) on March 26 at the Smut Hq in the town. In more general
terms, they have the second and fourth Mondays as a regular
booking there.
At Dudley the booking is for the second and fourth Tuesdays;
the venue is the Central Library. March 13 is down for the rescheduled talk on BBC Outside Broadcasting by Joe Jacobs, and

on March 28 G3ZPF will give his chat "DX-ing from an
Impossible QTH".
March 1 is the date when the East Kent club will be hearing from
G3R00, his topic being QRP working. This one, we assume, is at
Cabin Centre, Kings Road, Herne Bay, where the club have the
first and third Thursdays. Looking forward to August next, they
have a mobile rally in the pipeline- more details will be released
later.

It's the second and fourth Thursdays for Edgware, at 145
Orange Hill Road, Burnt Oak, Edgware. Incidentally, we note
from the Edgware newsletter that they export Hon. Secs.: G3GC
is the incumbent at Yeovil-which we knew about -and G3VW
is in office at Axe Vale-which we didn't! However, we still hope
.meone down there will ten us, sometime!
Exeler's meeting on March 12 will be a talk "Static and Chips"
by G3RSJ. As usual, this will be at the Community Centre, St.
David's Hill, Exeter.
Turning to Fylde we find they have settled in their place at the
Kite Club, Blackpool Airport; March 6 is a talk on the changes
electronics have made to art -traffic control, to be given by J.

Jefferson, Senior Air Traffic Controller, Blackpool Airport.
March 20 is down for a talk by G3AEJ on the construction of Top
Band D/F gear, with G8GG also in the act.

March 18 is the date given for the monthly meeting of the
Glenrothes club, at Provosts Land, Leslie, Fife, Scotland. We
understand they also meet informally every Wednesday evening.
The G-ORP Club come next, and this must be the one for those
interested either in QRP operating or the home-brew of amateur
radio gear. All the details from the Hon. Sec. - see Panel.

Greater Peterborough will be at Southfields Junior School,
Stanground, Peterborough, on March 22 fora talk on submarine
radio by GOSQB.
The Great Yarmouth club seems to have benefited from the
change of venue; they now have their Hq at the STC Sports and
Social club in Bervor Road, South Den.. For March the dates are
1st, 15th, and 29th - in other words alternate Thursdays. At the
time of their letter the committee were still sorting through the
programme so no doubt a call to the Hon. Sec. will tell you what's
what - he is in the appropriate slot in the Panel.
At Harrow the local Arts Centre in High Road, Harrow Weald,
is the place, the meetings being either in the Roxeth or Belmont
Rooms, every Friday. In general the arrangements are to alternate
with informal and formal meetings, the latter with talks, films.d
so forth; they also play D/F and other activities.
Quite a complicated set-up at Minions; the main meetings are
on the third Wednesday at West Hill Community Centre, with
March 21 the AGM. Additional meetings are at Ashdown Farm
Community Centre.d include the other Wednesdays, mainly on

micros, with Tuesdays for Morse, Thursdays for R.A.E., and
Fridays for chat nights. More details from the Hon. Sec. - see
Panel.

Havering has a new Hon. Sec. -see Panel-and he reports to
say the club is still to be found at Fairkytes Arts Centre, Billet
Lane, Hornchurch. March 7 and 21 are informal; March 14 is a
surplus equipment and junk sale (is there a difference?) and on
March 28 Miss Y. Tomlinson will present a slide show on Hot Air
Balloons.
Hereford will have a new Hon. Sec. by the time you get to read

Nis. However the March doings are already firm, with G3RJV

The HE operating pool ion or Clenrothes & District Amateur Radio
Club, GMFGRC/CM113U LG. F he club meets on Wednesdays al 7.30

p.m. and on the third Sunday evening of the month at Provo. Land.
Leslie, Fife, and visitors are Mottos welcomed.

doing his QRP talk on 2nd, and the informal on 16th. Both are at
the County Control, Civil Defence Hq, Gaol Street, Hereford.
On to Horadean where they gather on the first Monday of each
month at the Merchistoun Hall, London Road, For an evening
which starts with the business, goes on to a talk or whatever, and

ends for most members in the bar. Membership is limited to
seventy because of the sae of the Hq, but they still have a few
vacancies for anyone interested. On March 5 G4RLE is the
speaker and his topic the operation of speciaLevent stations.

The Horasea group are based on The Min, Atwick Road,
Horns., N. Humberside, every Wednesday evening. From past
form the programme alternates between infonnals and the more
academic events, such as talks, films or whatever. More details
from the Hon. Sec. -.tee Panel.
Ipswich now; they are based on the "Rose and Crown" at the
junction of Bramford Road and the A45 Norwich Road, where
on March 14 there is a lecture on the Talking Books for the Blind
Service; and on March 28 comes the Constructors' Contest.
On the isle of Man you look for the Koppel Hotel at Creg-nyBaa, on Mondays. Various special activiti.arein the pipeline, for
Jurby Day, and an entry in the CQ WW Contest; and the Annual
Dinner is on March 10. All the details from the Hon. Sec. -see
Panel.

On March 14 the Jersey crowd will be at the Communicare
Centre, St. Brelade, for a double bill; first the ARRL "World of
Amateur Radio" and then the "Two Pioneers of Radio, G2DX
and Gael" on Video.
March 14 W down for Lincoln to get the talk "Amateur Radio
on a Shoestring" by G3RJV, and on 28th an activity night with

details to be provided for the ACM. March 7 and 21 are
CW/R.A.E. nights, and the venue is the City Engineers' Club,
Central Depot, Waterside South, Lincoln.
Now Midland, and that means 294A Broad Street, opposite
Birmingham Repertory Theatre. The main meeting on March 20
6 an equipment demonstration by Dewsbury Electronics. We
understand they are also there for construction on Mondays, not
to mention Morse and natters on Wednesday evenings.
Mid -Sussex have their corporate being at Made Place,
Leylands Road, Burgess Hill - for the details and dates we have

to refer you to the Hon. Sec. -see Panel.
It is the second and fourth Tuesday in each month at Mid Warwickshire, and the place to find is 61 Emscote Road,
Warwick. We note that on March 13 they have a junk sale.
March 7 and 21 are natter nights at Nene Valley; on March 14
they have a copy of the Grafton club video called "The Tenth
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Yarmouth, Norfolk WM OLT.
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about Amateur Radio", and on 28th G4FRX visits to talk about
RSGB topics.

A change of Hq has taken place at Norfolk; they are now
gathering each week at Valley Drive Community Centre,
Plumstead Road, Norwich, on Wednesdays. This move knocked
the old programme for six, but the committee was at the time of
writing busily putting the pieces back together.
March 8 sees a visit to YTV studios for North Wakefield, but
otherwise they can be found on Thursdays at Cr Gate Working
Men's Club.
Plymouth get together every Monday evening, but the Hq has
been changed to Hyde Park Junior School, Hyde Park Road,
Mutley, Plymouth. More details from the Hon. S.. -see Panel.

There is a new Hon. Sec. to show against Pontefruct; and
.other change is that they now have every Thursday evening
booked at Carleton Community Centre, Pontefract, plus every
Monday evening for Morse tuition. For March, informals are on
8th and 22nd; on March 1 there is the Chairman's Quiz night, on
15th the final setting -up for the Components' Fair, and on 29th a
talk on aerials by G3HCW.

If you work for Post Office/British Telecom in the Midlands
you will be interested to hear that there is a club for you, based on

Birmingham HPO in Royal Mail Street. For the latest details,
telephone 021-643 3258 or 6945, or drop a line to the address in the

Panel. Retired members would be welcome too.
R.A.I.B.C. hardly needs to be discussed in detail; it is the one
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for the invalid or blind in the hobby. But supporters and reps. who
make it all happen are always needed. Details from the Hon. Sec.

- see Panel.
Rhyl have an activity night on March 5, followed on 19th by an
equipment demonstration by G3LEQ; both are at 1st Rhyl Scout
Hg. If you don't know where that is, neither do we, so contact the

Hon. Sec. - are Panel.
At Salisbury they have the meetings at Grosvenor House,
Churchfields Road, and the programme will include fetes, talks,

films, demonstrations, competitions and other items; every
Tuesday evening fully occupied! Details from Hon. Sec.
Every Thursday it is for Mop unless otherwise stated, it says in

the paper; and lo! this month we see March I as being for the
G6C.1 Aerial Circus on film, March 15 fora fox hunt, and on 29th
a visit to the NEC Exhibition Centre.
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Down to Yeovil, where the meeting place is at the Recreation
Centre, Chilton Grove, Yeovil; March I is a 'bring, show, and
talk' evening, and on 8th G3MYM will talk about oscillators.
G3GC will demonstrate the use of an oscilloscope on 15th, and
G3MYM comes back to talk about QRP transmitters. March 29
rounds off with a natter night.
York means the United Services Club, 61 Micklegate, York on
any Friday evening; March 9 is down fora computer demo by
G4EYF.

The 308 Club - named after the room where the founders
studied for the R.A.E. - is based on the Coach House, behind St.
Mark's Church every Tuesday evening; they hasten to add that
though it's painted pink it's not a pub but the Church Hall! More

details from the Hon. Sec. - see Panel. Where are they? - the
venue is in Church Hill Road, Surbiton.

South Bristol are at Whitchurch Folk House, East Dundry

White Rose Rally

Road, Whitchurch, every Wednesday evening. March 7 is a talk

on AMTOILARQ, March 14 a construction night, on 21st an
SWL night, and on 28th it's all computers.
At South Manchester the gatherings of the clan are on Fridays

at Sale Moor Community Centre, Norris Road, Sale, plus
Monday evenings in the club shack. March 2 is down fora talk on

the history of the club by Matt Barnsley, a founder member;
March 9 is "The Mysteries of FM" by G8TYY, March 16 a two metre fox hunt, March 23 a junk sale (in a larger hall, so a charge
to non-members), and on 30th a talk by Dr. David Yorke.

The 17th White Rose Amateur Radio Society Rally is to be held

at the University of Leeds on April 1st. Doors open at 11 a.m.,
entrance 50p (children and 0.A.P.'s free), free parking. There
will be the usual wide range of trade stands offering new and used

equipment of all kinds, plus talk -in on 2m. and 70cm. Further
information from the Rally Manager, Alan Bramley, G4NDU,
(QTHR).

Au Revoir

Stourbridge have moved to Robin Woods Centre, School
Street, Stourbridge, and on March 5 have the informal, with the
AGM on March 19.
On the first and third Monday, the Sunny club will be gathered
on the first floor mess deck at TS Term Nova, 34 The Waldron,

Arrival deadline dates for your letters are in the 'box', and

should be addressed to your conductor, SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

South Croydon. For more details contact the Hon. Sec. - see
Panel.
Sutton & Cheam have their Constructional Contest at Downs
Tennis Club, Holland Avenue, near Behnont Hospital, on March
16.

Over to Swale now, and here the sad news is that their Hq at
Nina's Restaurant suffered a fire over Christmas, so meetings are
transferred to the Ivy Leaf Club, Dover Street, Sittingbourne,
every Monday. Over the weekend of March 5-7 they also have
GB2SRA operational during Festival Week.
Now Thartel, where they have a place in the Grosvenor Club,

Grosvenor Place, Margate, on second and fourth Tuesdays.
March 13 is a talk on air-traffic control byG6HXR, and on March
27 the details are, at the time of writing, still to be finalised.

Todmorden means the first Monday of the month, at the

Correction and Addendum
In Part II of "Low -Pass Filters for Attenuating RF Amplifier
Harmonics" in the January issue, Table A3 on p. 588 should have

the column heading "Wi e Size (swg)" changed to read "Wire
Sare (AWG)"; the information in the table is then correct for
American readers. For British readers, a corrected Table A3 is
given below.
Table A3 (corrected). Maximum Turns for Single -Layer Winding

Queen Hotel, Todmorden, and on March 5 the talk is of satellites
and how they stay up there.
March 6 is down for Petra Suckling; G4KGC, to talk about
VHF contests to the Vale of White Horse crowd; this is at
Landsdown Club, Milton Trading Estate, Abingdon, 7.30 for 8
p.m.
For West Kent, March 9 is a talk on transport communication
systems, and on 23rd they have a talk on air traffic control by

Toroidal Core
MM. ID

13 and 27, these being at the Drill Hall in Victoria Road,

month at the "Strickland Arms", Sarebergh, near Kendal. In
April they have a visit to Heysham Power Station.
Formal meetings of the Wirral club are at Irby Cricket Clubon March 14, power supplies by G6ALH, and 28th for a treasure
hunt. Informals are on March 7 at "The Albion", New Brighton,
and 21st at the Hotel Victoria in Heswall.

The Oddfellows Club in New Street is the place to find
Worcester's meeting on March 5, for a talk on DX by G4CNY,
while on March 19 they are to be found at the "Old Pheasant",
also in New Street, for an informal.

(inches)
(Note 2)

T37

T50

.200
.224
.298

T68

Max. No. Close -wound turns on core'
swg enamelled wire size
20

22

24

26

13

17

22

28

35

42

15

26

32

39

47

21

20
27

35

43

53

64

.360

26

34

43

53

65

78

.485
780
t (turns/inch)

36

47

60

70

89

107

26

33

41.5

50.3

61

72.5
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Stephen Harris, both at the Adult Education Centre, Monson
Road, Tunbridge Wells; and there are informals, too, on March
Tunbridge Wells.
A new Hon. Sec. takes over at Westmorland, but we are told
that the routine continues as usual to be the second Tuesday in the

No.

(see Note 3)

28

30

Notes..
1.
It is recommended 16 t only 90% of the maximum turns be close.
and on the core. This pro ides a spaceo about 30 degrees between the
ends of the winding thereby minimising capacity.

2.

The minimum inner diameter (Min. ID) is the nominal in

diameter less the tolerance. The ID tolentme for core sixes T37 In T50 is
.005 inches; for T68 to T80 it is .010 inches.
3. Values MI' (turns/inch) are from Table 23.1, p.23.4 of the RSGB
Radio Communication Handbook, 5th edition. The reciprocal of this
value is used in calculating the maximum number of turns that can be
close -wound around the inner circumference of the core.
4. See Table A3, page 588, Short Wave Magazine, January 1984.
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AutOrnate ami manual transendirourva

NIMBI ouzo, Centronc comp.!. r1816.811.d/

Dewsbury Electronics offer a full range of Trio Equipment always in stock.
We are also stockists of DAIWA-WELTZ-DAVTREND-TASCO TELEREADERS-MICROWAVE MODULES ICS AMTOR-AEA PRODUCTS-DRAE-BNOS

-`Dewsbury Electronics, 176 Lower High Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands.

N.,rti !

Telephone: Stourbridge 103841 390063. Closed Monday.
Instant H.P. subject to status, Access, Barclaycard and real money.

r-7-711,

Northern Amateur Radio Societies Associationii
The Association is holding its 22nd Annual

RADIO/ELECTRONICS EXHIBITION
AT PONTINS HOLIDAY VILLAGE
AINSDALE, SOUTHPORT
ON SATURDAY, 7th APRIL AND SUNDAY, 8th APRIL 1984
opening at 11.00 a.m. each day
V

Admission will be E1 per day but lots of 20 or more tickets may be booked in advance from Mike
Bainbridge, G4GSY, 7 Rothbury Close, Bury BL8 2TT at a 20% discount by sending the appropriate cash
and s.a.e.

Chalets may be booked direct from Pontins 0704 77165 and range from El 1 + VAT (2 -persons) to
E311- VAT (6 -persons).

Bar and restaurant facilities will be available during the day while the restaurant will be open for
obreakfasts and from 1700 to 1900 on the Saturday evening. There will be evening entertainment limited
by the capacity of the entertainment hall.
-0
Children's play areas will be available during the
days.
Car Parking will be available at a small charge but

please follow all instructions of attendants to
avoid congestion.
o

COME ALONG AND ENJOY YOURSELF AT THIS
FAMILY WEEK -END EXHIBITION AND MAKE IT

**************** ******** ******* **************** ****** ***** ********
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Introducing a New no -compromise HF Transceiver
A NEW SERIES WITH NEW FEATURES, NEW PERFORMANCE, AND ALL 9 HF BANDS
CONTINUING THE SUCCESS OF A
GREAT RANGE OF TRANSCEIVERS
BACKED BY KW SERVICE At a lower cost the
ARGOSY II (with
digital readout, is
an outstanding
performer. 10.80
metres. 100 watts.
Write or phone for
details.
Now also available

KW + TEN C CORSAIR' HF SSB/CW TRANSCEIVER
10-160 metres including crystals for 3 new Bands. 200 watts input.
Full break-in on C.W. Built-in Speech Processor and Noise Blanker.
Variable Passband and Notch Filter, AGC for smoother operation.
All Solid -State. AN IMMEDIATE SUCCESS IN U.S.A.
(A run range of accessories is available for
KW +- TEN - TEC equipment(.
Other KW units available
KW 107 Supermatch
KW trap dipole
KW traps
KW Balun
KW antenna switch.

R

S. E. MI

31(W + TEN-TEC
ATU's.
Come to KW for all your other amateur radio
requirements KW service and guarantee - KW
maintains the tradition of service the company is
renowned for. Output -transistors unconditionally
guaranteed for 12 months. The KW + TEN-TEC
units offerod above are introduced as a prelude to
fully UK assembled equipment.

KW TEN-TEC LTD

Vanguard Works, Jenkins Dale, Chatham ME4 5RT
Tel: 0634-815173 Telex: 965834 KW COMM G

UNION MILLS, ISLE OF MAN
Tel: MAROWN10624) 851277
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Morse tutor

tapes

for Commodore 64, VIC-20, Dragon,

Spectrum, and ZX81-16K. Programmed learning from beginner
to 30+ w.p.m. Random characters and plain language. R.A.E.
maths tutor tapes for Commodore 64, Spectrum and Z7(81 -16K.
Comprehensively tests and gives practice in all R.A.E.
calculations. Don't let your maths make you fail! QTH locator

tapes for Commodore 64, Spectrum and ZXRI-16K. Input
COMMERCIAL PHD .10.3.3.4

locator or lat/long., gives distance, harm heading, contest score.

NEW EASTER SERVICE

Worldwide coverage, fast and accurate. All programs menu
driven, easy -to -use, and complete with full instructions, £6.00. R. Wilmot, Fron, Caernarfon LL54 7RF. (Tel: 0286-881886).
Pales of amount traps, 7.1 MHz, £8.95; 3.7 MHz, £10.50. Multi -

band trap dipoles with 75 -ft. feeder, £34.00. All post fem. Ralcomm, 10 Windleaves Road, Castle Bromwich B36 OBP.
High-class QSL cards, fast delivery. Send s.a.e. for samples and
prices. - 1. S. Coates, 57 Worrell Street, Morley, Leeds LS27

_

nag 70CWWW1
for ANWHz.Onmernand.115"..

OPL

and o'r=1:11ZYGE we February AM Short Wave .nlefo

April issue: due to appear Friday, March 30th. Single copies at
90p post paid will be sent by first-class mail for orders received by
Wednesday, March 28th, as avallable.-Circulation Dept., Short
Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. ALA 9EQ.

Butterworth Group
publications now in stock

QSL cards. Sample pack and prim list forwarded on receipt of 24p

stamp.-Derwent Press, 69 Langston Drive, Exmouth, Devon
EX8 4HZ.
Aerial wire, 14 s.w.g. hard -drawn copper, 708. coils, £5.50; 14011.

Practical Aerial Handbook, 2nd edition
Two -Metre Antenna Handbook
Questions and Answers on Amateur Radio

£10.80
£8.35
E2.40
£5.05
£5.05
E4.95

Beginners Guide to Radio. 8th edition
Beginners Guide to Electronics, 4th edition
Beginners Guide to Amateur Radio
Projects in Amateur Radio and Short Wave
£3.85
Listening
Guide to Broadcasting Stations, latest 18th edition.. £5.00
The World's Radio Broadcasting Stations and
£1.80
European FM/TV Guide
£8.05
Semiconductor Data, new 11th edition
Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 9th edition £8.10
Practical Handbook of Valve Radio Repair, new
£15.95
ride
£620
Electronics Pocket Book, 4th edition

Oscilloscopes - How to Use Them, How They
Work

£4.85

£8.90 (inc. VAT and postage). Amidon toroidal cores, TVI/AFI
ferrite rings. Send s.a.e. for lists. Business hours: 9.30-5.00,
Tues.-Sat.-SMC/TMP Electronics, Unit 27, Pint old
Workshop, Buckley, Clwyd CH7 3PL.

Tuition: self -test manual for R.A.E. students -"Questions &
Answers", 12.75 inc. post/packing. For details please send
s.a.e.-Peter Bubb (Tuition), GIUWJ, 58 Greenacres, Bath BA1
4NR.

CALL SIGN LAPEL BADGES. Professionally engraved, by
return of post, £1.50 cash with order (state name and
calisign).-AYLMER-KELLY (S), 2 Pickwick Road, Corsham,
Wilts. SN12 9BJ.

New! Scientifically prepared courses to get you through the
R.A.E. examination. -Ring 01-346 8597 for free booklet.

Amateur radio equipment bought, sold, exchanged. -Ring
04024-55733, 6 to 9 p.m. and weekends.

prices include postage end packing

Course for City & Guilds, Radio Amateur's Examination. Pass
this important examination and obtain your licence, with an RRC

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.

Home Study Course. For details of this and other courses (GCE.
Career and professional examinations, etc.) write or phone: THE

34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9E0

RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JV4, Tuition House,
London SW19 4DS. Tel:01-947 7272(9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) or use our
24 hour Recordacall Service, 01-946 1102 quoting Dept. JV4.
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G5RV Type Aerials, half-size, £12.03; full-size, £13.95. NEW
HARD -DRAWN COPPER AFRIAT WIRE, 140ft., 14 s.w.g.,
£6.90 per 50 metres; 16 s.w.g., £5.90. All items post paid. -S. M.
Tatham, Orchard Way, Fontwell, Arundel, West Sussex.
QSL cards. Gloss or tinted cards, send s.a.e. for samplesto Twrog
Press, Dept. S, Penybont, Geffilydan, Blaenau Ffestiniog,
Gwynedd.

Ham holiday in Sri Lanka. Write to Spangles Travels, 84
Templers Road, Mount Lavinia, Sri Lanka. (Tel: 010 941
713437).

BOKOC

ca.o

D. P. HOBBS INCH) LTD.
FDK - ICOM - TRIO - YAESU

El

1001A1C2E 2m Handheld
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3.35.03
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GDR 725.11.2SW.nwbile

370.00
21S.00

FOB 760XX anlvlobBe multirnode

FOROBEREAND131.1.1,70eme
11637AirbandRx.VFO +
LOWE

SR.

12.00lt

Rea...

ALL TELEPHONE AND MAIL ORDERS DESPATCHED BY RETURN
S.A.E. FOR LLST
PART EXCHANGES WELCOME
CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE
ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD

13 St. Benedict's Sr., Norwich. Tel. 615786

READERS ADVERTISEMENTS

r?7.'s=

transolption
Classified Det., Shod W

oumpen

ems.. Sena copy. with rtmlnaRee.

Eke

Copy must be received by March 15th to be sure of inclusion in the
April issue, published on March 30th.

MARCH OFFERS
SOFA WO ohm SLOTT

nia4.%
°

COAi
76;12"C.TWIS RIBBON FEEDER

READERS
For Sale: Redifon GR-470 VHF marine radio receiver/telephone,

fully transistorised, 50 -channel, international and coastal
reception including Emergency Channel 16, good coastal
reception, 100-125VAC, 200-250VAC, with manual, £110.
Eddystone 8400 receiver with manual, £75. Together, bargain
£185 cash, plus carriage. -Ring Howard, Thanes 601041, 6-8

DRIXR7ERLAL BARE.
1..1"ZOCror7L'^',
LIPS,

..roZn,"4:1130s,
per

tEp

der

132grand 10,LSAVS1a17,h. Post AO>

F.72.111.507eac'''''
GREENBAR 14 14160.11% I2,10.01.1.ASSISSIBTS

.00

LOACI:41;dnr:PL7=1:Ifer'el

Per

ord.

enall'a': rg",

8

On,d110 Lsw 0 Rilfy OEVOB

p.m.
Selling: R.C.A. AR88D complete with Army manual, cased, £60;
same, complete chassis except output transformer, £25. R-1392
complete with power supply, £25. Also ARSE tuning gang, IF cans

and other bits. Swop computer or lightweight receiver? -Ring
Willis, Southend (0702) 77251.

Wanted: W.W.II American, British and German Tx/Ftx bags
accessories. Marconi R -1155B and all accessories for R-1155 and

T-1154; power units, cords, plugs, etc. Collins 513-4 500 kHz
filters. FUGIO/16 manuals and mounting accessories. I will send
my full listings of offers/wanted (valves, crystals, manuals) on
request.-Gayot Pascal, F6GCO, 17 Rue St. -Bernard, 75011
Paris, France.

CALL BOOKS
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOKS 119841

Foreign ("DX-) Listings
U.S. Listings

E15.25
E15.90

available shortly
A few 1983 U.S. Listings still available, at £800 each inc.
U.K. Callbook, 1984Edn.IRSG131

MAPS

"SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE'. DX ZONE MAP
(GREAT CIRCLE) in colour. Latest 10thedition
E4.35
AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD Mercator Projection
. E1.10
Much DX Information -in colour. Latest 15thediton
RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE U.S.A. AND NORTH
AMERICA State Boundaries and Prefixes, size 24" x 3d',
95p
paper. Latese7th edition
RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD ATLAS In booklet form,
Mercator projection, for desk use. Gives Zones and
E220
Prefixes. Latest 12th edotion
.

Sale: FRG -7700, hardly used, mint condition, £225 or near
offer. -Ring Davies, Porthcawl 772234.
For Sale: TS-520SE 14F transceiver, excellent condition, original

packing, with mic., nearest £350. Katsurni electronic keyer,
immaculate, £20. Home-brew HF linear amplifier and PSU, or
parts, £50. -Ring Davis, G4LFG, South Shields 566658.

Selling: Viceroy Mk. III transmitter, with manual, £125.
Audioline 345 base CB station, new, £110. FDK Multi Palm -II
2m. handheld, with nicads and charger, £50. Also rotators, co -ax
and twelve receivers. -Ring Birkett, G3EKX, 0872-862575
(Cornwall).
For Sale: Avo 7 Class -D wavemeter, Avo osdllator, Avo bridge,
Avo valve tester, Q -Fiver, Hallicrafters SX-25, Creed 5B T/U,
various oddments. Offers? (Harts.). -Box No. 5800, Short Wave
Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

Sale: Icom IC -R70 receiver, 3 months old, 2 hours use, mint,
£375. -Ring Smith, 051-638 5554.

LOG BOOKS
Amateur Radio Logbook
Receiving Station Log
Mobile Logbook
(The above prices include postage and packing)

Available from:
Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9E0
Tel: Welwyn 1043871) 5206/7
(Counter Service, 9.30-5.00 Mon. to Fri.)
IGiro A/c No. 547131511

£235
£270
f5.30
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FL2/FL3 MULTI -MODE AUDIO FILTERS

MODEL D70 MORSE TUTOR

Once ya.ve decided to tackle the dreaded Mdse Tex you won't want to mess about
anE a learning rnethod Out is effective. painles. and dot gets, on the FIF bands

FAST ad
wr.otrz any experts. teak..
TT. exactly rekethermong Morsel -mar can
conlirm

youan rernare Nen 'Ached monkey..atter from all -tune 5511

By selecong

you.as dims* ofsatisfied users

The !lane Tutor generates a raan scream of Mrrse characters to ere receiving

rV.::Zrcte'rrgrn=7tirsnornal7peelrirt===een ea

remove tune-up wilstleswnh memally controlled notch f It
,une-up wh.leswichasecand notch filter which tunes.
applies to Ll only)
VVIlat marluout the Datong filters
above funcuons plus the fact

r

eyselecung.CW'rnodeallanklable filte

whIch we Ireitall before 111,png,

Supplied complete with internal speaker plus personal earpiece. and w.a keY pe.r

asspanmamorere

cously

ngieg

Arne.. 'oz.."
Second youcartake kr anywhereand use it whenever you like*Futhe miner of a
mama Wed. Bauerydran is so low mss you should. able to pythe exam on me emery

torn

todays FIE bands on spa! your rece,.. Simply a., a Datong..
tilt,. speaker may be tbe biggest single impoverrm, you wilier, make.

I=ElIztrrrro4Ittort7,:;.,1,,:: t.ito-nzt,clIcon7,7,,tr,laitypkcan convenan Fla tow
d.

Price: £49.00 + VAT (£56.35 total)

Prices, Fa. [78.00 VAT ([89geatal), Fla IL I
L, conversion kit 341.49-1- VAT (L39.67 ma)

VAT (C I 29.37 total):

DATONG ELECTRONICS LIMITED

ORDER FORM
Your Nine.

Call Sign

Address

Tel

Please send me the following
lessen.
Mode,
Qty
UnsTotal

Total[

Prices include Post, -

City

lencloseCHEQUEIPOSTALORDERNo.

Joy,
Please debit,VISNACCESS account- =
IarOIVa
All orders sere by return, let class parcel post

Any delay we be notified to you irernedetely
Packing and VAT(U.K.)
SENOTO- Dept S.W. Spence Mills, Mill Lane. Bramley, Leeds LS13 3HE, England. Tel: (0532) 552461
Post Code

E MAGAZINE
G2VF Inventor and proprietor of Patent for VARIABLE HIGH
FREQUENCY FRAME ANTENNA wishes all Hams and SWL's to

benefit from his invention and offers circuit and full assembly
details for the modest sum of ES. A Do-lt-Yourself project.
Components required to be found in most Ham shacks. Most
expensive components, two variable tuning capacitors. Antenna

March, 1984

Sale: FRG -7700 and FRT-7700, with manuals, as new, £290.
Hallicrafters S.40A Re (1947) with service sheet, £30. Pair of
I5 -watt Goodman speakers, £10. -Ring Ford, Dartford (0322)
22250.

twenty-one inches square, mounts on top of control box, fully
rotatable from operating position, tunable all the way 80 to 10

Wanted: Hallicrafters SX-28 general coverage receiver. Top price

metres there being only one inductance. SWR One to One 40, 15
and 10and One Point Five to One Wand 20. R9on CWfrom IA, W
areas Oto 9, VE 1 to Band all Europe. Ninety awardsobtained with
frame. Maximum power 100 watts. NEW EFFICIENT L.W. AND
M. WAVE FRAME ANTENNA. 21 inches square. D.I.Y. project.

Newcastle upon Tyne NE4 5PD.

for clean machine. Details please. -Miller, 66 Sidney Grove,

Wanted: SWL requires modern general coverage receiver,
Yaesu/Trio/lcom.-Ring Strutt, 02273-5338 (Kent).

Circuit, pans list, assembly data El Ideal Caravan and flat
dwellers. SWL's note. This antenna also tunes to Short Wave
Bands 40to 10metres.
F. G. %Fiends. 39 Perkside Avenue

Millbrook, Southampton SOt 9AF

Someone must have a BRT-400 or similar Rx for sale, If it is you,
please contact G3N)(C, QTHR. (Tel. 021-7063109 after 7 p.m.).

Selling: FT -290 2m. all -mode transceiver, with needs, charger
and carrying case, excellent condition, £180. -Ring Samuels,
Grimsby (0472) 74657.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS IN 24 HOURS
ANY FREQUENCY 2-50 MHz FOR E 5 inc.

Wanted: Battery -operated antenna tuner, preferably Coder
PR -40 in working condition. -Ring Wood, Cloches 378.

New fast service for C.W.O only (state holder style).
Clock oscillators for microprocessors in stock from £9.30.

Selling: Yaesu FT -7075 HF transceiver with home-brew external

VFO, £340. Yaesu FL -110 200 -watt HF linear, £99. -Ring

McKnight Crystal Co Ltd, Herta, Industrial Estate
Hy/he, Southampton SO4 62Y Tel 0703 848961

Richardson, G4GED, 01-578 4484.

MORSE rfi'l BY THE RHYTHM METHOD!
"STRANGE OUT 1111X-

Nontstan.antineottsnta any test..

rngrntuSrtatueStrgtdeiFkrfaas itF:C%VAIVVsTrt

tIngtirr=stsIZIt'setiarypZeiun:InFPI. in StZalt
gn:sTInql.C.C373:Zarnic:nt let ;5j;rntsg.'
Sten Bemen

Electronic and radio junk sale will be held on Tuesday, March
6th, at 3NAinateur Radio Club. -For more informalion contact
Dave, G6YQD, on 01-399 5487.

rew

Sin 141.46Gontottre. Mak, aargman. 014s011£6

Selling: Icom IC -206E 144 MHz mullimode Tx/Rx, 1/10W,
£230. Sofa 144 MHz linear amp., lOw input, £75. Sore PSU,
13.8V/15A, £40. muTek SLNA 144S pre -amp., £25.
MMC144/28 Rx converter, £12. Realistic DX -150A solid-state
Rx, 0.5-30 MHz, £40. All 'or near offer' .-Ring Ayling, G4ASL,
01-668 3386.

BETTER
SHORT WAVE
RECEPTION
by William I. Ore WBSAI and Stuart D. Cowan W21.)(

For Sale: teem IC -R70 communications receiver, mint condition,
£420. Signal R-532 air -band receiver, 110-140 MHz, 100 memory
channels, scan or manual, f130. -Ring Boyd, 0772-704009 after 5
p.m.
Sale: KW -20008 with AC power unit and speaker, well-known on

the air, call and to it out, £200 or near offer. -Crewe, G8CB,
QTHR. (Tel. Halifax 43104).
Exchange: B2 receiver for PSU for same equipment. Also wanted

TR9 volume control and loop aerial Type 3 or 4.-RingPmtony,
G3KXB, Chestfield (022779) 2340, Kent.

Latest 5th Edition

In the latest edition of this excellent work for all those who

own (or intend to ownl a radio receiver, these two wellknown and respected writers have produced chapters
covering: the radio spectrum and what you can actually
hear world-wide; the tuning of a shortwave receiver; the
business of buying a receiver, both new and secondhand; a
description of the SW Rx in non -technical terms, together
with receiver adjustment and alignment; DX-ing above 30

SeMng: Yaesu FRG -7700 with FRT-7700, £225. -Ring Barker,
Reading 22719.

Apra issue: due to appear Friday, March 30th. Single copies at
90p post paid will be sent by first-class mail for orders received by
Wednesday, March 28th, as available. -Circulation Dept., Short
Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

MHz; a description of the VHF receiver; building and
adjusting efficient aerials; reception techniques.

Thoroughly readable and "digestible", this book is

without doubt a very valuable addition to the bookshelf of
any OWL.

160pallim

£6.20 int. post.

coverage RPgawniath°VHFDRarin2eRtann'OR.21gg2 BSVic8,-Cr6d42 r9n2e1ral

Said Trio R-600 general coverage receiver, only 4 months old,
hardly used, with Trio headphones, £160. Buyer collects. -Ring
Rovmtree, Stockton-on-Tees 605211.

Rang: Teem FRG -7 receiver, £120. Trio TR-2300 2m. FM

Order from:
Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd.

34 High Street, Welwyn, Hens. AL6 9EQ

portable transceiver with nicads, charger and carrying case, £125.
All excellent condition. -Ring Dunn, 0483-69432 evenings.

For Sale: Transverter 10m. to 4m., and 3 -element beam,
£45. -Ring Soliman, 0782-44737.
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For Sale: Rare opportunity to acquire an R.C.A. LS -1 SSB
transceiver (1957), only one other known in the U.K., in near mint
condition, coverage 1.8 to 15 MHz at present, original crystals onboard, requires only VFO to run at 1.4 MHz above fundamental,

operating instructions and manual, buyer to arrange
transport (weight 149 lbs.), £150-Walker, G4JRN, QTHR.
full

(Tel. 0305-822599).

Sale: BBC 'B', Morsel, Morse tutor, program, Morse -key and
lead, £15.50.-Brooks, "Wayside", South Milton, Kingsbridge,
Devon. (Tel. 054857-771).

5

ADVANCE REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES NOULAR. Type PM 19acHleIable
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WANTED GENERAL RAMO RS. BRIOGE Type leS41.0 01 ANRIAL
Canape end VAT extra

Selling: Two ex -Army A40A VHF manpack FM radios complete
with ancillaries, etc., 6 -channel, 47 to 54 MHz, plus one radio for

spares and circuit diagrams, £50 or near offer.-Ring Atkinson,

LN

E.M.A.
MUNDAYS LAIVEZPORIS WOWZRIDGE. SUPPOL

G4FAA, 01-300 1894 evenings/weekends.

For Sale: Icom IC -720A transceiver, loom IC -20 power supply,
Daiwa CNA-1 ttgll automatic SWR, all mint, boxed, £1,000. Ring Coventry 21810.
Wanted: RA -63 SSB adaptor for RA -17L, and HRO coils. Can
collect. - Ring Brightman, Milton Keynes 314095 evenings.
I would like to hear from anyone with experience of 934MHz CB.
Please write to L. C. Williams, 39 Clockhouse Way, Braintree,
Essex CM7 6RD.

For Sale: Pam Commander multihand receiver, LW -30 MHz,
66-175 MHz VHF, 430-470 MHz UHF, AM/FM/SSB, digital
readout, mains/battery, £150. SX-200N super scanner, 25-88
MHz, 108-180 MHz, 380-514 MHz, AM/FM, mint throughout,
£185. - Ring Andrews, York (0904) 59035.

ALL
VALVES
Et TRANSISTORS

Call or phone fora
most courteous quotation
01-749 3934

.,ozw,=Trzu..

COLOMOR ELECTRONICS LTD. ,I.VoNI`r root

TRAP DI -POLES
Data Sheets. Large 23p S.A.E. Aerial Guide 75p

G2DYM, UPLOWMAN, TIVERTON, DEVON
Tel 03986 215

Callers Welcome By Appointmento9,

Exchanges Three -manual solid-state electronic organ (cost over

£1,1001, with four speakers and Leslie stereo/mono auto accompaniment pedals, chords, 12 rhythms, 40 -plus voices, full

SIMPLE, LOW-COST

serve manual, for FT-902DM transceiver. Or sell for £850. Ringic061-761 2952.

Wanted: Yaesu FC-902 ATU, SP -901 speaker, Datong Morse
tutor, 04MH beam, rotator and Yaesu FT -480R.- Ring Collins,

WIRE ANTENNAS
by William Orr, W6SA1

Heckmondwike 409310.

Wanted: Eddystone active aerial, by O.A.P. in restricted flat.
Details and price, please. - Methven, 28 Treffry Court,
Newquay, Cornwall.

Wanted: Datong D70 Morse tutor. - Jackson, Coombe Farm,
Gidleigh, Chagford, Devon TQ13 8HP. Tel: Chagford (06473)
2497.

For Sale: Trio TS -510 HF transceiver, with PS -510 PSU,
microphone, handbook, 2 sets of spare valves (new), very good
condition, in original packing, plus Morse keyboard, electronic
squeeze keyer, and Vibroplex 'Lightning' bug (chrome), £100 the

lot. Buyer collects. - Elsworthy, G4AYG, 27 Balton Way,
Harwich, Essex.

Selling: Isom IC -R70 receiver, in new condition, £400. - Ring
Richard, Cambridge 312624.
Sale: Datong ANF with MPU (bought Feb. '84), £50. Sony ICF-

7600D portable digital radio (bought Dec. '83), £120. - Ring
Longdown 370.

Wanted: Top price paid for ex-R.A.F. R-1120, T-1119, R -I139,
T-1138, T -I394, T-1396, R -I398, T-1397, R -I400, T -I399 and
T -I422. - Parsonage, 52 Bramble Lane, Mansfield, Notts.

Latest Edition

This excellent and thoroughly recommended
handbook is the publication on the practical
approach to building aerials. After starting with
aerial fundamentals there are discussions and
descriptions of ground -plane, end -fed, DX dipole,
vertical and wire beam antennas, plus coverage

on a universal HF antenna system and working
DX with an "invisible aerial"; the SWR meter and
coaxial cable also have chapters to themselves.

The whole book is presented in an
authoritative, immensely clear, readable and
enjoyable manner with the emphasis on the
practical throughout - to the extent that even
the chap who can hardly strip a piece of co -ax
need not feel at all left out! Just as practical for the
SWL, tool
192pages
Order from

£6.20 inc. post.
Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd.
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ

March, 1984
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IC 271 Replacement Front -End - RPCB 271ub

Pictured left is We new replacement front-end for Hem, IC 271 series of tranweivels. Ws not we stress a
boards f or WesuisFT.221/5se.sond Icorn31C211 251serros t.RPC13 771uhin
preamplifier. Insommon
fact replaces the existing non tend vvith a properly .Roned carefully engineered low noise ol stage. superb
hendpassaltering, doehle-halencedSchottky diode ring mixer, Tietlocaloscillatorbuller. a.two highdynamic
range IF stages with. poles°. crystaltiltering. AsHi. our RPC11251ola en.Koardantenna changeover relay
is included, replacing the original diodesnitching system. Good attention has of course .enpaid to proper gain
Merriest important aspect of high performance receiver design: a rePerviadOesn't need tosoued
distribution
kke a hot at frier to be sensitive.
As far as installation is concerned, it's mainly a 'plug and socket' job. and our board fits in the position normally

occupier., Icom's optional 'preampttert It could hardly be simple,
Price, 779.00 f

Stephen Prior, G4S.IP

E1.20 OH inc. Tat.

muTek limited - die rf technology company
Dept. S.W., Bradworthy, Holsworthy, Devon EX22 7TU 10409 241 543

G2RAR HAM BAND AERIALS
NEW RANGE OF TET ANTENNA SYSTEMS

With C7trancrHI'..narTrVeedrre An'tenna
1015.20/AW TP30 E12.30 TP - SI3.75
TP4 - E45.50
10 to,413KW TPOO E19.95 10 te-8001W TP50 E28.75 - SW TP5 - [k
Et Package - E1.50
`MESS AUTHORISED UK DEALER
Latest FT757GX airffiuteanT41nfenir Demonstrations
888

12.14 PENNYWELL ROAD, BRISTOL BS5 OTJ

NEW SAMSON KEYtRS

RADIO AMATEUR PREFIX -COUNTRY -ZONE LIST
pubkshedbyGEOFF WATTS

T. Listyou have always nwded, the list that gi.s you everything, and all

gZt
b. the normal prefix
BC ME 0

KEY

t

8

0818

ieach

e. the contnent
I. the "CG" Zone No.

d. the rf'll'OVIIZ0=ch allocatHne

ITU Zone No.

USSR Klub-stetions, obsolete
Thep. f ormation on
s used during the past
past 10
salt
years. and much more.
The List can be kept alive. saTto-dete because ample space has been
for adding eve, new prefix, mob new ITU allocation. etc.
id
verything arranged alphabetically and numerically in order of prefix. Ideal
for Contest operators and SWLis.
Tell your lub-members about a. Order an extra Capy HT that overseas
friend 15 pages. Price 75p MI. overseas law mall, .300 of SIRCs_

GEOFF WATTS

SPACEMARK LTD.

62 DELMORE ROAD, NORWICH NREOPU, ENGLAND

3

"S.W.M." DX ZONE MAP

.

Latest 10th Edition!

RSGB title by R. J. Eckersley, G4FTJ, have been revised and .
updated. Chapters cover: the Amateur Service; setting up a
station; operating practices and procedures; DX; contests:
mobile, portable and repeaters; amateur satellites; RTTY:
SS/TV: special event stations; with appendices and index. ,
Extract I fam a review in ""Short Wave Magazine': .. . . this

information - bearing and distance 01 all pans of the world

: ,
divided for iaRZo:.gnr,Tf
r''h?a'Izgl;::':tt::=t
,

..,:lkiarIZtg,"`ATZ710."4.itesgade"ek'pnrghetor.Tim'Ca"
accurates .

names, mainly'''. unusual
potting. Hundreas of
and most of the rare panels.is
1
Prefixes comet to August 1992

.

book should be of greaten interest and use to the newly

licensed amateur with little, practical operating experience, to -,
whom it can be thoroughly recommended".
ZASSInc. p/p ;
208/7494,
Publications Dept.

Price £4.35 inc. p/p
PublIcati.e.pt.
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New Second &Non
Most of the chapters in the new 2nd edition of this popular
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THE RADIO
AMATEUR'S

HANDBOOK, 1984
(ARRLI
is now in stock!
61st Edition

WORLD RADIO/TV
HANDBOOK 1984
no price increase for 1984!
The World's only complete reference guide to

Still the reference book no radio amateur should be
without! As well as covering Ohm's Law to spread spectrum, new material in the 1984 edition includes:
new tables on low-pass, high-pass and band-pass
filters; an updated section on the classes of amplifier
operation; a new kilowatt amplifier for 160, 80 and

International Radio &Television Broadcasting Stations.
It includes: Frequencies, time schedules, announcements, personnel, slogans, interval signals and much
more besides of value to the listener.
Lists all International short-wave stations, including
frequencies, for each country, foreign broadcasts, long
and medium wave stations IAM broadcast Band), TV
stations and domestic programmes. Long recognised as
the established authority by broadcasters and listeners.
It is the only publication that enables you to identify BC

400.; a refined version of the De luxe Audio Filter; plus

stations quickly and easily. Enables you to fill more

updated chapters on Specialised Communications
Systems and Interference. A new and better index is
included - and a full -colour foldout spectrum chart.

pages in your log book on the SW BC bands and helps
you add more BC -station QSL cards to your collection.

And much, much more!

12. 15inc. p/p

hard cover, E 15.75 inc. p/p
soft cover, E12.50 inc. p/p

640 pages

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9 EQ

from

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL69EQ

1984
CALL BOOK

1984
CALL BOOK

"DX LISTINGS"

"U.S. LISTINGS"

now in stock!!
ii.e. all amateur

call -signs

outside the U.S.A.

and

its

Possessions)

1983 edition

a 115,940changes in listings
* QSL managers
* Hdtli0 amateur prefixes of the world
a ARRL Countries list
* Great Circle bearings
Standard rime charts
a Census or world Amateur Radio licenses
Plus much, much more,
1206 pages

now in stock!!
In this issue ...

In this issue . . .
a 413,852 licensed radio amateurs
a 37,265 new licenses included, issued since the

£15.25 inc. postage

Order from:

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL69EQ

* 433,921 licensed U.S. radio amateurs
* 30,505 new licenses included, issued since the
1983 edition

a 103,567 changes in listings
a Then Et Now - call letter changes
a QSL managers
a ARRL Countries list
* Zip Codes and Licence Class on all listings
Standard Time charts
* Census of U.S. Amateur Radio licenses
Plus many other features
1214pages
Order from:

£15.90ine.posug,

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL69EQ
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We don't s
oar sets until
Them in
The new It. -011.

Push-button Perfection
ICOM introduces the new top -of -the -line IC -02E to compliment its
existing line of popular handheld transceivers and accessories. The new
direct entry microprocessor controlled IC -02E is a 2 meter handheld jam
packed with excellent features.
Some of these features include: scanning, 10 memories, duplek
offset storage in memory 8 odd offsets also stored in memory. Internal
Lithium battery backup and repeater tone are of course included.
Keyboard entry is made through the 16 button pad allowing easy
access to frequencies. duplex. memories, memory scan and priority. The
IC -02E has an easy to read custom LCD readout indicating frequency,
memory channel, signal strength, transmitter output and scanning
functions.
Abattery lock, frequency lock and lamp on/off switch are also
featured, as is an aluminium case -back, providing superior heat sinking.
A variety of batteries will be available for the IC -02E, including new
long -life 8.4 volt and 13.2 volt packs. Top panel connector for 13.8 volts
which will power transceiver operation.
The IC -2E continues to be available, and its complete range of
accessories work with the new IC -02E.
The IC -02E comes with the BP3 Niced battery pack, BC25E wall
charger, flexible antenna, wrist strap and beh clip as standard equipment.
A truly excellent product destined to a great future.
We do not sell any sets until we know them inside cut. A bold claim W.A. Our engineers
have been train. by ICOM in Japan, and can guarantee the best affer.sales maintenance
.1.0 available.
As well ea the ME, 751.74E VI, 471, RM. MD. 090E, 25H, 05E, ZKL, AT100, AT500, 27E,
120, 2E, SE in the ICOM range we also stock such famous names as Tono. Teleroades Cue
Dee, Vemetower, Vaesu.Jaybeam, Datong, Wel.. G.Whip. Western TAL. Beam. end FISGB
Publications. Thant Electronics can offer you the most comprehenalve and thorough service
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VHF Multimosle
Base Illations

The IC -271E (2 meter VHF) and IC -471.E,

430-450 MHz are the 'terrific twins' in Base multimodes
at the moment. The design is based upon a new CPU
chip that is easy to operate and offers the maximum
number of functions available. Power can be adjusted
up to 25W on all mmies,squelch works on all modes
and a listen -input facility.has been added for repeater
work. RIT shift is shown on the mufticolour fluorescent
display.10Hz tuning facilities am included on both
machines. Options for the 271E and 471E include switchable front-end pre,amp,SM5 desk microphone,
speech synthesizer announcing displayed frequency,
22 channel memory extension with scan facilities and
an internal chopper PSU. It you would like to learn
more specific details for the 271E or 471E, don't
hesitate to ask for a brochure.

162901114901,VHF

Muldmode
Mobiles

The IC -290D is proving to be an
extremely popular 25 watt 2 meter mobile.
It boasts a bright green display, 5 memories
scan facilities on either memory or across
the whole band, an instant input for
repeaters, there is also a tonemall button
on the microphone. The IC -4130E is the
70CM version and has similar features,
hot only a 10 watt voice in this case.

__-

oft

Agent
="rar2="""'
.reon 631.E0 TN:101,10.(05E6)4610
ICPCDO.

March, 1984
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South'2 YEAR
Midlands
GUARANTEE
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FREE FINANCE

BRANCHES AT: SOUTHAMPTON, LEEDS, CHESTERFIELD,

FED UP WITH THE ORM AND POOR OPERATING STANDARDS ON 2M?
Then O.S.Y. to 70cm and begin M enjoy your hobby again instead of giving up after hearing some of the depressing operating activities on

90.

In order to he/p promote further activity on 20grin we have been able to reduce prices of many of Vaesu's UHF transceivers. This has been
possible duettoS.G.SOUIS pinchesing fromYeesurogether with reduced production costs atthe f eatery due to increasing demand onMe
Japanese home market since the introduction of UHF repeaters in Japan.
Check out the pricesolYaeguIsURFTransceNers againstother manufacturers' model.. you will probably agree 'Mesa leads the way to

26.2

Just consider wiM lower equipment costs than equivalent 2M transceivers, a larger number of UHF repeaters in the UK per amateur
population than anywhere.° wed.. and remember 2Com antennas because of their smaller size and similarity to T. V. antennas make
Mem far mote envismenlaIN acceptable Man 211A long Yogis.
Weed we say more except see you on Xems.
no

FT79OR

IFT708R
now only
£179 inc.

now
only
£249 inc.

FT73OR

now only
£229 inc.

hown with FL2010
optional amplifier

70cm ANTENNAS

COAXIAL FEEDERS
Don't throw away those valuable watts by using a poorquality
feeder. Remember approximately 2014 of UR67 will have an
approximate attenuation 3dB at 432 MHz. This means if you
invest around E250 fora 1031N P.A. you will only end up with
about SOW at the antenna.
[0Mo/rt.
UR62
art 3.92116per 25M Names
Pope HMO
Eupen 5121

att 2.252113 per MA apprOx

as 1.M6 per 25M appros
`Andrews LOF.2.50 att 1.9d6 per 2.1aPPrm

`Andrews 112.50 an 1.3. per 25MaPPrea

60.79pfrn
62.93pfm
ESSOPfm
r6.661Sm

tiekcol FoaitylNelectrx cables.
Carriage on cables 02.40 up to RCM, over SCIA

NEW

D8/70

E25.87

Boyer EiVa0

PEW 18/70

PBM24/70
LW24/70
MBM28/70
MD1348/70
MBM813/70

8XY/70
12XY/70
SMCGR432X

£3220

18eleParabearn
24eleParabearn
24eleyagi
28ele Multibeam
48ele Multibeam
88ele M ltibeam

£44.55
C27.02
C21.27
E35.65
E48.87

Bele CrOSSed Yagi

12e1e crossed Yagi
E52.90
3 x % wave colinear
£32.20
14step coaxial colinear 10E181E78.60 NEW
2/7(km colinear
Eno)
Carriage HO antennas E2.65.

SMCGP714
SMC7C112V

Looking for a Satellite Transceiver System?
Those clever men at Yaesu have put together your total satellite transceiver requirements in one package. If you are interested in
the RS satellite with 2M to 10Mtransponders, the answer is FT726R + HF module and satellite unit, or if you want Oscar 10with 70cms
to 2ntransponger, the answer is FT726R + 7Coms moduleand satellite unit. You caneven usetheFT72ER with the mode ltransponder
on Oscar 10. However in this case the FT7268 does require a little help nom II4krowave Modules and / their M14MX1268/144 For mode L
the answer is FT726R Moms module, satellge unit and MMX1268/144on all the above combinations, full duplex is possible whenthe

satellite unit is fitted to the FT726R. So look no further, Yaesu have the answer, the FT7269f!
FT226R121

.226111

er Ciw do

6200.00Inc.

Ss module

MSC° inn,

2m module
70ams module
Full duplex module

g155.00 inc.

6F456NIC

6260.00.
ES5.03.c.
f 39.65i1c.

606Hz CW filter

Satellite transmit tra

FREE FINANCE

.n en,IN
0.'1
IIII...........
Free Fine
on invoice balance over SIMI.

John

c..226111

6569.00 inc.

HF module

5,2726

1.226
.0026
AT].

SMC SERVICE
Free Securicor deliVen/ On ma.
Access of Barclaycard over the phone.
Biggest branch agent and dealer netWork.
Securice. lig Service contract at MOO.
Biggest stockists of amatem egUiPment.
Same day despatch whenever possible.

£7£739.3 in

TransceivTransceiver main frame

21/.28

2096 flown andthebalenceovel smontbsor60,downand

oar

115.00 inc

GUARANTEE

Importer warren, on Vas. Moen products.
Ably staffed ane equipped Service Dpartment.
Daily contact wrth the If assu Musen factory.

the balance over a year.

Tans of thousands of spares and test equipment.

Further details and eligible items available on request.

2 year warranty on regular p e21 usesu prod

weeny -Me vears of profemional e

TOu pay no more than theca. omen

SIVIC STOCK CARRYING AGENTS WITH DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
Ilta,r,
Bangor
John
GI.DP 102,1 55162
Tandragee

Mervyn GI3WWY

107452, 8.35,3

.TT

T.JT

erience.

7xu

rHP: $ROPY WAve

Gohnne 42
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Communications Ltd

CS6)

==1

MAIN DISTRIBUTOR FACTORY BACKED

1.196.

BUCKLEY, STOKE, GRIMSBY, JERSEY, EDINBURGH.

tYAESU'S TRANSCEIVERS OFFER FACILITIES NOT GIMMICKS

roFT77

FT980

f 1265. inc.

Transceiver with gene.lcoveragell

FT980
SP983

ExtemalLIS withaudio fiber

SP980P
FIF80
FIF55
FIF232C

fedemalbrSwitbOhonel..

£7.35 inc.

Computer interfacelorNECPC13001
Computer interface for Apple II

f 51.35 inc.

6.65 inc.

FT,

8 Band 113/TX 103N output

f953.110inc.

813and rOlf£X ION autput
Mefthing AC PS
Matching Antenna Tuner
FV7000M Digital UFO Unit
MKT,'
Marker Unit

f423.00inc.

FT77S
FP700
FC700

654.001n. L FMUT77

Computer inted.e1S233

MULTIMODES FOR 6m, 2m and 70cm

135.00inc.
[98.90 inc.
200.00 inc.

f10.35 inc.
f21.201nc.

FM unit

FM TRANSCEIVERS

FT
..age a.ei
uFL/010amp
bought together

ET7009

£299.00 inc.
F76801
FT291211

Multim.e Transceiver frn

U.N.
f 269:01.0
e

Me... Transceiver .

Multi.. Trans.iver 70cm
SWIM 2.2.AbNicarls.CsNe
FT7933

SMCBC
NINIE111

CSC..
FL0010
L2010
1F1_7010

2aB

per set

2.20M Charger 1134 Style
Mobile Mount

N. eli.

f 21.2.:

ES...

Kicree rOW N.H.

FT201319

£T9Offe

...held
Transceiver 25w

N W £16300inc.
f 29.00inc.

6223001..

2Cgrn Transceiver 10er

E139.00inc.
E 119.00inc.
f 8.05 inc.

2mHar.beld 2.5w

7.rn Handheld lw

W2leZ:

SIND, 3AACompactcharger113AStylel
NC,
Basecharger

¢33.25 inc.
f 91.00 inc

gi'l

f 69.001n.

Ern ION Amplifier
Dee ION Amplifier

F72301

FT2033
ET23013
FTPSOP

f 32.8563.
f 5905 inc.

DrAtror=erfgr

YAESU'S LINE UP FOR '84
THE FT757 SYSTEM

EI5..35

Erequencv range 160-1. Tx general coverage Ax. 10 HX1

Wfse

MFO'd':40U

N.& output 10,N SSB, Cefte!'

Va...

2SW Carrier

oe.r PrOtluCIS 6006 at 1003 on 10 MHz.
Dynamic range trener than 1031 CWIN1 at 16MHz
Frequency stability better than 6 1Cpprn after warm up
Dual

P°,

0B merna.s with VFOrmemory transfer

f3Nwe aeopeIng more flexible split Irequency operat..

Programmed: lrnrc17,17177.

''""" h re

Allaccessories instagen including AM. FM, Markel. Speech

processor. shilt filters. 600-1z CW fiber a. kyer.

New leattn1;. deet:rnex ducted cooling system allow
Seeectable semi break in or ftrill=kincatrIbuilt in inernbic

FT757GX All Modes and Filters Fitted
FP757GX Switched Mode PSU 50% Duty
FP757HD heavy Duty PSU 100% Duty
FC757AT Automatic Antenna Tuner
SPIIIKAINin

611151IV

M. Sovn MAtra7rInn

Gr..

,,,,,,,...,,
10/077B/313
MOO kloniat

HEAD OFFICE

MAIL ORDER

1070 MN

E231.Winc

NIC3x.sty Onlyrrith FP3576113

MN

LESTINEM

nitwit.
Ulm Ms

al filly Mai

If Iftslo"Vitr '

11118181

9305.31116.11

wium., :coon: 01=1:071,00' gge";:r0=4

UNE

.....

720.4

BAN 1,Sat

York..

M:7;c",d'Z'

£685.00inc.
£149.50 inc.
162. 50,c.

1.10inieftn

Yob

Chssur.1

9 EN122"

4:101:V"

.2.1.,i.Trfaceze: allow further Operatir,g flexibility with 40

MOM

SRC OW,

11.27.eli WM*

p.n. Yaw

al. el
9.104.00 IL* 11.461

ZBEI

I Moan Gas

MY.
A.
M

MN MOB/

M we 1...

MINIM

WC Om*

.it

I. SO

S.M. HOUSE, RUMBRIDGE STREET, TOTTON, SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 40P. ENGLAND
Tel. T1311011107031 867333. Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G. Telegram: "Aerial", Southampton

Technical Books and Manuals
(ENGLISH AND AMERICAN)
AERIAL INFORMATION

00.55
10.60
04.35

Antenna Handbook lOrrand Cowan)
Practical Aerial Handbook, 2nd Edition King) ..
Beam Antenna Handbook
CubicalQuad Antennae. 2nd Edition
Simple Low Cost Wire Antennas, by On
Aerial Projects Ileenfold)
73Dipole and Long -Wire Antennas IE. M. Nall ...
Antenna Book IARRLI/etas( 14th Edition
The IARRL) Antenna AnthologY
Two -metre Antenna Handbook, F. C. Judd
G2BCX
HE Antennas forAll Locations IRSGB)

0390
0620
(2.30
0655
E610
E 3.65

£6 35

£610

The Antenna Construction Handbook for Ham,

0/S

CB and SWL (Tab)
Home -Brew HF/VHF Antenna Handbook (Tab)

E6.50

25 Simple Shortwave Broadcast Band Aerials

E225

IE. M. Nollinew title
25Simple Amateur Band Aerials IE. M. Noll)
VHF Propagation Handbook, by WA4MVI

E 2. 25

03.55

BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER
Amateur Radio autterworth Press)
Questions and Answers on Amateur Radio, by

E9.60

F. C. Judd G2130(
Elements of Electronics, Book 3
Elements of Electronics, Book 4

f2.50
£335

Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners

E 5.06

0505

Beginners Guide to Amateur Radio INewnesl,

Guide to Amateur Radio, latest 19th

Edition

IRSGBI

E495
E540
E1.20

Morse Code forthe Radio Amateur IRSGBI
Understanding Amateur Radio IARRLI

0410

Radio Amateur's Examination Manual, latest
tOth edition IRSGBI

GENERAL

Weekend Projects for the Radio Amateur lARRL) .
Projects in Amateur Radio and Short Wave
Listening INewnes)

How to Bold your own Solid State Oscilloscope
(Rayed

How to Design and Make Your Own PCB's (new
title)
How to Build Advanced Short Wave Receivers
Better Short Wave Reception, 15th Ed)
FM &Repeaters forthe Radio Amateur IARRLI

Easibinder go hold 12 copies of -Short Wave
Magazine" together)
World Radio Er TV Handbook 1984 Edition

The World's Radio Broadcasting Stations end

,

European FM/TV (New nest

Radio Amateurs DX Guide 114th Edrtoonl

Power Supply Projects (Penfold)

05.00

0205
0225
0230
0245
0205

HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

Radio Communication Handbook, Vols. 1 and 2
811.05
combined (paperback), RSGS
E13.70
Teleprinter Handbook. New 2nd Ed. IRSGBI
E1.85
TVI Manual ta,dEdn.IIRSG131

The Radio Amateur's Handbook 1984 IARRLI,
E12.50
soft cover
The Radio Amateur's Handbook 1984 IARRLI,
-

E15.25
hard cover
Learning to Work withIntegrated Circuits IARRLI. E1.70
E4.35
Solid State Basics lathe Radio AmateurIARRLI .
0/S
WeatherSatellite Handbook
Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur IRSG131
Amateur Radio Operating Manual IRSGBI 2nd Ed .

.

Oscilloscopes - How to Use Them, HOW They
Work INewnes)

Practical Handbook of Valve Radio Repair
INewnesl, new tide

0675
E495
E0.135

11695
E10.10

Radio Propagation Handbook, by W4LGF

0225

IR. A. Pent old)

Beginners Guideto Radio Ilah Eclaton)
Beginners Guideto Electronics,new eth Edition

nen, tick

E240

Guide to Broadcasting Stations 118th Edition) ....
Radio Stations Guide
Long Distance Television Reception ITV -DX) for
the Enthusiast lravisededition)
An Introduction to Radio °Xing

0335

USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS
Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur IARRLI .

Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 9th
Edition IScroggiel

E8.35

E510

ESC()
Amateur Radio Techniques, 71h Edn.11350131
available shortly
U.K. Call Book 19134IRSGBI

Hints and Kinks IARRLI
Electronics Data Book IARRLI
Radio Frequency Interference IARRLI
Amateur Radio Awards, IRSGBI
Electronics Pocket Book, 4th Edition INewnes 1

E3.15

0240
0340
E520

f305
E355

0225

£225
£225
0620
£435
E465
01215
87.60

ISTOR MANUALS
VALVE AND
Towers' International Transistor Selector, latest
Edition (Up -Date No. 21

Semiconductor Data Book, 11th Edition INewnes)
International Transistor Equivalents Guide
International Diode Equivalents Guide

01060
EBBS

0335
02.60

VHF PUBLICATIONS

VHF Handbook, Wm. I. On W6SAI new ad
Edition
VHF/UHF Manual IRSGBI /west 4th Edition
The UHF -Compendium, Parts land 2

ES.50
E10.30
812.50

orders despatched by return of post
0/P (Out of Prim)

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING
Many of these titles are American in origin

OIS (Our of stock)

(Terms C W 01

',cos are ...toot to alteration without

Available from

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept.

34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. ALE 9EQ-Welwyn (043871) 5206/7
(Counter Service. 9.30 5.00 Mon. to Furl

IGIRO A1C No. 54)61511

